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their favorite son Garcia, in nominaGOVERNMENT TO OPPOSE
TEACHERS' EXAMINATIONS
tion for a position which he did not
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. TO BE HELD OCTOBER 1
FOURTH LIBERTY
SALE OF GREAT MANY
want, and then addressed to Putney
DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES
SPECULATIVE STOCKS
the parliamentary question of whether "I have started something."
1st m Utter received
The last state teachers' examinaSENATE, RICHARDSON FOR HOUSE
Washington, Sept. 7. Plans for
by us.
LOAN DRIVE WILL
Field again gained the floor and
this week from the democratic
hundreds of millions of tion for the year will be held Ocstrangling
talked about "subterfuge, lying, and
dollars worth of oil stocks and other tober 4 and 5 in each county seat
.state chairman we find that
the democratic loader are
pretense, foolishness and childs play"
speculative securities which the gov- and at the state normal schools.
AND GARCIA FOR GOVERNOR and
START SEPT. 28TH.
ernment
opposed the noxious ten minute
The examinations will be for the
considers
figuring On a campaign of
unnecessary in
rule by saying ' if you don t let them
the war emergency and hindrances three grades of teachers' certificates.
deceit rather 'than oj men
talk here, they will go home and
and principles. A play, on the
to tne sale of Liberty Bonds were Those intending to take . the exam- . r
.:
.
i
talk, and their talk will be to the
.word "democracy" it contemannounced todap by the capital is- :iiiauuns
snouiu notuy ine county
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sues
intend
committee. Within a few weeks superintendent of the respective
to
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plated. They
MCADOO AH.
Fast approaching an
the
the committee hopes to stop abo- - Biiiuuuua. li la ucsiicu mat ten gay f
tho Republican nominees for
HOTCNO, RES0LX7TIN0, AND CRITICISM OF THE OUTS, proceedings were saved impasse
by Paxton
lutely the ' sale of all ctnclra m,l notice of such intention be civen if
NOUNCES DATE FOB OF.
congress and tho sonata of opDonas not previously submitted
posing tho interests of tho naCOVERS THREE DAYS, FOLLOWED BY A SHORT AND of Dona Ana county who moved to
tolPs
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take up tne nomination of governor,
tion in tho conduct of the war,
tne committee or Its district agen
for
the
candidates
three
conwhereas the record shows that
RAPID BUSINESS SESSION FRIDAY EVENING WHEN leaving
cies for examination to determine BIG HEALTH MEETING
THE
HISTORY
in
OP THE
whether
has
tho president
gress comfortably suspended up
the issues could not better
had most of
IN ALBUQUERQUE OCT. 7
TICKET WAS PUT UP
the air..
be postponed until after the war"
his opposition from members
WORLD
of his party.
Wo want deJohn S. Drum of San Francisco,
Itaey all Back Up
The New Mexiao public health asbanker and member of the capital sociation
mocrats olaated as representaAdmonished by the chairman who
meeting at
'
tive and senator, but we wish
said "Let's back up", the convenissues committee, will have charge October 7, will be a big Albuquerque
DEMOCRATIC TICKET
I
one. It will
The democratic 'state convention
Secretary of the Treasury, Wm. G.
of the national campaign against un- memorialize the next
to do so fair and square.
We
tion followed the Curry county chair
.legislature to McAdoo. has officially
completed its business and adjourned For U. S Senator
want tho democratic party to
man's motion to "declare all we have
recognized securities,
assisted
the
state
by expand
department of Saturday, September 28, asannounced
late Friday night.
W. B. WALTON
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the date
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not on
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Grant
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I
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win
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each federal reserve district with of David R.
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V l".c Closing oate, three
Lyman of Connecticut.
G. A. RICHARDSON
weeks making
it
one
least one member in every city of
for electing a state democratic
week
gates and visitors.
4,000 votes he said had a normal Reshorter
Both are national authorities.
than the campaign
Chaves
The temporary officers selected at
for the Third
more than 15,000 population, to gaticket. We have our state ispublican majority of 750 to 1,000 and
Loan.
Liberty
the opening upon the recommenda- For Governor
ther and report information con- SMITH ADJUDGED INSANE .
sues for measuring the nomimust be considered.
The delegation
The amount
tion of the central committee were :
nees for state offices. Let us
to be offered
was "overwhelmingly for Putney".
cerning operation of individuals and
BY MEDICAL COMMISSION to the Americanof bonds in
FELIX GARCIA
'
Niell B. Field, chairman.
people r the Fourth
Heacock took issue to this
corporations trying to sell securities
put up better men and win on
Judge
Rio
Arriba
i.
nan
Antonio Joseph, secretary,
without
the approval of the canital
that issue. Everybody supports
statement promptly, and nominated
A. B. Smith, alias Dashley, who
c Tut
lleliton Torres, sargent at arms, Fuf Lieutenant Governor
tho president, hence that is no
issues committee.
'.
unofficial v
.,l "?s t. '"c,allyI
Co. D. K. B. Sellers, state builder,
was sentenced to hang Sept. 27, will P".
mumateri that it will not be less
A. P. Hill, interpreter,
The
issue.
Tribune
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it
ELMER E. VEEDER
was
committee,
road maker, and vote getter. Crist
announced
bebe
life
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to
imprisonment,
than
C. Manzanares, interpreter,
$6,000,000,000, the bonds to bear
today, will also report on all seem- cause a commission of three doctors
San Miguel reminiscing of the leixpungcd half
Mr. Field was selected as the key'A per cent interest. No indiratin.
ingly necessary
hour here remarked upon the little
such as adjudged him a paranoiac.
projects,
For
noter some time ago and had his
Judge Supreme Court
ma,uri'y has appeared.
construction of new buildings, indus
bit of
which the "best of
He was tried with Jesse O. Starr a'.,!,he,
While the size of the Fourth
RICHARD H. HANNA
speech prepared in advance.
y
try extention and' road improve for the murder of Sheriff Dwight
men sometimes relished, and put up
We
Not
Afraid
Are
Loan
it seems probable be
His speech required an hour and
will,
Santa Fe Garcia, Garcia he maintained had ably
Stevens in Luna county.
McGill of La Lande the near ments.
double
Judge
that
of
was
and
one
three
of
the three
any
minutes reading
forty
served the state on the tax commis county seat of DeBaca, then advanced
His sentence was set for Sept. 17,
For Secretary of State
previous liberty loans and the length
NEW MEXICO HAS BRANCH
applauded by the delegates:
sion by assisting in giving a good to the
and had been extended to Sept. 27, of
and told a comic
JUAN J. DURAN
the
platform
On taking the chair Mr. Field callcampaign
LEAGUE
shortened,
TO
ENFORCE
PEACE
administration of what he termed the story the point of which was the
reports
pending the investigation.
from the Liberty Loan organizations
Union odious
ed upon the secretary to read a
"Bursum tax law".
nomination of R. H. Finnigan of
in the twelve Federal Reserve DisThe
New
Mexico
branch
telegram from Senator Jones in which For State Treasurer
of
the
Taos seconded his nominee, Tor- Tucuincari, as corporation
commisCITIES GET BUSY FOR
tricts to Washington forecast suche expressed his regret at not bring
T. W. MEDLEY
rance seconded Sellers, and Hofman sioner. The Democrats he said, were League to Enforce Peace emerged
RIO GRANDE DRAINAGE cess.
able to be present and extended his
tne
irom
in
seconded
Sellers
held
Valencia
of
Moiinay
meeting
Putney.
Socorro
like the
who followed a posOne and one-habest wishes to the convention and
million of our
and addressed by formthen withdrew in Putneys' favor. The sum to darkey
the topmost branches of a Albuquerque,
brave American men are now along
er ambassador to Germany, James
its work.
For Attorney General
The
Santa
Fe
comof
chamber
91
and Garcia tree. The possum
vote
Tutncy
gave
the
began to claw, W. Gerard, and others.
battle
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After Mr. Field's keynote speech
overseas
merce
on
THOMAS J. MABRY
fightinir
,
Monday passed resolutions
2424.
and the darkey said "You is not
Mr. Putney made a few patriotic
The
",c soHiiers ot our Allies to
Bernalillo
drainage of the central hurl back
The Message to Garcia
This frank elected: following state officers were advocating
fighting, you is scared".
and
crush
the
marks and called for the singing
Grande
armies
Rio
of
basin.
chairman.
Govern
Honorary
For Supt. of Public Instruction
During this time a committee was admission was approvingly received. or Lindsey;
of "America".
state president, Neill B. Albuquerque has done the same, the kaiser. The American program
N.
O.
Next
in
honored
nominee
Marron
came
of
the
with
sent
a
search
to
S.
make victory over the
LONG
Mr. Barth moved the appointment
J.
Meld, Albuquerque-executive sec- being urged by State Engineer J. A, proposes,
Roosevelt so that he could orate about, but nominating speech for Judge Gran- retary, C. M. Botts, treasurer, W. G. French that the government wants foes of humanity sure and complete,
of committees on credentials, permis apparantly ville A. Richardsdti of Chaves for
Garcia
the
to
the
message
order
rules
and
marshalling,
anent organization,
data at once.
equipping and proI.ucero like a good boy, Logan.
as yet undelivered, as the commit- congress.
Three vice presidents from each
of business and platform, to wiiich For Commissioner Public Lands
The state engineer will complete visioning of more than one million
GEORGE DAVIDSON
seconded the choice, and forgetful
more
tee failed to report.
men
to
their comrades in
was added an advisory committee. All
join
were
his
elected, as well as an
preliminary report on the drainA recess was taken for IS minutes.. of the abrogated 30 minutes, the county
Chaves
of these were made up of one mem- - ,
executive committee headed by J. J. age survey of the Rio Grande October arms in Belgium, France, Italy, and
convention
comconfirmed
E.
E.
had
been
who
the
Veeder
Russia.
missing
lustily
ber from each county.
IS.
Shuter, of Raton.
For State Auditor
in action during the governor vote promise.
The answer of the American peoAt the Thursday evening session
The platform adopted recogniaes
MARCOS C. dc BACA
for
lone
the
as
to the call of the
Discovered
aspirant
Treasurer
ple
appeared
the permanent officers Isaac Barth
the
in
dangers
secretary of
OUR
lurking
BOYS
VICTORIES
Sandoval the lieutenantship.
"premature
the treasury for more revenues,
To Milton J. Helmick of Socorro, optimism or
Attorney Kiker
to
chairman, and Don Lusk secretary, For State Corporation Commissioner of
peace".
SPEAK
premature
FOR
THEMSELVES
he
was
him
nominated
and
Raton
be
lent
to
where
he
said
are
"we
the
all
Government
not
committee
and
for war
bad",
were seated,
Three hundred citizens signed the
reports
D. J. FINNIGAN
elected without opposition or enthu- belongs the credit of bringing forth roll of the
purposes
will
be
that
assuredly
were received, except the platform
they
league Monday.
We have a right to glory in the will
Quay siasm.
a candidate for the state treasureracquit themselves as
committee which was given further
of
magnificient spirit of our men at the the sacrifices of our heroicworthy
Richard H. Hanna was nominated ship, in the person of T. W. Medley LUTHERAN SAN GETS AID
men
in
time and did not report until FriBut
front.
we
owe
it
to
them
un
to
chief
the
Barth
for
justiceship who was avidly elected.
The presconstructive criticism" was one of by
IMPROVEMENTS AT BELEN derstand what they are doing, not the rigJiteous cause for which this
day evening.
was
and
in
Nation
is
an
speech
impassioned
ent treasurer Roy Hall appeared
l
contending.
The Colfax county contest was the bitter protestations of the speakto go into hysterics over it. Soldiers
Since the United States entered
briefly to state that he cannot take
heard and the Kohlhausen delega- er. Curry and Eddy county sec- unanimously selected.
The Rocky Mountain synod held are
home to say, the war on
writing
already
tailed
counties
One
one,
the
in
the
nomination
this
by
April 6, 1917, and
good year, in Colorado by the Lutheran church, "Don't
tion seated with slight consideration onded the nomination of the Pecos
exaggerate what We are dotwelve days later by unanimous
to respond when .nominations for for business reasons.
accorded the other faction.
voted
$5,000 for improving grounds ing." To our
valley judge.
brave
men
nothing vote passed the Liberty B6nd Act,
treasurer were called for. At The time was growing late, but for the projected Bclen sanatorium. could be more
Friday morning the first order of Judge R. L. Ryan of Grant placed state
distastful than to ex- the Treasury
Rev. A. M. Zeiglcr and other Luthdepartment has offerbusiness was the nomination of U. Walton in nomination.
The chair- the suggestion of the chair they Mr. Field appeared with a resoluthem
the
to
of
tbeir ed three separate
pose
disregard
c.
issues of Liberty
tion which he considered of import- eran ministers were honored by ap- vetran comrades
Qniilnr hut th delegates were man of Guadalupe nominated Put- nassed this matter.of
about
andJ
by
blowing
Bonds
Hill
P.
Santa
to the American people. While
Fe,
Adolfo
ance, namely, tho binding of the dele- pointments to important committees. them in the fashion said to be
Field got up and declared he
so divided and unsettled that it wat ney.
of
the
were
Union
total
of
bonds offered in these
placed, gates with a solemn vow to uphold
another had come for the. sole purpose of Juan J. Duran
put off on one pretext or convenThe splendid fighting they three loans was $8,000,000,000,
mlich seconding and praise, in the ticket, and uphold the hands
the
until nearly noon when the
supporting Putney, who he later ran with
PROBE STREET CAR FARE
have just done needs no oratory to
state.
for
of
subscribed
the
contest
reached the enorwith
of
convention's
secretary
the
chosen, along
head of in the vote.
tion recessed until 2 o'clock.
HEARING SET FOR OCT. I advertise it. We can glory in it in- mous total of $11,812,778,800.
187.
Hill
Duran:
217;
comPresident
Wilson
the
hands
of
the
Meliton Torres of Socorro speakTwo attempts of the advisory
telligently, and that means that we "The outstanding features of the
A. V. Luccro of Collax who had been repeatedly
Senator
referr;d
mittee to have the convention ,go ing in Spanish eulogized and nomin
..
.,
Heading the opinion of attorney shall let no flag waving demagogue three Liberty
.i'i nnu. to in this attitude, a gentlemen
wnnc
Loans were the promwho
into secret session in order to elim ated Tallmadgie, who received ap was cal cd to tne cnair
Patton. the Albuquerque gull us with poison gas for his own ptness with which they
T. J. Mabry by the way Judge Richardson had general
were arranginate the newspaper men while candi- preciably less applause than the oth- Barth's law pardncr
Tribune.
street
car
has
to
Chicago
profit.
withed
company
appealer!
selected
and
conducted
referred to in a moment of fine ora- the state
dates were being discussed were vot- ers nominated. Paxton of Dona Ana formerly of Clovis was
by the Liberty
commission
to
He
corporation
general. I f torical frenzy at one state o the
the patriotic
organizations,
ed down by the convention.
was the only second of the great ir out dissent for
... ,
n Attorney
review their
fare.
WOMEN IN THE KITCHENS
mr. proceedings a,s "immaculate".
support of the campaigns by the
the rigator. Lea, McKinley, Taos, Tor- - "s "ow . n liernaiillo county.
A hearing will be held October
Shortly after 2 o'clock Friday SenARE
SERVING
FAITHFULLY
tne
announced
newspapers,
banks,
I.ucero
S.
U.
AA w,i
corporations, or- inadvertantly
v,i.,,.;,
nominating speeches for
Delegates Fade Away
.
Iganizations and people generally in
Maybe", which caus- A resolution providing for a statuj.ni;ninn . is lection of "'Mr. amusement.
ator began.
The
Students
There is regard and applause fori working for their success
Army training corps
cd a ripple of
nin. said a word for Walton.
tory committee of five to fill possi- has been established at the Univer the woman who so nobly uerforms with the willintrness of an together
Gad Fly
Mersfehbr of Curry .placed Prof ble
Tallmadge at
c,i
The result of the senatorial vote
vacancies was introduced by Pav- - sity ot New M
of
S. Long city superintendent
V
. V,"
and the emblem: was. d srnssrd .wiiiii. .(.. .1M.111 hit .1..
ton
Undoubtedly the C. L. Tallmadge stood as follows:
'?
.'.
vjovcrnment in
inj
war
tiu-r.nr.
mir
war
larrin
is
for
isnt
state
heroic service being
with tier
,V
',
Niell B. Field 34; Portales in nomination
Walton 193
advertising boom had the organiza'.here was' no
t0
J'"" ""rre, f ,,,iS.P'an
'"any a domestic kilchen - tan, is the fact
Richard- - superintendent of education assur
33; Putney
t;on guessing., and bitter renunciaTallmadge
en?J?v-Tr'
tutof business in the coun- .I1
s
housewives,
if ir two rltr,
?fV
W,r?,nH
interruption
,
tions of the unknown aspirant causing Ins Hearers mat air. i.o.ik
'
t hp
.,
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ed the other wolves and lambs to
n kic nn(i snpr n cu in r.
nr.nirhc oim. irinai communis mat merits era-- ; Awakemd Patriotism lias mnAr the
tlmtincfir recent:
of. he liJM been superintendent ot .la was ciiniiig.. ,.imi in
'
determine to lie down together. Every
an(1
of
for
thl,
service
.
Rreatcr
American ., American
tittidr at
man who bad been thought of for the beaming candidate had unburden-- 1
ogcm'a and had held a position .ng away at a late hour the minute, f, thearnly
war.
.
had
and
normals
jbond
The
of
in
state
of
the
buying
one
people.
be
could
1
who
successful
or
a
thought
senator
cd himself of truly
plat-onal
-Hwas nominated on the first ballot in form speech of acceptance, and wild been graced with the office of i, irhVfcteT
'
MUINUAY , ,7
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"
an effort to pile up enough votes cheers had came in their expected vice president in the edncaUoml
tunvtixuuw
sion of the convention hall at an earlv jow5.
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;,,
to counteract the rumored Tallmadge
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o"f incaTcu.able
unmeasuraiu"
''"'lehts
BarJh
he
when
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revived
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Is,Tc
l""
spirits
take stock and go through with the; to he
sdH "vZlw
following.
nominated Filadclfio Baca of San with a
T ,f'nine'1. Ve
?
primaries last evening and elected rfe-- , enofit. Not less incalculable is their
Tallmadge got .1.1 votes, and silent- rest of the program.
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the
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to
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and 18 elect-- : c cc. on the destiny of the world
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slate
position.
A. Fotitz, editor
which
from) Miguel
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ly went away. The
Stanley
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it all its own way all the time and Wagon Mound opened the evening! was elected 182 to 15..
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Land Commissioner Scrap
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from
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,l.ack the Hun.
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i
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V
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."' ic
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sarily. Walton was nominated on the Felix Garcia of Rio Arriba for con- ed upon the nomination of George cm it
to the
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ami, STATE TAX VALUES GAIN
first ballot
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students 'are
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Incidents of the convention were
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as cross cur
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a militant force this vear.
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The total valuation of the state
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Th. valuation
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vention,
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'
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something
Currv
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.t the latters invitation.
convention go into a
(1) He will be ordered to remain'
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representative
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McKinley
Or (.1) He can be sent to a canton Committee of he County ot Taos.
as he expressed it.
Perhaps
who admitted he had been asleep, tion
in conclusion.
Mora
100fiX8(l6
exin their later
a noncommissioned
officer
New
as
ment
sincere
of
anwere
State
wish
to
Mexico,
Convention
Scolds the
All of which invoked the censure said he presumed the historian had pressions of
10.5.17.410
Otero
notince to all republicans of the State
regret oter the incident. or a private.
13.077.411
The convention was in no temper nt Weill R Field who scolded the been out of order, and Bateman mur but the fact remains that "of twelve
It crfn readily be seen that a man's of New Mexico, that they have the
Quay
moved
Mentioning muring "out of order"
wearily places to be filled on the ticket, three future depends
Rio Arriba
7.941.855
to accept the report, and tabled it. actors in the
largely upon him- - honor to present before you and the
'
'
Roosevelt
9.21.1529
Begging until 2 o'clock in the after- peanut politics, Mr. Field said "I am to his seat.
State Republican Convention to be
wert permitted to be filled by eself.
only
nominated
in
the
bird
was
chairman
Atkinson
old
political
by
a pretty
noon to corlsider further,
Sandoval
"Billy"
6.025.120
Opportunity will be given to trans-- 1 held at Santa Fe. 011 the 1st day of
re- game". In apology (at which he had Barker of Santa Fe, who dragged
San Juan
4,414 243
.Hunker came again with the same mofer from army to navy.
October, 1918. Hon. Jose Montaner
in
the
when
an
hHeous
himself
a
skeleton,
time
key
At
21
forth
another
adopt
one
211 8.12
San
proved
commendation,
The University of New Mexico is'&s a candidate for the nomination for
M'guel
RALPH ELY RESIGNS
Fe
Santa
tion to discharge the advisory com- note speiech) he said tne convention he alleged that a "cerfain gentlemen"
11.000,000
sub-on the war department's "approved 'State Corporation Commissioner,
(estimated)
HIM
G.
SUCCEEDS
j
BUSH
H.
comhad ordered an expensive audit of
5.81 4. 76S
Sierra
mittee was voted on and narrowly had voted down the advisory
list" of engineering, colleges and spe-- l ject to the wish of the Convention,
booka as a' county officer
mittees plan to discuss such matters
18 Jl 7.538
defeated
.Socorro
cial war courses will be offered in
Mr. Montaner is a man of irong!
C.
adminisfood
state
Ely
fail
Ralph.
did
He
not
doors.
tichinit rinsed
"back there . that the accountant
Taos
5.138.521
since August 1917. has resign- civil chemical, electrical, and mech-- ! personality, unblemished character.
Why this Camouflage
to note that Chairman Barth had had had difficulty in collecting for trator
10.111.170
Torrance
premedical and a staunch republican, and would
and H. G. Bush of Deming has anical engineering; Also
' Resolution writer J. H. Crist found failed to put the negative of the his work when he 'reported all OK ed
16.018.961
Union
courses and courses in hyginene and be a Corporation Commissioner in
appointed to the place.
Valencia
that he had overlooked the Fourth motion referred to. and thus in nis The nominating speech! shadowed been
15.169,042
Mr. Ely goes to a bond brokerage sanitation. Many other special war fact as well as in name, therefore
discredit
included
ele
motive
to
dark
his
every
some
in
drive
Loan
forth
compennearly
Phittipic
courses. will be offered and all work
Liberty
recommend Mr. Montaner for)
f,
Atkinson at home, which had failed house in San Francisco.with
Total
dium, and help up the house nomina- ment of the convention except
$360,141,134
Mr. Bush has been
the food will be tinder the general direction the nomination on the State Ticket.:
tion long enough to read his resoluexcept to say "I will be a yel- to stick.
of the war department.
The County of Taos has for the
However at the suggestion of at- administration several months.
tion, which was of course passed low dog Democrat this time". omisNOTE: Students will be admitted last 20 years been a republican Coun-- ! ROAD PROGRAM TO STAND
with enthusiasm, after O. N. Martorney Kiker of Raton, regarding the
in special rases when under 18 years
Judge Heacock supplied this
and the County Republican CenAS PROPOSED BY FRENCH
ron had explained the purpose of sion promptly how ever with a tirade Democratic purpose to clean the METHODISTS FOR A FIGHT FOR of age, when they are graduated ty,
tral Committee, and the delegation
seemofit
land
Field.
as
of
Field,,
state
the
stables
directed
moved
UNCONDITIONAL
SURRENDER
Mr. Crist and
suspension
against
Aegean
from high school, or when they have for the County of Taos, will demand
New Mexico's road building prothe order of business long enough to ed from Judge Heacocks trenchant fice is pictured by the Democratic
finished two years of high school or of the State Convention that these gram iSH progress as outlined by
in
was
"let
that
George
knifing
statements
The
engaged
convention
resolution.
state
of
Methodists
the
they
18
organization,
adopt
when a student will be
patriotic
before facts be recognized accordingly.
the highway commission and EngiWhen Mr. Marron said "let us have Putney of their mutual delegation in do it". George went over- the top in Santa Fe this week wired Wilson June 1st, 1919. However it is probable
neer James A. French.
Very respectfully
in behalf of their congregations that that all students tinder 18 will be rea little deliberation", cries arose "Yon his three-fol- d
aspirations to the sen- by a vote of 240 to tS',.
A. B. TRUJILLO.
After reviewing the budget, the tax
O. N. Marron of Bernalillo the they favor war until the Kaiser sur
have two days".
ate, congress and the governorship.
furnish
to
their
uniforms
own
Chairman.
commission
and council of defense
quired
Rateman of Chaves engaged Field whilom state treasurer who had been renders unconditionally.
room
and
and
D. MARTINEZ
board
oar
at
the
rate
have
decided that good
practically
Deluge of Nominations
fc
in a tilt over a rule restricting speech makine an active search for a candi
K.
farley warned the. conven of $2000 per month.
roads are a war measure.
,
Secretary.
Chairman Barth calling Pardue of es to ten minutes, and Crist came to date presented Marcos C de Baca, tion that liquor interests will try
As all work will be harder than usThe commission will endeavor to
DaBaea to the chair' made a serious the floor to ask in aarastic vein why leader of the newly. seated delega- to impede the enforcement of prohi- ual, we acept
only those students Be always at leisure to do good; keep down the customary item of
speech placing Richardson in the Rio Arriba detention of 30 men had tion of Pregressives as auditor, and bition, by enacting, lax statutes if whose record shows them capable ot never make business an excuse to ten per cent on road estimates for
chair. T"here I cto such thing m not been consulted before placing he was so acclaimed.- possible.
will be required decline offices of humanity.
the
work
that
doing
"contingencies" as, much as possible.
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$6,000,000,000

SLAVS-KILLE-

TO LICK KAISER

LADY CARSON

D

HUNS DEFEATED

BY THOUSAND

CALL TO EMPLOYERS

ON ALL FIELDS

Paramount

Duty

to

LATE

MARKET

Aid Work of

QUOTATIONS

Selective Boards.
IN
THAT IS AMOUNT
ASKED
STATEMENT GIVEN OUT BY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

DEMANDS
WILSON
PRESIDENT
THAT END BE PUT TO REIGN

,

BRITISH

ANNIHILATE

BULGARS

OF BARBARISM.

NEAR
VITAL

IN

Can Perform Great Service to Court
try by Helping Work of Classifying

POSITIONS.

Registrants Under the
lective Service Act

M'ADOO ASKS ALL TO AID
SECRETARY URGES PEOPLE
KEEP HIGH PRESSURE
AGAINST

THROTTLE

TO

MOVE

B0LSHEVIKI

BOMB CONSTANTINOPLE

IS INDEPENDENT OF WAR,
IS AIMED TO CRUSH

FRENCH WIN NEAR OISE RIVER
AND JAPS DEFEAT HUNS
IN SIBERIA.

BUT

FOE,

HUN

DANGER.

'i

WMlern Newspaper l.'nl'in Nftwp Service.
New York, Sept
24.
Six billion
dollar iH tin; iiiiniinuii) unioiiiil which
the people of the I'nitid Stiiti'H ure

asked

subscribe for tin- fourth Liberty lo:in, according to an uiinoimce-men- t
jy William (J. McAdoo, secretary of the treasury, in a stirring address here outlining the government's
plan for the campaign.
Asserting that, without this vast
sum "we cannot lick the kaiser," the
secretary made, a .special appeal for
the subsi riptions of corporations and
wealthy individuals, as returns from
the third Liberty loan indicated that
wealthy corporal ions and persons of
large means had not responded
with their abilities to
help."
He pointed out that of the K.iioii.nno
Americans who subscribed for the last
loan, only l!2,!inn. Including corporations, bought bonds in excess of

.NwiAp,--

10

1

Jlo.fino.

JAMES W. GERARD.
Denver. "Tonight every bullying
officer of the (ierman general staff.
the bead of that nefarious military
tame which Kaiser Wilbelm has built
up du'lng the last forty years, knows
n his cowardly heart that Germany
Is
beaten,' said former ambassador
lo' Germany, lames W. (iernrd,
night, before the largest audience
lhat ever assembled in the Auditorium. The speaker revealed the
cunning and cowardice of the
emperor and predicted his
Krl-la-

(

iiioti

N,--

Western New spaper t'nlun Newp

Servlre,

Horrified by the
Washington.
bloody reign of terror in Russia, the
United Slates Sept. 21 caJled upon all
allied and neutral nations to consider
what they mav do lo impress upon
tbe Holshevlkl the aversion with
which the civilized world regards
their wanton crimes.
Hy direction of President
Wilson,
Secretary Lansing dispatched instructions to every American diplomatic
representative in the foreign capitals.
The action aligns the United States
with that of Great Hritain and France
in declaring
the Holshevlki responsible for Ihe murders, crimes and excesses which have shocked )he world,
outlaws and public enemies.
Whatever action may be decided
upon bv the nations, separately or In
concert, it is made clear will be quite
apart from the prosecution of the war
against Germany.
Text of the Slate Department's into the American
structions

Her

Ice.

French torceo
Paris, Sept, 24.
fighting along the line jouth of St.
Quentin have reached the Olse river
between Vendeuil and Traveey, according to the Dfficial statement issued at the war office.
Lady Carson, wife of Sir Edward
Carson, is active in many war activities in Great Britain. She has made
herself well known by her perpetual
industry. Lady Caraon is the second
She formerly
wife of Sir Edward.
was Ruby Frewer, and her marriage
took place in 1914.

OCT. 12 IS LIBERTY DAY
is

426TH ANNIVERSARY OF
COVERY OF AMERICA.

DIS- -

Disaster has overtaken the Teuton
over all fields.
In Palestine Ihe Turks are all but
absolutely crushed; in Macedonia the
entente forces are harrying their foes
and threatening them with similar disaster; in France the Hritish and
French troops slowly but surely are
eating their way into the vitals of the
German defensive positions, the collapse of which would result In important changes all along the western battle front, and in eastern Siberia the
Japanese have made additional atridet
forward in the process of reclaiming
that territory for the Russians.
In all the theaters of the war the
allies have the initiative in
their hands and are pressing their ad- Tbe Germans
rigorously.
their allies nowhere are able to
do more than stand on the defensive
And In Palestine and Macedonia their
efforts in this respect have proved
sorry ones.
From north of Jerusalem to the sea
of Galilee, in the territory lying between the River Jordan and Ihe Med- iterranean sea, the Ottoman forces
have been caught by the swift drive
of the British armies and virtually
annihilated. Added to the heavy cas- ualties suffered by the Turks, hordes
of Ihem were made prisoner and many
more are wandering, bewildered, with- .A
, a,n ill 4l,n
..,.,....
n.. icttutri
iw
UUI
nic 1,111.
liillB,
be brought into swell the great total,
At last accounts more than 25,000 ot
the sultan's soldiers and 200 guns and
large quantities of war stores were in
hands.
To add to the demoralization of tht
Turkish morale, allied aviators ara
carrying out successful bombing raids
against Constantinople.
Over a front of eighty miles In
southern
Serbia, from MonaBtir to
Lake Doiran, the entente troops are
vigorously assailing the Bulgarians
and Germans. Already in the swift
drive In the center a great spearhead
has been punned across the Istib Prl
lep road, severing communications be- tween the Bulgarian army northeast
of Monastir and that in the Lake Doi
ran region. Unofficial reports are to
the effect that the Serbs have taken
between 9,000 and 10,1)00 prisoners and
120 guns.
In the region between Monastir and
the Vardar the enemy troops are in
full retreat before the Italians,
French and Serbians, while west of
Doiran the British are steadily ham
mering their way forward, driving the
mm u nnathiual1
IntnnxH tVia Uiltrra. i

Commemorative Addresses, Pageants
and Harvest Home Fairs to Be ArWashington. The American people rail.
ranged to Send Loan Over the Top.
will be asked to subscribe in the three
"This government is in receipt of
weeks beginning Sept. JS the greatest
informal bin from reliable sources re
loan In all history.
HOUSE PASSES DRY LAW vealing that the peaceable Russian
esUTii Xewcpapei- I'ulon N, ha Service.
anThe
citizens of Moscow, PeLrograd and
liepartment
Treasury
Washington. President Wilson on
nounced that tbe amount, of this, the
other cities are suffering from an Friday proclaimed Saturday, Oct. 12,
fourth Liberty loan, will be $i;,iiin,nnn,-H00- . NATIONAL PROHIBITION TO BE- openly avowed campaign of marked tbe four hundred and
an
twenty-sixtThe bonds will bear 4'4 per cent
terrorism and are subject to whole-sal- niversary of the discovery of America,
COME EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1919.
interest nnd will mature in twenty
Thousands of per as Liberty day, and culled upon all cit
executions.
sons have been shot without even a izens to celebrate it to stimulate a
years, with the government reserving
the right to pay them in fifteen years, Lower Branch of Congress Concurs in form of trial;
prisons general response to the Fourth LibIf it elects.
are filled beyond capacity and every
Senate Action, and Measure
erty Loan. The President's proclamaGoes to Conference.
Following are the quotas and pernight scores of Russian citizens are tion follows:
recentages of the total by federal
recklessly put to death, and irrespon"Every day the great principles far
serve districts:
sible bands are venting their brutal
which we are fighting take fresh hold
e.
Servlr
I'liU.n
Watlrrii
a,!ii-Nim
nn
$ .Sfiii.niid.nfiil
New York
in the daily massacre of unpassions
14
NTi'.UHlt.iiuil
upon our thought and purpose and
i'hicjio
National prohibition, told innocents.
Washington
(HKI, (HID. mill
Ill
'levehuill
it clearer Vhat the end must be
x
:
effective next Julv 1, for the period ol
TwiHten
Min.nmi.onn
"In view of the earnest desire of make
3
r.oii.onii.niio
si
Philadelphia
was approved Mondav night the people of the United States to be- and what we must do to achieve It. We
the
war,
.Mni.iiiiii.mni
San
now know more certainly
than we
u
4
""o.o ru by the House, which adopted, 134 to friend tbe Russian people and lend all
l(l himniil
4
ever knew before why free men
I'fid.nnn.iMiii 27, thu Senate
St. liiniis
to
the
rider
In
assistance
their
prohibition
possible
strugglo
4
snii.nuii.nmi
Kansas 'ltv
2 (l.ooo.oiiu
3
$12,000,000 emergency agricultural ap- to reconstruct thplr nation upon prin- brought the great nation and govern
Minneapolis
r.
:i
ment we love into existence, because
i2.niin,uoii
Atlanta
now
will
measure
bill.
The
and
propriation
ciples of democracy
2
nnllas
126,000,000
it grows clearer and clearer what sube sent to confereoca for adjustment
in
therefore
and acting
solely
of differences between the two houses the Interest of the Russian people preme service It tg to be America's suto the world.
themselves, this government feels that preme privilege lo render
ALLIES PUSHF03WARD on appropriation items.
After voting In the committee of It cannot be silent or refrain from ex- The anniversary of the discovery of
the whole to accept an amendment pressing its horror at this state of America must therefore have for ua in
Turks Flee Before British Blow in Palthis fateful year a peculiar and thrillpermitting the importation of wine terrorism.
Furthermore it believes
estine and Towns Fall in St.
We should make it
1. the House later reIn order to check the further In- ing significance.
until
next
that
May
Quentin Drive,
a day of ardent redodication to the
of
a
crease
Its
vote
the
indiscriminate
decision
and
of
versed
slaughby
London. Sept. 25. French cavalry,
121 to 5H, retained
the original Sen- ter of Russian citizens all civilized ideals upon which our government Is
operating to the northeast of Monastir, ate
of wine nations should register their abhor- founded and by which our present hethat
importation
provision
In Macedonia, have captured the town
roic tasks are Inspired.
rence of such barbarism,
the
cease
becomes
when
must
messiiro
Of Prllep.
'Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wil
whethwill
"You
the
effective
Its
therefore,
Inquire,
by
upon
signature
In both Macedonia and Palestine the
President of the United States, do
son,
to
are
er
which
the
was
you
The
amendment
President.
government
ap
entente allied forces are giving the alIhe House agricultural com- accredited will be disposed to take appoint Saturday, the twelfth day of
by
proved
Gerbeaten
Hulgarians,
ready badly
some Immediate action which is en- October, 1918, as Liberty day. On that
mans and Turks no rest, while in mittee to meet an objection by the
devoid from the atmosphere of day I request the citizens of every
France the British and French are governments of France, Italy, Spain tirely
belligerency and the conduct of the community of the United States, city,
and
Portugal
net
to
their
more
draw
continuing
war, to impress upon the perpetrators town and countryside, to celebrate the
Closely about St. Quentin and the reof these crimes the aversion with discovery of our country, in order to
Red Cross Outlay $70,000,000.
of
the lllndenburg
maining elements
stimulate a generous response to the
Washington. American Red Cross which civilization regards their pres- fourth
line in this immediate region, and the
ent wanton acts."
Liberty Loan. Commemorafor
done
in
work
France
expenditures
American troops repulsed hostile raids
tive addresses, pageants, harvest home
since
the
civilian
population
among
In the Vosges.
festivals, or other demonstrations,
In Macedonia the situation of the the war began, together with appro- DOZEN 0E4D IN WRECK should be
arranged for in every neighfor
tbe
transportasupply,
and
Germans
Hulgarians
dally priations
under the general direction of
borhood,
service
and
women's
hospital
grows more critical as the allied tion,
f.
the
l.oan committee, In cooper .
4lBnilj (I
I
to
AVI
covering the period to Ten Colorado Men Killed and Many ationLiberty
II UUtHT.
y I IMC
forces steadily maintain their pres- other bureaus
r;fiy
with the United States bureau of
1 now
more
than
total
Jan.
next
a
from Doiran to
point west of the
sure against them. In Turkey the
education and the public school auInjured in Troop Train Wreck at
This is disclosed by the
Vardar has been evacuated. This force
Mo.
latest operations of the Orltish and
Marshfield,
thorities.
to
Let
the
response
people's
conof
the
of the enemy,! with the railroad to the
report
Arab tribesmen friendly to the allied fourth Installment
the fourth Liberty Loan express the
cerning use made of the Red Cross
Denver. Twelve soldiers were killed measure of their devotion to the ideals north severed, seemingly is in, danger
cause, seemingly forecast the com
children
care
of
war fund. For the
in the wreck of the troop and freight which have guided the country from of an enveloping movement unless it
plete destruction or capture of the Ot1 $1,149,000 was
toman troops in Palestine on both In France up to July
train on the St, Louis & San Francisco its discovery until now, and of their turns shatjply eastward and presses inexpended.
sides of the Itiver Jordan.
railroad near Marshfield, Mo., ten of determined purpose to defend them to Bulgaria through the mountains.
Not so spectacular, but of vital Im
them
St. Quentin, through the latest adand guarantee their triumph.
being Colorado men.
Mrs. Case Is Acquitted.
portance, have been tbe operations of
of the Men Killed:
vances of the Ilritish and French, is
"For
Names
the
of
purpose
participating the French and British from the south
Santa F6, N. M. A verdict of not
in Liberty Day celebrations, all emall but enveloped, and to the north the
Kmil A. Zimmerll, Denver.
of St. Quentin to Cambrai. Both the
In the case of the state of New
guilty
l
of
line
the
federal
strong enemy
ployes
protecting
government French General Debeney and Field
Leroy D. Valkerburg, Peets, Colo.
Mrs. Maud R. Case,
has been further encroached up- Mexico against
servCharles W. Smith, La Salle, Colo.
throughout the country whose
Marshal Haig have won highly essen
churged with killing her husband, Ray
on by Field Marshal Halg's men.
Theodore C. Walschon, Fort Lupton. ices can be spared may be excused tial
a shotgun at their
with
Harlan
Case,
ground in the maneuvers which
Maceon
All along the
front in
Howard H. Carter, Nederland, Colo.
Saturday, the 2th day of October, have as their
was
returned
here.
Feb.
21,
objectives the obliteraapartment
for the entire day."
Elmer M. Thornton, Hoone, Colo.
donia, from the region north of MonIn the verdict about
tion of the Hindenburg line, the cap- astir to Lake Doiran, the entire en- The Jury brought
E.
Colo.
Jose
Vigil,
Allison,
ture of St. Quentin and the turning of
a deliberation of
Battle Plane to Soar Into Denver.
tente armies have pressed further for- midnight, following
Glenn E. Turner, Fort Collins, Colo.
a half.
the German line at Laon. South of St.
ward against the demoralized Hulgar- an hour and
Denver. The battleplane
to be
William D. Scully, Loveland. Colo.
Quentin the French have advanced
ians and Germans, whose reinforceflown
United
Colo.
aviators
by
States
Skelton,
army
Sterling,
Henry
their line to the west bank of the Olse
Report Influenza In Boulder Camp.
ments have not been able to stiffen tbe
from Ellington field, Texas, to Denver canal over a. front of three miles and
Boulder, Colo Twelve cases of Inline for a face about.
to
Mine
of
to
add
thrills
Guard
Killed.
fourth
Colorado's
Lib
Slayer
now completely outflank St. Quentin
fluenza are reported existing in the
Jerome, Ariz. Horace A. Harris, a erty Loan subscription la scheduled to on the south and La Fere on the north.
soldier camp at the University of
Saunders Named Provost Marshal,
reach
here
miliOct.
6, according to
Meanwhile Field Marshal Haig, north
Colorado. None of the cases is severe, mine guard at the properties of tbe
Pueblo, Colo. Miles G. Saunders
men have been placed In one United Verde Copper Company, was tary advices received by Chairman K. of St. Quentin, around the village of
his commission as provost mar- and the
C.
Schuyler of the Denver Liberty Epehy. has taken strong positions from
shot and killed by an unidentified Mex
houses.
shal for Colorado to succeed Capt. rf tha fraternity
ican who was subsequently shot anJ Loan committee. The message came the enemy.
.
John Kvans of Denver. The new prokilled by officers In a clash between from the Ellington field commanding
In eastern Siberia the Japanese have
Services Held for Former Czar.
vost rSarshal assumes his duties at
Is
officer.
Cbeesman
as
named
Americans
Mexicans
and
the
park
ceremonies
Solemn
following
Amsterdam.captured Blagovlestchensk, capital of
once.
the province of Amur, and also the
over the bodv of Nicholas Romanoff. first shooting. City Marshal Joseph the probable, landing place.
and
a
town of Alexievsk. Two thousand
deputy
Henry Carlson,
former emperor of Russia, have been Crowley
Blizzard Visits San Juan.
Drastic
Action
te
Revolt.
ware
both
Suppress
tsnops surrendered.
Montrose, Colo., Sept. 2.1. Train- held at Yekaterinburg by troops of the United States marshal,
Paris. Because of the aggravation
men report a blizzard raging on Mar- "people's army," according to Izvestla wounded In the affray.
of the internal situation In Germany,
London, Sept. 23. Nineteen Oer- shall pass and that the San Juan re- of Moscow.
U. S. to Recognize
which continues to grow, the German man airplanes have been accounted
gion is again covered with snow.
Washington.
Recognition of the government has taken measures to as ior Dy urmsn airmen, wnue tne Brn
Han Lin Chun Made Military Attache.
s
in Austria will be Preaident sure "rapid and pitiless repressions," Ish themselves have lost but eleven
Archbishop Ireland Is Dead.
Peking. Gen. Han Lin Chun has
St. Paul, Sept. 25. Archbishop been appointed Chinese military at- Wilson's next thrust at the enemy, ac- in case, of revolt, a Zurich dispatch machines, according to Field Marshal
John Ireland died at 3:55 a.m.'
cording to diplomatic officials here.
Halg's report.
tache at Washington.
report! today.
Gen. Allenby's forces In Palestine
Down
in
Convicts
on
Break
Denver Bandit Killed In Kansas City.
Tenth
Arizona.
Jail
In less than four days have swept
Liberty Bonds,
U. S. Moving Soldiers by Aircraft.
Kansas City, Mo. Roy Lancaster,
Tombstone, Ariz. Pursuing a hot forward in the center sixty miles from
Washington. Ten per cent of the
Washington. The War Department
alias "Kansas City Blackle," alleged luuounced that In Illinois, for tha first fourth Liberty Loan subscriptions will trail across the border. Sheriff Welch their original positions between the
member of the Lewis band and sought time In the
be required on application Inatead of and his posse crossed the interna River Jordan and taken the famous
s
history of the country,
by federal agents for suspected comunder orders for duty have been 5 per cent as for past loans, the treas tional line south of Douglas In search Nazareth, while their wings closed In
plicity in the robbery of a Missouri, transported by the air route.
"On ury announced. Twenty per cent will of Frank Wilson and four Mexicans, a swift enveloping movement and
Kansas & Texas passenger train near
be due Nov. 21, 20 per cent Dec. It; who
7," the department announced.
participated In the Cochise coun nipped withfn the maw of the great
Sept.
Koch, Kan., July 10 last, is dead. In "eighteen enlisted men were passen- 20 per cent Jan. 16, and 30 per cent ty Jail break here. Seven prisoners plncer all the Ottoman forces in the
30.
Jan.
a gunflght with a score of policemen
escaped from the jail, two fleeing to coastal sector, the plain of Sharon,
gers In airplanes piloted- by officers.
here two bullets pierced his lungs. and
the mountains, and the remaining the hill region in the center and also
tha airplanes in formation of
Warren Lancaster, his brother, was
Boston Postmaster Die.
five driving to Mexico In a stolen au the western, Jordan valley. More than
three, four and five ships carried tha
taken into cdstody when he tried to men
Boston. William F. Murray, post tomobile, which they compelled the 11,000 Turks have been made prisoner
from Chanute field, Rantoul, to
house where
escape from a
111., where the men had master ot Boston, died from Influenza
owner, Luis Kuckenbecker, cashier of by the British and guns In excess of
Champaign,
had
barricaded
themselves.
the pair
"
120 have been taken.
a bank, to drive.
after a tew days' illness.
been ordered to report.
war-mu-
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Camps in Grip of Influenza.
Washington. Spanish influenza has
made its appearance in at least twenty-five
army camps over the country.
The surgeon general's office announced that the total number of
cases has Increased to 20,211, Including 2,225 new case reported Sept. 21.

Week's British Casualties Total 22,042
London. The British casualties re
ported during the week ending Sept
11 follow: Killed or died of wounds:
Officers, 487; men, $,153. Wounded
or missing:
Officers, 1,198; men,
17J06.

Attempt te Assassinate Trotsky,
British Drop Fifteen Tons of Bombs.
Amsterdam. An attempt has bees
London. Fifteen tons of bomb mads at Kursk to assassinate) Leoa
were dropped on enemy objectives by Trotsky, tha Bolshevist minister of
British aviators Sept. 21, It was offl- - war and marine, according to a disiced.
patch sent from Kiev.
t

Grand Junction Swept by Fire.
Grand Junction, Colo. Fire, believed to be of Incendiary origin, with
suspicions directed toward
sympathizers, destroyed tbe Rio
Grande ice house and freight depot
and threatened to wipe out the entire
business section of the city Sunday aft.
eraoon. The property loss Is estimated
at between f2S0,000 and $300,000, while
no estimate Is yet obtainable oa the
toss tm merchandise. Most of the loss
win be sustained by the railroad

Wheat Price Held at 92.20.
Washington. Without the provision
Increasing the government guaranteed
price of wheat from $2.20 a bushel,
which once caused its veto by President Wilson the agricultural appropriation bill, carrying 927400.01)0, was
passed by the House without a record
vote. Tha bill provides for expenses
during the present fiscal year of the
ot Agriculture, whisk
Department
since July 1 has been paying Its debts
under a resolution continuing the last
year approprlatioaa,

'

after that nntlonnl Interest, which
the registrant himself may not have
sufficiently considered.
It Is often forgotten that the selec- five draft Js only one element In the
depletion or n pnrricuinr inciusrry A second nno large eiement Ii found In the voluntary with
drawals for enlistment: how lnrfte this
Is mny be seen from the circumstance
that the total Inductions by draft have
reached some 2.000.000, while the total
enlistments In army nnd navy amount
to some 1,400,000 nearly
as many. A third element, very
Inrge, but unknown ns to Its precise
extent, has been the transfer of labor
power from one Industry to another.
nnmply, into the dlstlnrtlvoly wnr. In look

.

three-quarte- rs

JPt

,Z

,,.,
!

om

"'M"V
In actual effect, has been the effect of
the selective draft Is seen In the fnct
that, for all the occupations represent
ed In the R.700,000 classified regis- trnnts of .Tnnunry, 101S, the percentage of the entire Industrial population represented by the class 1 registrants amounted to only 0 per cent. It
ran ns low as 8 per cent for some oc-

inn-mil- e

Thousand Attend Cardinal's Funeral
New York. Ten thousand persons,
the greatest crowd ever gathered in
the edifice, were In St. Patrick's cathedral as final funeral services were
held for Cardinal Farley. Enthroned
during the services were three cardinals and the apostolic delegate. Archbishop Bonia.no, from Washlngtgon.
Other dignitaries of the Catholic
chnrch were present in great numbera.
The cardinals present were Gibbons of
Baltimore, O'Connell of Boston and
Begin o'

'

iii.-ii-r(
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C'am-bra-

Austro-uerma-

Provost Marsl-u- l
General Crowder
has ainde public' a communication
to employers of lubor nnd other representatives of industry throughout the country concerning their shure
of responsibility In the classification
of the new reglstrm,.
under the selective service act.
General Crowder says :
I have noticed, in the general expressions of the tillhllr Attitude which
reach this olllce, two frequent features
.
,.
which lean me to me present cm- ments. One of these features Is tne
belief that the process of awarding deferred classification to a registrant requires merely, the filling out of the
questionnaire, nnd that the selective
service boards will perceive the propriety of making the deferment, with
out the assistance furnished by the
registrant's formal claim Indicating
the deferment desired. The other feature Is the employer's failure to real1
Ize his responsibility to intervene In
Hiding the board's determination, nnd
therefore to inform himself fully on all
the considerations which should affect
lp decision ns to deferment.
1. As to the first mentioned belief,
It must be pointed out that If It were
universally acted upon, the process of
classification would be seriously hnm- pereil nnd delayed. Someone must
(llente Hint the Individual case Is ono
e
which should arrest the special
tlon of the bonrds In respect to the
The
1st rant's occupational
status.
boards do not possess n superhuman
omnlscence.
Boards Will Make Examination,
The boards will do nil that they pos- lhly "n, on their own Initiative, to
lench n Just decision by n complete ex- nmlnntlon of the questionnaire, even
vhere no claim Is expressly made. A
registrant Is therefore at liberty, if he
sees fit, to trust to the scrutiny of the
hoards to discover the necessity for his
deferment.
Nevertheless, the bonrds w ill wel- pome nnd will need nil the aid that can
flf flhn ft.nnlclinil
K. Ilia
i in
v,.,.
mi. tlwllinHnn
vwtn tins
claim made for deferment,
Rid, the process will become a simple
and speedy one.
2. Why should the employer, or
er third person. In such cases, make
the claim? Because the employer In
this situation represents the nation,
because (In the statutory phrnse)
"the maintenance of the military es- .nbllsnment or of nntlonnl Interest
during the emergency" requires that
roc-an- d

-
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Cattle.
Fat steers, graaser, choice '
...T
to prim
IH.oe'fifU.O
Fat steer, graaaera, good
to choice
12.00
lt.lt
Fat steers, graer, fair to

Se-

atten-vantag-

11

.1

Kram-lscn.-

Wwtirn Newepaper Union News Service.
DENVER MARKET.

MOSLEMS,

COLLAPSE-GA-

cupations, nnd correspondingly higher
for some other occupations; but the
nntlonnl average was only 6 per cent.
Any notably larger depletion In particular Industries must therefore have
been due, partly to enlistments, nnd In
probably greater degree, to voluntary
transfers Into other Industries.
Must Remember Nation's Needs.
These other Influences are therefore
in be kept in mind by employers and
others, In weighing the question whether the best solution. In the national
Interest, Is to ask for the deferment
of Individuals or groups of men. Such
deferments may assist the Immediate
situation In the particular establish
ment; but they merely force the army
Rn( the navy to seek elsewhere for the
Rame number of men ihus deferred,
needs of the
The quantitative
military forces are known and Im-- 1
nnrnttvfi nnn nnv crlven nnnntltv ti
deferments will ultimately have to be
made up by the depletion of some
other oecunatlon. Thus it become
the employer's duty to consider these
aspects of deferment. In seeking that
solution of his own problem which best
comports with the national Interest
The cessation of enlistments will
henceforth protect industry against
and uncontrollable
one Irregular
source of derangement
It will correspondingly throw upon the selective
service system the greater responsi-V.ltfor an Intelligent and discrim
inating selection made in the light ot
Industrial groups of workers. To fulfill this responsibility they must now
prepare themselves even more careThey will find
fully than hitherto.
the boards heartily ready to
vlth them to the utmost
y

Gray Copper.
The work of a Swiss Investigator
that
absolutely pure copper
suggests
color like that
may have a light-gra- y
of most other metals, since it is found
that copper which has been ten times
distilled In vacuo has only a pale rose
color, while the yellow color of gold
becomes much lighter under similar

rood

Helfer. prime

Cow,
Cow,
Cow,
Cow,

11.60

10.00

.60i 10.2
9.60

.'

fat, good to choice.
fair to sood
medium to fair

8.50 w
7. SOW
6.50
6.00 tn
6.00

8.60
7.71

6 60
canuera
7.6
Bull
Veal calves
11.00)14.00
Feeder, frilr
good to choice....' 10.00tjyil.60
9.50
8.75
to good
Feeders,
Ktocke.ru, good to choice.. 8.5o'u 0.09
4
8.60
8.00
to
fair
mockers,
good
7.71
Blocker, medium to fair.. 7.00

Hogs.

Good Hogg

fat
i,ttmb, readers
Kwe. canner
) earliuge . . . .
Wether
Lambs,

Skeea.

10.00

it 20.JI

..11 6.00

'g 17.00
K..00

..

13.504

.. 8.75' 9.00
. .
5.00 4J 6.00
,. 12.00ijjl2
.. ll.00tfli.00

Hajr sail Urala Market.
(F. O. it. Denver, Carload Prlc.)
Hay.
Buvlnir Price.
Colorado, upland, per ton. .$23,009 24.00
Nebraska upland, per ton. 23.00 ii 24.00
Prairie hay, Colorado and
20.00ft 21.00
Nebraska, per ton..
23. 00'u 25.00
Timothy, per ton, ...,
22.00
ton
20.004(
Alfalfa, per
23. Ooto 25.00
South 1'ark, per ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 28.00 f(i 24J)0
6.00 in 6.00
Ktraw, per ton

(jrala.

Oat, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. ..
Colorado oat, bulk, buying
Corn chop, uck, selling
irn In Muck bm n b.
Gluten feed, Backed, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lb., selling...

12.30
2.25
3.40

Flour,
Hungarian Patent, 98 lb., sacked,
discount
subject to 48
lhs., sacked, sub- Hungarian,
to
Ject

discou

3.34
1.30
5.14
z.u

Dresaeu Poultry.
The
prices on live poultry
K. u. B. Denver:
are net following
30 Hi 32
Turkeys, fancy d. p
24 fit 25
Turkeys, old toms
.20 ixXi
choice
Turkeys,
27
rune. 10
..22
young .
. .25
Geese
(a 2 r
ltouHtera
..15 4)18
l.lve l'oultr-10 ft 12
Roosters, lb
23 (((25
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
Hen
,.
22
& 24
22
Ducks, young
27
Ducklings, lb
20
Ueese
27
Spring 1 Ml
2
30
Out-kii- ,

.

to

Broiler,

lb

I0bk.

Eggs,
graded No.
K. u. U. Denver
Egg", graded No.
O,
Deliver
J'.

1,

2,

ii.

lliitler
68
Creameries, ex.u lm grade, lb.
55
kr"4''''es."'"".'V.
Hi
40
racking- stock
Fruit.
. .1.50& 'n.oo
Apples, Colorado, box
--

-

'.

-

Peaches,
1'Hiiru,

box

liart.ett,

..

..

box

Pears, cooking
Vegetables.
Beans, navy, cwt
.
Beans, J'into, cwt
lieahB, Lima, lb
Bean, green, lb

Colo., do, bunches
corn,' sweet, io'z.

geet,

C'0

SSr?6' c'w

parrots; Col.,' di.' bunches
Cauliflower, lb.
Celery, homegrown, doz.
Celery, Pascal
Cucumber, outdoorj, dz.
Cucumbers, nuthouse, dz.
Lettuce, curly, doz
Unions, table, dbz. ......
Onluus, cwt
.'
Parsley, doz
Potatoes, new, cwt
Radishes, long, hothouse
Radishes, round
Spinach, lb
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.

Turnip, cwt
Turnips, Col., dz. bunches
HISl'ULI,AMUIli!i

1.25W1.8S

3.50H.OO

.

.

.

.. 2.0043.75

12.00
8.50
.16
.10
,12Uj
.12
,10
.2!)u .30
.2.50
.20(8) .30
2.00
1.60
4.00
.30
.35
.06 'ill .08
.45
.304
A0tl .76
.20(41
,35
.50
.75
.25
.36
.25
.30
2.25
2.75
.15
2.25
2.75
.3.1
.30(fi
.16
.25
.07
.06
.03
.04
3.00
.25
.t0

MA It KIWI'S.

Metal Market Prlcea.

Denver settlement prices:
Bar silver

Copper
Jwarl
Kpelter

1.01

26 ii2
8.05
,

unit....

Tungsten concentrates,

H

ft. 20
24.50-

New York. Iad. $8.05. Spelter, East
St. Louis delivery, $!U0 4ifU0.
New f ork lotion
New York. Cotton Citober. 31.60;
December, 8J.1B; January, 31.00: March,
11.05; May, 31.00.

Chlrago Groin and t'rovlnlun PrlcM.

Corn No. 2 vellow, $1.58
I'hliHgo.
1.61; No. 3 yellow, 1.601.64; No. 4 yellow, 1.451.48.
No. 3 white, "3474c: standOat

ard. 7311 74ttc.
Rye No. 2, $1.11.62.
Barley OOcifi $1.04.
Tlmnthv $7. 00 $10.00.
Lard $20.76.
Kibs $23.25 ti 24.60.
Chleaao l.lve Stock Qnotatlonn.
Chicago.
Hogs Butcher.
$1.55
20.26; light,
1.7520.40: packing,
$18.00
18.65; pigs.
$U.751.50:
rough,
Bond to choice, $18.60 10.00.
Cattle Beef rattle, good, choice and
prime, 1.00 18.60; common and medium, I10.QO 16.00; butcher stock, cows
and hPifers. $7.16 13.50: cannera and
stockers and feed
cutters,
er. gona,t.157.16;
cnoice. and fancy tll.OOft
ii.wi; Inferior,vealcommon and medium,
nnd
$8.O011.00:
calves.
choice, $18.26 19.26.
Sheep Choice Western lambs, $18.00
straight; top natives, $17.60; lamb,
choice and prime, $17.50 18.16; medium
and good, $16.00 17.60; culls, $10.00
13.60; ewes, choice and prime. $11.50
li.00; medium and good, $10.2511.60;

cutis,

$4.00

8.00.

New

$.17.
lnnf ia fin- Amhj m 9H. mnu a
t!t2A"T.-26Jxxji powdered, s.joj
diamond iv, Voo; confectioner' a, t.sO;
On

-

i

"

Kaaea City ProSnee.
Kansas City. Butter Creamery. 60c;
66e: seconds. 64c; parkins;, 40c.
Egg--Fl41

first.

He;

rt.

second.

3SV4C

RIDES AND PELTS. '
Dry Fllat Hides.

Pound.
Butcher
in.
1. 1 flat.. 28c
Fallen, all weight. No.
Bulls and stags, Nos. 1 and X flat. ISo
.
Culls and glue hides.
a
Salted bides, 2c to Ic per lb. lea
Horaehlde
to
tbe price of green aalted.
s Dry mat Pelta.
wool pen, ouicner ana mur
4 4 iff 4 7e
rains together
Short wool pelts
Butcher herllng, No. 1
27$Oe
No. t murrain shearlings
1214o.
,
juicm, Muum anu pieces or
25
Plt Grcea Salter Hlaea, Etc.
Heavy . cured. No. 1 (over is
lbs.)
1491e
Heavy curea, no. I (over 15
ICS.)
.1101Sa
1
Bulls, No,
.10911
.
Bull. No. t
10o
Glue hides and skins
. eioo
one-ha- lf

Kip, No.

two-thir-

1..

.l17o

10
Kip No. 2..
Calf, No. 1.
2J8o
Calf. No. t
.24 Jo
Partly cured hides, la per lb. leas
man araen aaiieu.
Green hides, 2c per lb. less than
green aaiiea.
treatment
Greem Salted BaraokMea. ,
Nos. 1 and , large
$6.50e?a
1 and I, medium.
4 5es e
No.
Optlmlstle Thought.
1 and t, small
.....
l.oo e 4 oa
No.
less.'
be
man
be
voted
a
to
A
genHeadless. 0c
may
lf
and
Ponies
Blues
can
make
eral, but only true bravery
tbalr respective slxe.
htm one.
Oreae. salted colt

.......

one-ha-

......tli

AMBULANCE CARS FOR WOUNDED AMERICANS

it 3 feet shorter
at each end. Then there Is the cellar
way at the rear. The pier is out 6 feet
from the wall and It is 10 feet from
this to the farther wall. For the other
measurements one may scale the draw-

' front line and make

TENANT HOUSE Oil
FARM KEEPS HELP.

ing and get IT feet from the corner
of the wall to the wall of cellar way.
Establishing the Lines.
Before the excavation Is begun It
will be necessary to drive a stake
back each way from the corners so
they will not be disturbed. And as
you will want more lines, for the Inside of the walls and for the footings
and perhaps a renter line, it will be
best to drive two stakes and put a
hoard on them to hold these lines.
You may ns well get these boards
level and the same height so that the
lines will serve as guides for the faces
of the walls and also for the height
and depth.
While the cellar is being dug you
will want to get some material on to
the job for the forms for the concrete
wall, and material for the wain
We will suppose that the wall forms
are to begin at the bottom and are to
be on both sides of the wall. Let us
see what we can use of the stuff for
the house without hurting It. The
lloor joisfs will be 12 and 16 feet
long, 8 and 10 Inches wide. These will
work nicely for the long sides on the
nillslde anil can be used on the short
sides by letting them run by.
We must not cut these joists, but
shall need some shorter stuff for the
inside of the walls ami for the studs
of the forms. The Joists nt the ends
of the stairs will be shorter and can
he cut. Also those sills on the porches.
There will be short Joists on the
porches, thoimh the front ones seem
to he shown full length, we will hardly run them 22 feet.
Studs for the Forms.
The wall being low, the studs for
the tonus ran lie most any length we

Found to Be Real Solution of
Labor Problem.
HERE

IS

PRACTICAL-DESIG-

for
Building,
28 by 25 feet, Containing Living
Room, Kitchen, Bedrooms
and Bathroom.

Plans

Call

One-Stor- y

By WILLIAM

A. RADFORD.

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
and give advice FREE Of
COST on all subjects pertaining to tha
subject of building, for the readers of thta
paper. On account of hia wide experience
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford. No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
three-cen- t
stamp for reply.
It is surprising bow many people

quetionn

The photo shows a squad of French stretcher bearers transporting
wounded Yanks to an American ambulance. At the left Is the Yankee major
in charge.

tire discovering this year that what
they need is a farm tenant house. It
Is a fact that the fui-tenant house
ILLUMINATING
GAS
is the only real solution of the farm-labGOOD
problem, for It is the dependQUITE ECONOMICAL able married man who makes the best
help, and he is attracted quite as much
by comfortable and attractive living
It Would Be Cheaper Than Gaso- conditions for his family and himself
little ramline as Motorcar Fuel. ' ' as by extra wanes. The
shackle cabins which in some places
Most Accidents Are Avoidable
have served to bouse the
man"
When Proper Care Has Been
British Government Committee Finds are being repaired anil made more
comfortable. New tenant houses are
It Can Be Effectively and PromptObserved by Driver.
helm; put up, and they are relieving
ly Substituted Without Very
Much Trouble.

RULES FOR

HEW AUTO OWNER

IGNORANCE ALSO IS BLAMED
Sojourn in Hospital May Be Averted
by Those Just Learning to Operate
Cars by Following Suggestions
of an Expert.
In almost every case automobile accidents can be traced lu some care
lessness on the part of the drivers;
some of this is wanton and some of it
due to ignorance. Those who are beginning to drive their own automobiles
may save themselves a sojourn lu a
hospital by learning and practicing the
following ten rules for drivers suggested by Paul B. Huyette, president
of the Motor club of Philadelphia:
1. Keep to the right, especially on
turns. This does not mean right center. In the event of un accident, nine
times out of ten, if you're on the right
side, you're in the right.
2. Stay clear of the tracks whenever
you can. You'll save tires as well as
the tempers of many in the trolley behind. Kemember that the tracks are
reserved chiefly and primarily for the
trolley.
Policeman Is Friend.
3. The traffic policeman is your
friend. Kemember him as such. Cooperate, don't hinder. The bluecoat
lu the center of the street has the same
relation to you as the watchman at a
railroad crossing.
4. Don't indulge In friendly races in
city streets. The results are too frequently painful in more ways than
one.
5. Don't try to beat the "Stop-Go- "
sign just as the policeman Is changing the signal. If you're traveling
south the driver of a car going east
also may attempt to pass the corner
as the sign turns.
6. Use your horn judiciously In warning pedestrians. The average automobile born has an effect just the opposite of what Is desired ; It frightens
and causes indecision.
7. You and your car will have a
longer life if you give the benefit of
doubt to the other vehicle. We need
more courtesy of the road anyhow,
The Long Island railroad says: Bet
ter wait a minute at a crossing than
an hour in a doctor's office.
Street Is Danger Trail.
8. A wet street is a danger trail. On
rainy days most drivers are careful.
The time to watch also Is at night In
spring and summer when you pass here
and there through a street just flushed
when your tires, of course, are without chains.
9. Be careful in leaving your car on
a steeply inclining street. There have
been three cases in as many weeks of
automobiles plunging down those

The British government's committee
on gas traction has issued a report in
favor of illuminating gas for motorcars. It finds that ordinary city gas
can be effectively, safely and promptly
substituted for gasoline us fuel in internal combustion engines of the common automobile types without changing the compression space in the cylinders, New York Commercial states,
(ins is economical, 250 feet of it
being equal to an Imperial gallon of
motor spirit, or gasoline. The British
imperial gallon Is equal to one and
American standard gallons, so 200 feet of gas can bo substituted for our gallon. With gas at
$1 per 1,000 cubic feet, the equivalent
of a gallon of gasoline would cost 20
cents, and gas would be cheaper than
gasoline on this basis if a charging fee
of 25 cents a thousand feet were
levied.
If It becomes necessary to do so,
gns could be substituted without trouble, according to this English report-Citgas would be simpler to use once
the slight necessary changes were
made, because it would be uniform in
uud It would mix readily and
perfectly with air at all temperatures
and under all atmospheric conditions.
We must make all sacrifices necessary for winning the war, but It would
be foolish to make unnecessary ones
which disturb industries and inconvenience the public.
New York gas companies have already demonstrated the feasibility of
using city gas in this way, and it will
be easy to follow what has been done
in England. The automobile plays too
important a part in modern life to be
laid aside, even temporarily, in wartime if it can be avoided. The ground
used to produce feed for horses in
America would furnish food lor all
the soldiers we shall ever send across
the seas, so the greater the substitution of motorcars for drawn vehicles
the more food will be available for
human beings. There seems to be no
good reason for limiting the use of
automobiles and motortrucks when
city gas, alcohol and benzol can take
the place of gasoline.

WASTE OF FUEL PREVENTED
Wire Screen Breaks Up Small Drops
of Liquid Complete Combustion
Is Promoted.

the farm labor shortage wonderfully.
It Is by urging Improvements of this
kind that lumber dealers anil country
builders are helping the government
In the solution of this vexing problem.
The shortage of farm labor lias been
serious for a number of years, even
before the war begun. Since this
try has become involved, thousnnds
nf our young men have left the farms
,to fight and to go Into the munition
Hauls and the other war supply indus.
The agricultural department,
tries.
with the United States
labor department, Is endeavoring to
attract the, older men from other
walks nf life to go out into the rural
districts and become real producers
on the farm.
Practical Tenant House.
For this reason, in view of the great
urgency of the farm labor problem at
this time, it Is with special satisfaction that we present working plans
for this very practical tenant bouse.
It Ik a
building, size 28
by 25 feet, containing a large living
room,
kitchen, two nice
bedrooms, and a convenient bathroom.
The basement is excavated for basement heating plant (pipeless furnnce)
and laundsy. A special section for the
cold storage of fruits and vegetables
Is excavated under the front porch.
One of the advantages of the pipeless
furnace is that it
or
doesn't heat the cellar but delivers all
of the heat up Into the living rooms
This being so, pruc- of the house.
coun-quulit- y

one-stor- y

gobd-slze-

d

'

have at hand, or can get without
waste, even though they stick up
above the forms. There are the rafters and ceiling joists for the porch
and rafters and plates for the rear
porch and dormer, ami some studs for
the lower part of the front porch,
some cellar beams in the attic, all of
which may be worked In for forms. It
will be safe to cut up a few 2 by 4's
If needed for they will be used later
for headers and under and, beside windows and doors and at corners.. Notice
the size of the windows and cut them
long enough for two headers, or to go
stick
up at the side. A 15 or
makes three.
The naif boards can he used and
may be cut as needed. The cellar windows are above the forms and at tl. '
door the boards can run across and
need not be cut. Some short pieces
will be used in the cellarway and under the porch, but you may put some
of these on end and so save cutting.
There will no doubt be some lumber
used In the forms which cannot be
used later, but by a little care and
thought this can be made a small Item.
Some of the boards can be used in th
coal bin. for bridging, for the forms'
for the piers and chimney base, and in
other places and save cutting Ions
hoiirils.

All Chivalry Not Dead.
pretty bit of chivalry was seen In
a London (Kngland) suburb the other
It was early In the morning. The
day.
A
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Not Amiss to Remind Automobile Owner That These Parts Should Be
Cleaned Often.
The tendency toward the use of silent chains seems tp be increasing. It
may not be amiss then, to remind the
car owner jthat these parts should be
cleaned frequently, especially when
they ran in an exposed position as In
some starter and generator installations. The proper method of procedure is to remove the chain from its
place, submerge It in kerosene oil for
15 minutes. Then dry It thoroughly
and next submerge It in a medium
grade of lubricating oil, permitting It
to remain in the bath until the oil has
reached every bearing surface. HardJ
grease never should be employed as a
chain lubricant.
Nasty Blemish en Car.
One of the nastiest blemishes on the
bodywork of the car is tar, which Is
frequently splashed on the polished
surfaces from the road.
Oil for Throttle Lever.

Do not neglect to squirt Uttle oil
around the spark and throttle lever
connections at intervals.
Stuffing Gasoline Pump.
About the best material to use. in the
Muffing box of a gasoline pump la
hemp string and soap.
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PLAN OF FARM TENANT HOUSE.

TO LOCATE ANNOYING SQUEAK

Mcally any part of this farmhouse
basemen can be used for storing poNeiee la Caused by Slight Sagging of tatoes,
apples, etc.
Car in Center Leather Waeher
There Is some attic space above for
Will Remedy.
storage, or possibly for extra sleepspace.
ing
someIs
An annoying squeak which
If we were called to build this house
times difficult to locate Is caused by
what" would be the
the edges of the doors rubbing. This or a similarto one,
begin? This would
way
rubbing is occasioned by a slight sag- right a little on the conditions, but In
ging of the body in the center and It most cases the first step Is to stake
may be cured by placing a leather out the lot for excavation.
washer of the required thickness
Being out m the country mere is
around the body bolt, between the
no sidewalk or street grade to be folbody and the frame.
lowed or measured from. The owner
will tell where he wants It and the
Clutch Repair.
how high it is to be
In cases where slippage has devel drawing shows
above the ground.
reIn
cone
a
a
clutch, temporary
oped
Having the house face the east, lay
pair may be managed by forcing sev- out the rectangle 25x28 feet, getting
the
under
wooden
thin
eral
wedges
the corners square, and running the
facing.
lines level and marking the height oj
the wall at each corner. With a tranOrdered 75,000 Trucks.
this would not take Iqng. but you
sit
The United States government since
need to use a level and square
may
entering the war ha ordered 75,000 the lines by the
rule.
automobile trucks and passenger cars.
Next set out the lines for the front
porch, as this Is to be dug out like
Weak Valve Springs.
I
the cellar, which seems to be a, good
Weak valve springs can canse end Idea, as It gives more room.
less trouble in Door endue ooeratlon.
For this, run a line 6 feet from the
d

was out on his airplane
and was flying low so low as to make
the tenants of the terraces anxious
about their chimney pots. In the garden the maiden waited, and there flut
tered down through the morning dew
something that seemed to be a bit of
white plumage. It missed the garden,
and fell Into the roadway. The maiden rushed out and picked up her love
letter. After all, In these grim days
who will grumble at a glimpse of ancient chivalry in modern guise?
knight-erra-

House That Was Bern Barn.
it Beems, Is rather an easy
thing to turn into a human habitation.
In this case the transformation was
made some years ago, and the combined home and studio has been occun
paintpied In turn by two
ers, both of them women, whose occupancy has given It the real but In
tangible atmosphere of a place that
has been lived in. Only the Informed
eye rediscovers the barn; the studio
studio,
might have been built for
and the picturesque quality inherited
from the barn might have been coe
trlved by the architect Balph
ren. in the House Beautiful.
A barn,

well-know-
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Our Part in Feeding the Nation
(Special Information Service, United States Department

( Agriculture.)
FROM
YOUR
GARDEN
BENEFIT
GET FULL
HOME

Chiefs.
BETRAYED

RUSSIA FOR GOLD
taw

iee1f

Si
Documents Given Member of Commit,
tee on Publlo Information Also
Reveal How Germany Plotted
Against U. S. in 1914.
Washington. I'roofs removing any
doubts tliut Nicolal Leniue and Leon
Trotzky, the bolshevik leaders, are
paid Uermuu agents if indeed any
doubts have remained ure laid before
the world by the United States government lu an amazing series of official documents disclosed through the
committee ou public information.
Secured in Itusslu by Edgar O.
representing the committee (who
WU8 lu that country during lust whi)
ter.
these documents not only
show how the Herman government
through its Imperial bank paid its gold
to I.enlne, Trotzky, and their Immediate associates to betray Itusslu Into
deserting her allies, but give added
proofs that Germany had perfected her
plans for a wur of world conquest long
before the assussluiitlons ut Sarajevo,
t.
which conveniently furnished her
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Hun Plots Against America.
These documents further show that
before the world war was four months
old, and more than two years before
the United Suites was drawn Into it
(In 1014), Germany already was netting afout her plaus to "mobilize destructive agents and observers" to
cause explosions, strikes, and outrages
In this country, and planned the employment of "anarchists and escaped
criminals" for the purpose.
Almost ranking In their seiisationnl
nature with the notorious Zimmerman note proposing war by Mexico
and Japan upon the United States,
these documents lay bare new strata
of I'rtisshtn Intrigue, u new view of
the workings of kulttir to disrupt the
allies standing between the world ami
kalserism. They disclosed also u
of human treachery for gold.
The Intrigue appears to have been
carried down to the last detail of arrangement with typical German system.
Revolution Staged by Berlin.
Not only do the disclosures prove
that I.cuine, Trotzky, and their band
are paid German agents. They show
that the bolshVvlk revolution, which
threw Idissiu Into such orgy of murder and excesses as the world seldom
has seen, actually wus arranged by
the German general staff.
They shlnv how- the paid agents of
Gennuny betrayed Itusslu at the
"peace" conference; how German stuff ollicers have been secretly
received by the bolshuvikl as military
advisers; how they have acted as sJos
upon tile embassies of the nations
wllh which Itusslu was allied or at
peace; how they have directed the
bolshevik foreign, domestic and economic policy wholly In the Interest of
Germany, and to the shame and degradation of Itusslu.
Originals of documents, photographs
of originals, uud typewritten circulars,
some of them marked "very secret"
or "private," and many of them bearing the annotations of the bolshevik
leaders themselves ; some of them containing references to "Comrade Trotzky" or ''Comrade Leniue" comprise the
record.
Some of the originals, It Is shown,
although deposited in the archives of
the bolshevlkl, were required to be
returned Inter to representatives of
the German general staff in Petrograd
that they might be destroyed.
-

llrest-Lltovs-
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TRICK

Press Asserts Austria's Peace
Conference Is Cynical and
Insincere.

41

a

LlVlH
promoting complete combustion and
preventing the accumulation of carbon
in the cylinders, says Popular Mechanics. The screen is of wire mesh, fine
enough to break up any small drops of
liquid that remain in the fuel, but will
not retard its flow.

Papers Secured by U. S. Show
Treachery of Bolshevik

London

-

I)

Waste of Fuel by
Motor.

KAISER'S AGENTS

JUST

The purpose of a recently patented
screen which Is Installed at a joint In
the intake of a gasoline engine, between the carburetor and the cylinders,
Is to thoroughly atomize the fuel, thus

Prevents

KY

new-stor-

streets.

10. The traffic courts are overbur
dened with trials for offenders who
might have avoided trouble easily If
they had observed some simple regulations.

LEIIIIIE-TROTZ-

London. The Dully Mail, under the
heading "The Word of Austria, but
the Kaiser's Voice," says the Austrian
Invitation to the allies to open "a confidential, nonblndtng discussion" of
peace terms Is another form of the old
German trick.
The Dally Telegraph says: "Negotiations at the present moment even
though they brought temporary peace
would only postpone the finul struggle
between might and right. So long as
the kaiser and his
direct
with irresistible authority the destinies
of Germany so long can there he no
question of an armistice or purely
academic negotiations. The note is disingenuous, cynical, and Insincere an
attempt to divert the entente powers
from a resolute prosecution of the
war."
The Austrian note is regarded in
this country as a maneuver to obtain
needed breathing space for the sorely
tried central empires and to impress
their own people with the desires of
their rulers for a cessation of the
struggle which Is wearing them to a
shadow.
Undoubtedly It Is a part of a combined peace offensive which has been
expected for some time, and which has
taken definite form within the last
few days. It is one of three moves
which have been made almost simultaneously by enemy states.
Tracing Use of Lightships.
The first lightship, the Nore, was
established lp England in 1731;, at the
mouth of the Thames. The first in
this country was stationed in 1820 in
Chesapeake bay, off Wllloughby Spit.
Sandy Hook, now Ambrose, light vessel was established In 1823. A light
vessel was placed off Cape Hatteraa
in 1824 and was driven ashore In
1827, and a ship was not established
again IA this dangerous position until 1897, after unsuccessful attempts
had been made to build a lighthouse
on Diamond Shoal.

k

The Illustrations Show (B) a Suggested Plan of Arrangement for a Vegetable
Storage Room in the Corner of a Basement; (A) Construction of an Air
Duct for Ventilation; and (C) Cross Section of a Storage Pit Containing
Irish Potatoes.

FACILITIES FOR
PROPER STORAGE
Many Cellars Are Suitable, but
Care Must Be Given to
Light and Heat.
AVOID FROST AND MOISTURE
Attention Must Be Given in Fall to
Storing Surplus Vegetables So That
Grocery Bille May Be Materially Reduced.
In the full Mie wise home gardener,
whether lu city or country, plans and
works for bis garden next year, and
stores the surplus products of his summer work. He plows hard or stiff clay
soils, us the action of the frost during
the winter will break the soil into line
particles and render it suitable for
planting. He clears uwny the weeds
unci rubbish and gets ready for un
flowed
early start in the spring.
ground dries out more quickly thun
unplowed and by plowing lu the full
It is possible to get such crops us peus,
beets and early potatoes planted mueh
earlier than otherwise would be the
case.
If the gardener has planned his crop
so thut fall iinils him with a large surplus of storuble vegetables, much of
his attention will be given to placing
theui away, safe from moisture and
heut, so that through the whiter they
will help to reduce grocery bills uud
vary the diet without regard to market
conditions or winter temperature.
Home storage of vegetables, Important ut times, Is especially valuable
if canning or drying containers are
high in price. Furthermore, crops of
suitable sorts thut mature ut a seasou
when they can be preserved by storing
should be kept in their natural condition Instead of being cunned or dried.
Bi ets, lato cabbage, carrots, celery,
onions, parsnips, potatoes, sweet potatoes, salsify and turnips muy be stored
In their natural condition. Iteuus of
various kinds, Including the Hums, may
be stored dry. Successful storage is
not at all diflicult. In fact, good facilities already exist lu many homes, it
being necessary only to make use of
the cellar, the attic, a large closet, or
other parts of the duelling, depending
upon the character of the product to
be stored.
Storing in House Cellars.
A cool,
cellar offers
good conditions for vegetable storage,
but many cellars are. not well suited
because of poor insulation or lack of
Cellars containing furventilation.
naces are usually too warm or too dry
i'ur storage of root crops. Often It Is
possible, however, to partition off a
room, either in one corner or at one
end of the cellar, where the temperature may be controlled by means of
outside windows. At least one window is necessary, and two or more are
desirable for light and ventilation.
Natural earth makes a better floor
than, concrete or brick, as a certain
amount of moisture is desirable. Walls
of the storage room should he parallel
to the walls of the cellar. Ventilation
may be secured by opening windows,
hut an air duct, made of wood, metal
or terra rotta. and permitting cool air
to enter near the floor level, is desirable. A piece of board with u hole
the size of the air pipe is titled In the
window in place of one of the panes
of glass. Another pane of glass may
be removed from the sash and a small
hinted door fitted in it place, which
when open allows the heated air to es

GENERAL

cape. In cold weather both the hinged
door and the dumper in the air pipe
must be closed. The windows in the
storage room should be darkened in
order to protect the vegetables from
too much light.
barrels, crates, boxes or bins may
be used as containers for the various
vegetables, but movable containers are
bins, as it is pospreferable to built-isible to remove them for cleaning.
Using Outside Cellars.
Outdoor storage cellars or caves are
particularly good for the storage of
many vegetables. They are especially
desirable on tbe farm, as they afford
convenient und inexpensive storage facilities for surplus vegetables thut otherwise might be lost. They possess all
the advantages of the basement storage room and ore superior in many respects. It Is possible to keep the cel-lcool and to reduce temperature
quickly by opening the door during the
night, and closing it in the morning
before the air becomes warm.
As the root cellar must be proof
against frost and moisture, Its types
and construction vary with the geoIn the southern
graphical location.
portion of this country the structure
usually Is entirely ubove ground and
protected by only a few inches of sod
and straw or leaves. In northeru sections outdoor cellars are made almost
entirely below ground und are covered
with a foot or two of earth.
Full directions for the construction
of storage rooms and cellars and for
the storage of vegetables are contained
In Farmers' Bulletin 879, "Home Storage of Vegetables," which will be sent
free on request to the U. S. Department of .Agriculture.
n

HOME

STORAGE

IS BEST

I

The storing of late vegetables
is an economy for those who
grow them in sufficient quantity
for the needs of the family.
To care for the surplus vegetables nothing more, in many
cases, is required than the use of
facilities existing In or neur the
home.
often the lnte vegetables from
a small garden can be stored
with no expense.
When considerable quantities
of vegetables are grown it Is
frequently advisable to construct
permanent storage facilities in
tlie form nf a storage room in
the busement of the dwelling or
under an outbuilding or to build
an outdoor cellar of wood or masonry.
If permanent facilities are not
available late vegetables can bo
kept In outdoor pits or bunks,
requiring no cash outlay except
for labor.

Pastures Save Grain Feeds.
From the results of many feeding
trials with bogs ten pounds of guln for
each bushel of corn fed, or one pound
of gain for every 5.6 pounds of corn,
is all that should be eXected from
feeding corn alone in a dry lot. A
mixture of one part tankage and nine
parts corn gives much better results,
usually producing one pound of gain
for every 4.5 pounds of the mixture
fed.

The quantity of grain needed to produce a Miund of gain Is considerably
lessened if the hogs have access to
green forage. Corn fed to growing
shotes on rape should produce one
pound of gain for every 3.67 pounds
of grain fed. The addition of some
highly concentrated feed, such as tankage, meat meal, shorts or linseed meal
f
should reduce by
to
of a pound the quantity of
grain necessary to produce a pound of
gain.
one-hal-

three-fourt-

A good silo should be round, airhave walls that are
tight, water-proosmooth inside, and be strong and durable.

The extra labor required to keep
Weevils and other insects may be weeds under control Is probably the
carkept out of seeds by the use of
greatest economic loss which they
bon bisulphide.
cause.
e
.
No farmer would dump his money
Nothing that would make winter
feed for the chickens the cows, the In a heap back of tbe barn. But this
pigs or the horses, should be allowed Is the way he often handles manure
which represents monev.
to sro to waste.

GERMAN PROPAGANDA

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD

falsa rumors and malicious THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS
storias constantly being circulated as
facts, discrediting our high officials,
FRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
is the keynote of the
Tha Red Cross, the care and conduct
of our troops, the condition of our campaign for all Liberty Loan work- cantonments, etc, are GERMAN
Published Every Friday at Santa Fe the State Capita! by the
PROPAGANDA, intending to create
is more important
now
distrust and discontent among our ( wotnitiK
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
Uncle bams business of win
people and to discourage those work- than the
war.
iiing
Frank Staplin, Receiver
ing for our country,
Tha stories are accepted as news
With the women helping every
and unfortunately are being given
"Entered ai second-clas- s
nome can be a safe depomatter at the post office at Santa Fe, New Mex- the widest
circulation by patriotic American
sit box for a Liberty Bond.
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Americans, who do not realize that
they are aiding our enemies.
The Espionage Act provides punish-me- O. If, as we have reason to believe,
A. Larrazolo is the nominee of
Subscription
$1.50 par year
for those who "Convey any
Convention for govt
false reports of statements , concern the Republican
New Mexico will be a RepubSANTA FE, N. M, SEPTEMBER 27, 118.
ing our Government. Those who are ernor,
lican
state
November Sth. beafter
fighting for us deserve the fullest
measure of our loyalty and support, yond a doubt.AWagon Mound
Tli

nt

both in word and deed.
We have resolved to close our ears
to all such stories and ao discourage
their circulation. WILL YOU DO
THE SAME?
Every loyal citiea should assist in
stopping these malignant lies. Enlist your friends.

WAR BOARD RULES GOVERN.
INC WEEKLY PAPERS MUST
NOT
TAKE
SUBSCRIPTIONS
FOR LESS THAN
REGULAR
PRICE MUST SELL PAPERS
ONLY FOR CASH IN ADVANCE

STATE
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OF NEW MEXICO
FOK

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC

LAND

CURRY
Office

of

'

Lands,
Santa Fe,

the
New

SALE

COUNTY

Commissioner

of

Public

Mexico.

The order issued by the war inNotice, is hereby given that pursuant to
dustries board follows:
To Publishers of Country Weekly the provisions of an Act of Congress approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Newspapers:
state oi new Mexico, and rules sod reguls-tioof the State Land Office, the Com- The priorities board of the war in
of Public Lands will offer
miasioner
dustries board has listed paper mills
public ssle to the bigheat bidder st
as an essential industry, and has o'clock,
A. M., on Tueadar, December 17th,
rated them in the fourth class for 1918. in the town of uiovis, county nf
State of New Mexico, in front of
priority for coal, on the distinct un Curry,
the court bouse
the following desderstanding that the greatest possi- cribed tracts of therein,
land, vis.i
ble economy in the use of paper be
Sale No. 1311
All of Sections , 7, IS;
exercised, and that the reduction, in Y.'A.
Sec. 19: T. 5 N.. 8. 36 R. All of Sec.
the use of paper by the newspapers 36; T. 6 N., H. 35 E , All of Sec. 31;- - T.

'

shall be 15 per cent. Each paper will
be put upon the priority list for
coal, conditional upon their signing
a pledge that they will furnish no
paper to any consumer who will not
also sign a pledge in duplicate that
he will exercise the greatest possible
economy in the use of paper, and
will observe all rules and regulations of the conservation division of
the pulp and paper section of the
war industries board. These pledges
are now being prepared and will be
furnished shortly. One copy will be
left on file with the mill and the
other will be sent to this office.
The war committee of weekly news
paper publishers feels that the neces
sary saving of 15 per cent should
come out of the industry as a whole
and, in order to accomplish this purpose, made the following suggestions,
which were accepted by tfee pulp and
paper section of the war. industries
board and are to be effective Sept.

acquire, hold, use, sell, assign, lease, aunt.
dispose of letters aaleM
the ".,0,.he7'iSe
United Ststss, or of say tortiaa
eoantrv, patents, patent rights, Uceascs aaa
privileges, inventions,
improvements aasl
processes, trsds marks sad trade names,
relating to or useful in connection wita
sny business of this corporation.
To be,
row money, execute notes,
bonds, mors,
gsges, deeds of trust, to seenre the asms,
snd to exercise in respect to all such bonds,
mortgages, notes, shsres of cspitsl stock
snd other securities snd obligations, saw
".all rights, powers, snd privileges ol inV
dividual owners,
the right ta
vote sny shsres of including
stock held
same extent thai a niiml by it to list
or could do.
(g) To enter into, make, aerform. mm
carry oat contracts of every kind for say
lawful purpose without limit as to amount
with any person, (inn, ssaodatlos, or
m
(HI To csrrv on all or
ationa snd business without restriction or
limit as to amount! to bskbih
n,i,M.
wise scquire, to hold, own sell, mortgage
or otherwise convev or HIimu
Mr
t
personal property of every class sad description, in any of the States, Territories,
or possessions of the United States, sua'
ject to snd in sccordance with law, and so
act as principal, trustee, or broker.
Aracie a.
.
That the iimiwI nf t
n11 he ONE HUNDRED
S.'U!;fI.eAr0,',,lon
THOUSAND
DOLLARS,
divided Into On.
Hundred Thoussnd Shares, of the oar
value of ONE DOLLAR each, tally paad
and
and th awM,
cribed and on which the corporation
wsg
Be" ' TWO THOUSAND
DOLLARS.
of

--

K. 36 E
N
containing 3522.00 seres.
The improvements consist of 4 housei,
aheda,
barn,
garage,
cellar, chicken house,
corrals, 3 wells and windmills, fencing, sad

6

With Sheriff Lorenzo Delgado of
value $12,075.00,
plowing,
San Miguel county on the RepubliNo bid on the above described tracts
can state ticket
as i candidate
of land will be accepted for less than
for Secretary of State, the DemocraFIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which is
the appraiaeS value thereof and in
tic possession of that office will have
thereto the successful bidder must
THE DEMOCRATIC TICKET
passed into history after election day
pay for the improvements that exist on
for no democratic
will
candidate
the land.
have the1 least show of being elected
Another democratic state convenThe above aale. of land will be subject to
Have you bought any Thrift or Sav- running! against the popular sheriff
Artiab a
tion has passed into history.
tne louowing terms ana conditions, vis.
The names snd post office addresses af
within
That
San Miguel county.'
ings
rf
is,
Stamps
lately?
each of the incorporators who are subsWago'i
what
little enthusiasm was
Already
successful
The
bidder
nav
moat
to
the
so?
New
the
last
Mexico
or
is
Mound Pantagraph.
cribers to the cspitsl
day
stock and tbe
kindled by contact and oratory in
Lorbmiaaioner'of Public Lsnds or his sgent
still far behind on its quota of $7,090,-0- 0
CD are ss fellows,
of the to" "wit- - ,ub"cribcd br
the breasts of loyal members
holding each sale,
of the
1018.
for
we
Since
him
offered
for
announced
our
the
four
by
Isnd,
candidate
price
per B. H.
J., Casper, Wyo 2RS shares
party over men and issues has coolcent interest in advance for the balance Robert Pelton,
for Commissioner of Public Lands
P.
Santa Fe, NTH., 2 shsraa
ed.
of such purchase price, fees for advertia' Harry L. Ervien, Santa
N. M 2XS shsraa
Patton,
ir
of
the
Rafael
Hon,
J.
person
and
aDDraiaement
and all coata inci James A. French, Ssnts Fe,
injr
The principals and issues presented
Thousands of New Mexicans are
2X5 shsraa
Fe, N.
his friends throughout the
dental to the aale herein, each and all of H. Lerov Hall.
Kant. F, ll if.,
in the keynote speech and platform,
now on the way to Franc. Let the
amounts
must
be
said
deposited in cash John W. March, Santa Fe, N. m!j 285
state have come foreward offering
Boches beware.
one a resume of he other, were so
or certified exchange st the time of sale Charles B. Barker, Santa
his their support. The nomination of
Fe, N. kfl 283 shins
and wnicb said amounts and all of them
clouded by a multiplicity of words
atoch a
Mr. Aguilar by the Republican con
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
life
The
ot
of explanation' that not one delegate
this
shall be
" Now aren't you glad you planted a vention will insure his election and
New Mexico, if the teucceasful bidder does fifty years from and corporation dWtr
sfter the
si las
in fifty carried home with him
not execute a contract within thirty dava incorporation.
War Garden and helped in the biar his election the office 'in the hands
any
after it has been mailed to him by the
definite idea of what his party realArticle T.
cause ?
Land
a
of
State
clean
contract
to
said
Office,
honest
...
and
provide
The director
aM ,M
competent
ly does proclaim or propose.
thai the purchaser may at his option make for the first thrp hntnnn,ha
official. Wagon Mound Pantagraph. 1, 1918.
nf... h ail
In fact it proposes very little exof
payments of not less than
this
certificate of incorporation are K
?'
Each
snail eliminate the ninety-fivper cent of the purchaae price
PATRIOTIC RESOLUTIONS
cept that democrats be continued in
Rail, James A. French, and B. B.
at any time after the aale and prior to the Leroy
't is strongly rumored by the promi- followingpublisher
Pelton. Ir.. who ahall m im . r .rf.:
wasteful practices. If for exDiration
office that seems to be the whole
of
from
vears
date
the
thirty
of
this corporation.
Adopted by the republican conven nent press of the state that Hon. any reason a publisher desires to of the contract and to provide for the in wnwtss
Its platform does not
proposition.
we have hereWHEREOF,
continue any of these practices he payment of any unpaid balance at the ex- unto set our hands
tion of Dona Ana county last week. Benigno C. Hernandez,
-- f Tl
even o to the pains of making protht'a 4,1 J.
of
of
from
the
date
has
the leading chance of being must adopt some other methods to piration
"""'
thirty years
A. D., 1918.
We commend and endorse in the
It starts no place and ends
mises.
the
contract
interest
deferred
with
on
pay
ROBERT
the
nominee
P.
the
ERVTEN,
of
republican party accomplish at least
nowhere.
highest terms the fearlessness, integ for
per cent re- ments at the rate of four per cent per
HARRY L. PATTON,
is
and
if
such
the
in
anniveron
annum
case, duction in paper used. If by Novemthe
advance
governor,
payable
The only definite work of the conJAMES A. FRENCH
rity, consistency and unswerving
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from $166.00 down to $106.00 and an here, and that the stork is not lookdairy cows sold at prices ranging ing well. Elida Enterprise
8 months old calf sold for $) Roy
Suit Agaimt The City
Spanish American.
Mrs. M. E. Dunciin lias filed miu
The drive for War Saving Stamps against the City of Portales iiihIit
for
on September 12th was a grand suc the workmen's compensation
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her husband. Mack Duncan, met It'
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lirahave more to market soon. This car $1,140. WagonMound Sentinrl.
edly from asphyxiation as the
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pounds. Artesia Advocate.
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talented
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Spanish American.
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New Manager At Redrock
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F. A. Kroll, mining engineer at the School Building Progresses
, Vegas Journal
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is now manager of the Great Eagle
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its kind in the county is being raised
Mine at Redrock. This mine recenton scheduled time. The brick work
ly installed an Ingersoll compressor
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with fan drill, entailing an outlay was completed Monday and
Big Cattle Shipment
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neighborhood of 200 pounds and is residence which he expects to occupy and instantly killed last F:
almost pure zinc sulphide, a mineral in a short while.
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at.t Il8 afff.n1their cattle and
the best fields will run
40 bushels to the acre. The quality pasture near Melrose. They report other fiduciary mp.i.-i- v.
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the grass there was not so good
of the grain produced is excellent.
h btmness. Tint
The amount of ground sown to
in arty part of tli- - v,
wheat on the Gila this year was
m tn
Directors mnv
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
about 1500 acres, showing an increase
trretts amt nnviri'nt:e of
emtmrration
"r
The
of about 100 per cent over last year. STATE CORPORATION
OF
COMMISSION
any object, pturin.f. rt'elil
Silver City Enterprise.
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Onrnranv shall

Paul Ares recently purchased 600
cows from the Merchant Livestock
company and has taken them to his
ranch in the mountains, where be
has an abundance of grass and water,
Carlsbad Current.
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Tbe county

now has nearly

1000

A cutting affray occurred in the
White House saloon last week and
Pacifico Baltararia was held under
$1,000 bond on a charge of having
stabbed Justo Garcia. Albuquerque

Independent
The church of the Immaculate
Conception of Albuquerque now has
a service flag containing 111 stars.
This is the actual number of church
members who are serving Uncle Sam.

COLFAX
The cement finishing coat for the
new federal building is being put on
this week. The ornamental cornice
has just been, completed, and the
building is now taking on something
of the handsome appearance it will
Raton
have when entirely finished
Range.
Ico Co. Branches Out
The Raton Crystal Ice and Cold
soda
Storage Co. has taken over theMoul-tobottling plant of the Harvey
Mercantile Co. which will be
installed and operated at the ice
plant hereafter. The ice company
has also secured the agency for the
northern portion of Colfax county
drink
for Bevo, the
which has met with popular favor in
nearly every part of the country
during recent years. Raton Range.
n

CURRY
Big Crop Sal
Reagan Land & Cattle Co., sold this
last week 65 acres of crop in the
field for $26. per acre. The buyer
figures it will harvest $40 to $50 per
acre which will give him a nice profit after expenses of harvest are paid.
Charlie Overby has sold his fine
residence in the northeast part of
town to J. D. Bailey. This is one of
the most choice residence properties
in Clovis. Clovis News.
A. L. Gurley says that while many
people are pulling broom corn now
that little will be placed on the
market for two weeks yet as it is
not sufficiently cured to be marketable. Clovis News.

Witness my hand and the official Mai
the State Land Office ol tb Stat of
this nineteenth day of August,
me.
to
l.
thai
P. ERVIEN,
ROBtltr
pursuant
r.l.y given
of at; Act of Congress sp- Commissioner of Public Lands,
ii' ft, I'dO. the laws of the
Stat of New Maaioa.
Publication August 3, 191,
Mrxico, and rules and feg.
tbe Last Publication November
1, 191A.
t'j.' Stjte Land Office
r uf
Public Lands will offer
i
ii.i
to ihc hiiihrst bidder at
M
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
I'mlay, November 8th,

nisiorr

Under $5,000 Bond
O. C Soetter. Guadalupe Lopez and
Antonio Romero who are alleged to
be responsible for the wreck on the
Portales road three miles south of
Clovis were last week placed under
$5,000 bond each to appear before
the District court. In the car with
John Hoover who lost his life in this
wreck were buck Lipscomb, John

?1

Etchison, F. T. Tate, Bessie Wallace
and Dollie Baird.

I

United States of Amtrici,)
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A new SO h. p. International
nrhv rWtiflpH. that the anrfaen
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vester entrine is being installed this ia full, true md complete transcript
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COMPANY
(No. tSSII
mechanic is doing the job. Santa
with the endorsements thereon, a same
Rosa Voice.
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In Testimony Whereof, the State
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Corporation Commission
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said Commission, to
Fe
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of
Santa
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at
City
Uth day of September, A D.,
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on the Puerto de Luna road,
was totally destroyed by fire Sunday
night. The fire is thougnt to nave
0E BACA
started from the explosion of a lamp
left burning in one of the rooms. No
The sum raised in De Baca county insurance was carried on the build1918
to date for the K. of C war fund ing.
to
Attest:
several
with
ii $168.75,
precincts
EDWIN F.
bear from.
LINCOLN

John

L Michael, stock

country, was
after the shipment of
of mixed stuff which
ping out to pasture.
Leader.
Ricardo

raiser of the
here looking Three At One Haul

five car loads
Officer Ben West, of Carrizoro :i
he was ship- sure on the job looking out for
Sumner
Fort
traitors, slackers and deserters. Recently he arrested Peter Craigim,
Lin D. Davenport and George H.
J. A. Grant, a dry farmer in the Nutting, deserters from Fort Bliss,
sand hills nine miles southeast of Texas. They were cavalry recruits
Canton, says his crops and those of and had been at large for four weeks.
his neighbors are in fine condition The proper military officials were
and the danger of failure has pass- notified and the men were taken to
ed. Jack rabbits are troublesome the Fort from which came.
but they are being killed with calomel and salt. Fort Sumner Review. Creditable Ambition
Mrs. Maud L. Blaney, of Oscuro,
a republican and Miss Lorinda B.
Floyd Tallmadge, of Socorro, who Snellman
of Carrizozo a democrat.
is associated with Lis brothers in the
of Schools
development of the Bosque del Apa- aspire to be superintendent
che land grant in the Rio Grande in Lincoln county.
valley, has been in Fort Sumner this
week, examining the local irrigation
LUNA

situation.

DONA ANA
EatensWe Improvement
at Mill
The Mesilla Valley Produce Exchange operating the Las Cruces flour
mill have made extensive improvements this summer.
A large ware room was added to
tbe east end of the present mill and
two 6000 bushels capacity cement fire

proof storage tanks were erected adjoining the mill. This gives the mill
a storage capacity of 25,000 bushels
and with the mill operating continuously, thus disposing of the wheat
stored and enabling the mill to handle
a vast amount of wheat A special
storage bin has been provided to
store separately the different varieties of seed wheat The mill has in
vested large sum on its faith in the
country to produce large crops ot
wheat in the future.
During the past week a pair of the
best Fairbanks scales Have Deen put
in. bier enoush to accomodate a heavy
truck loaded with wheat Las Cru
ces Republic
EDDY
The Lakewood saloon refused to
wait until October 1st to go out of
business, and gave up the ghost last
Monday morning, burning to the
together with about $2,000
worth of "content." Cause of fire

unknown.

Carlsbad Argus.

Still Finding Villa's Bullets
Mrs. Susan Moore, who received
several bullet wounds from Villa
raider's rifles on the fatal morning
of March 9, 1916, has located another bullet. It has gradually worked its way to the surface and she
expects to soon have it removed.
She felt a nrp pain similar to
that which is felt bv coming in con
tact with a very sharp needle. On
eamination she found that it was
a bullet, and as she bad never been
shot bv anybody except the bandits
on March 9th she is positive that
it is a Villa bullet. Columbus Courier.

U'KINLEY
Stock Growers Meetiasj
There is to be a large meeting
of all stock trrowers in McKinley
County on Monday evening October
14. The meeting will be held in Gal
lup, probably at the Harvey House.
Some prominent speaker have been
secured and the stockmen will get to
hear some good talks on the stock
business. Gallup Herald.
The oatrons of the school district
of Page on the tenth of September
at a meeting voted bonds to tne
amount of four thousand dollars to
build a new school house which is
badly needed. Gallup Herald.

K0RA

G. H. Hackett went up to his
W. K. Atkinson shipped one hundred cases of choice honey to as ranch the first of the week to put
acres of wheat Mills
AmarHIo firm about a week ago. and in sixty-fiv- e
will soon make another shipment of Developer.
on hundred cases. The price paid
Artesub-Ar-tesThe sale at M. Conner's ear Sowas $450 a case
lano Tuesday was a hummer. His!
Advocate.
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State of New Mexico

Har-

ARIZONA

M. S. GROVES,

Chairman.

COARD,

Clerk.

STATE OF ARIZONA
OFFICE OF THE
CORPORATION

COMMISSION

United States of America,)
I
)
State of Ariiona.
The ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION doea herebr certify that the annexed
is a true and complete transcript of the
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
MUTUAL
COMPANY
which were filed in the office of said
Arizona Corponation Commission on the
18, at 3:00
23rd day of Aunust, A. D
o'clock P. M.. as prdvided
by Jaw.
The
WHEREOF.
TESTIMONY
IN
Arirona Corporation Commission,
set
hereunto
has
Its
Chairman,
by
its hand and affixed Official Seal.
(SEAL)
Done at the City of Phoenix, the
Capitol, this 23rd day of August,
ARIZONA

A. TJ., 1918.
COMMISSION
CORPORATION
F. A. JONES.

Chairman

Attest:

SAM W. PROCTOR,

Secretary.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
MUTUAL
INVESTMENT AND AGENCY

COMPANY.
ALL MEN BY THESE PRES.
KNOW
It NTS?
That we. the undersismed resid
ents of the City of Santa Fa, Stats of
New Mexico, whoa post office address Is
in aaid City, have this day associated our
selves together tor tne purpose oi forming

ntfnAniiaii nnr1e and nnrsuent to the
laws of the Stat of Arieona. and for that
numose do hereby adopt Articles of Incorporation aa followa:
Artie! I.
Nana.
The name of the Corporation ahall bs
MUTUAL
INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
COMPANY

Article
B

Z.

fcieaa.

uf

rh

cuHjr;itu,n.

Article 4.
The Amount of C.ipit'il S
The anthorircil nniMii:'
1m!I
T"
Cornnrrttinn
of th
ar,rt pjfty' Thoiisan

d
into Twenty nve l
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Of and
,ar,
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Stork
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to
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Common
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standing
be taken up, ranrrllrd anl le'lr
and any p,rt
ing to atfreemi-ncancelled or retired str,rk niav '
from time to time as ocrasi m i '
r
on direction of the Board of TVr'
such time an the floanl of Dir
:tii!
capit-,Resolution
rlirect,
by
any part thereof, may b- i p
Corporation, cither ofin cashor or l,v ('
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and transfer to it
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i
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s
U
able rieht or thinir for
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of
!'iv;
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poses
which shares of the capital si colt
Corporation may be issued ami
so issued shall th reaftcr :in '
by become and be fully nai-- upof int!
sssessable. and the jtultrnvnt
rectors as to the value of the reor thins
purchased, nphl shall
be ennctu-rendered,
Article S.
The time of the eommenrcmrti'
Corporstion shall be the dale ,,f
suance to it by the Arizona ('
of s Certifiratr ,,f I?
there, ,f h
tion, and the termination
(.?51
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of
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privilege
Article I.
..,
i, n
The affairs nf this Cr
.
Conducted
by a Board of P:rrrt,.-the following named shall constn-r,sin'c
Board of Directors until tlp-'are elected and qualified: .1. II. Crir
W. Norment. and S. K. Norm-n- i.
after the Board of Directors sh.'ll bet1
ed from among the stockholder at
nual stockholders' meeting to b- first Monday of Aiicust of ea-Article 7.
The Directors shall have power t,
for the fr'ier
and amend
of said Corporation, to fill vac.vi-ici:-t- o
curing in the Board from spy
Coinn,i,t-ve- st
appoint an Executive
said Committee with all of tlf -t
granted the Directors hv these .rtvArticle I.
The highest amount of in'lehte,ii;e i.
or contingent, to which the
shall be subject at at.y i n- ti:n
Hundred and Tif'.y Thousin '
lara, which does not excee.l s
..ik
the smount of the capital
Corporation.
Article .
The private property of the
i..
and oflicera of this Corporation
exempt from all corporate
kind whatsoever.
IN WITNESS THEREOF. v.e have
th:s
unto set our hands snd
day of August, 1918.
i

..

Tb Principal place of business of this
Corporation ahall be in the City of Phoenix,
and
County of Maricopa, State of Ariiona,
the Corporation may at any time establish such other place or places of busi-nand office, either within or without
(SF..M
I. H. CRIST,
the State of Ariiona, as the Directors may
TAS. W. NORMKVT,
(SIM
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S. K. NORMENT.
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personal
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deal in mines, mining claims, mineral lands,
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Jack Lewis, chief of the fire company, says he has lost the majority
of the members of his company during the past year, on account of the
boys going to war. Mr. Lewis requests that when the fire alarm is
sounded patriotic citizens who have
the welfare of Clovis at heart volunteer their service and help handle the
hose and assist in any way they can.
Clovis News.
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Sec. 27; All of
31. 32, 3.1; W',5, Sec. 31; T. 21 S. H.
W., AM of Sections 1. 12. 11; X '.. SI
V
R. 14
Sec. 24; Eli, Sec. :3; T. 21 S
'
Sec. 3 All nf Sections 4, 5. t;
W'i.
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Sec. 1; EV.NWM. SWM. S.
1); Ml .if
Sec. 16; Lots 1. 2, SK'iXVV4. E',Svi4. s. c
IS; T. 22 S., R. 13
S".. S.c. S: All
of Sections P. 17: T. 24 S. R. n W.
acr. s. of which s'fc.l.t a. r
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Sec 27 N'!i.N '4, XW4SW-J- . SEHSWlj. County Railroad Pond Eund.
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SWKSE& Sec. 29; S'5.'EK, NWtf, XEU.no improvements on tins tract.
SEX. Sec 30;NE;4SE. Sec. 31; All of Sec.
Jl: All of Sec 32;
All of S c 10; T if
Sale No. 1247
SE!4XV!4.
SWX. Sec. 34; All of See. 36. T. 3j S.. R. S.. R. 6 W.. containing 640. 'O a res.
There
IS W., ,S4S,4, Sec.
All of Sec. 12; are no improvements on this tract.
1;
SEX. Sec 13; All of Sections 25. 36. T.
All nf "sections 27, 34;
M.S.. K 16 W All of Sections 1, 2, 3,1 Sale No. 1241
Sec 6; All of T. 26 S., R. 6 W NEJ, Sec. 5; All of
5H. Nec 4; S4. Sec 5;
sectir-n- s
, 1U, II, 12, 13. 14. 15. 16, Sec 7; WK, Sec 8; All of Sections 17.
7, B.
17, 18; All of (frac.) Sec 19: All of Sec- - 18, 19;
All of Sections S3,'
WJ, Sec 20;o w..
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EXNWjiNEXSWX,. SEX. Sec 3; SWXSEX. Ill, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, -- 25; N54; Sec. 26;
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SEtf, NE5SE, Sec. 4; All of
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SWKSE'i. Sec. 17;
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SWMN'EM, S'JXWK. SW. U ..SK'i, S
JO; All of Sec. 23; Lot, 2, J, tV'.NC'i.
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SEW. Sec 17;
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SEMXEftj.
NHSWH. SEKSWM.
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tial oaymenta to be credited on the an
niversary of the dale of the contract But
oaie oi teataer.
loiiowing in
The above sale of land will be subject
to valid existing rights, casements, rights.
ana reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
agent holding such sale reserves the right
to reject asiy ana an Dtas ottered at said
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'
acres were sand Grant Coumy k
The inrprovementb ejus. si
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Sec. ti
SEX, Se. 12; NU
All of Sec. 17;
20;

and
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ilS9.lt aciei
lirant C .uniy R.ulr...i
sre no liiiproxeir.eir.
Sale

prior to the expiration of thirty yeri from
ilit date of the contract and to provide
.r tne payment ot any unpaid Dalance At
ttie expiration of thirty years from the
date of the contract with interest on deferred payments at the rate of four per cent
annum payable in advance on the anof the date of the contract, par
niversary
tiat payments to be credited on the an
niversary of the date or the contract next
following the date ol tender.

svsv.

Nil

Nt'.,

f
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121.1

S"'.

f .tier if the Sialc
l':h j.iy of July,

to

I.

.,,1- -1

.jiiiI

State of New Mexico, il the successful
bidder does not execute
emtnat sntln
daya after it baa baea Bailed so
thirty
KOBT. P. ERVIEN,
bun by the State Land Office, aaid ana
tract to provide that the purchaear amay
Commissioner of Public l.3nda
at bia option make payments of not less
State of New lexn-than
of ainetj-fiv- e
per
I'i, ',:.r ti. ..n July lv, VW.
of the purchase price at suay time after
J'u.ilu iitr.ii S pti inbt r --7. I'M.
the sale and prior to the expiration 1
thirty yeara from the date of toe coa-traand to provide for the payaaat of
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
aaie.
any
unpaid balance at the exnuat MS oi
The above sale of land will be subject
yeara from the data of Mm oaa
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to valid existing rights, easements,
Possession under contract of sale for the thirty
tract with interest oa deferred pay at eats
of way, and reservations.
above described tracts will be given
at the rate of four oer cent aer aaueana
f'UPLIC LAND SALE
of the contract.
payable in advance on tbe anniversary of
Ttie Commissioner of Public Lands or his signing
the date of the
partial payaaoats
aitctit holding such sale reserves the right
Witness mv hand and the official seal to be credited oncontract,
TORRANCE COUNTY
tbe an niversary of
to reject any and all tuus ottered at said of thi State Land Office of the State of date of the contract
next laliamlmm thm
new .Mexico, this lUth day of July, 1918. date of tender.
d
tlie I'oiiiiiiiHsi'.rier
of Public sale,
I'ffi.e
s,
Possession under contract of sUe for the
-- ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Mm a l'e, New Mexico,
The above aale of lead will he
above described tracts will be given on
to valid existing riahts. easements, eiarhta
Commissioner of Public Lands
ot
tne
contract.
to signing
N'"i;'f n her by Kiven tliat pursuant
State of New Mexico. of way an drcservauoas.
,
I
provi mi. us 'if an Act of Cone-ressmy hand and the official seal First Publication July 19, 1911
June 20th, 1"1U, the laws of the ol Witness
The Commissioner of Pahlie Lafbda a.
Last
Publication
27, 1918.
Land
of
Office
of
the
State
State
the
September
of New Mexico and the rules and
.it'his agent holding aucb sala reserves Ike
this 10th day of July, 1918.
.f the State Land Office, the New Mexico,
inl n.,ii
right to reicct anv and all blda effafaal
i
of Pufdic
Lands wilt offer
.in.
at said sale.
ROBT. P. ERVIEM,
t
iiil.li.
sale to the
bidder
at
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
i. k
A. M.,
tcttdier
on Wednesday,
Commissioner of Public I- .nde
Possession under eontraeta of aala Smv
"'
State of New Mexico.
'!.
in the town uf
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the above described tracia will ha aivaa
County
T'.rram-i'State of New Mexico, in front Iiri Publication July 19, 1918.
on or before October 1st, 1919.
tin oourt house therein, the following
PUBLIC LAND SALE .
Last Publication September 27, 1918.
f titii-irafts of land, viz.:
Witness mv hand and the affleial aaal
of the State Land Office oi tbe State mi
CURRY COUNTY
I..
I??5
S.VlJ4. SW'iSUM
New Mexico, this twentieth dav. af Inlv.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
All "I See, 10; !:,
Office of the Commissioner of Public win.
1,
4.
Si. 17; F.V--S,c., See.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
P4Vt'j
Lands,
RObhRT P. ERVIEN,
id S. lion.,
.");
I,
Santa Fe, New Itezica
V
N
.HI:
SW
! c.
Commissioner of Public Lands ol the
!S,
i. N
j,
LAND SALE
.PUBLIC
11
5
s
Stat Bi Nab Uawiiui
S.r. .13; T.
N., K.
Notice is hereby given that pursusnt to First Publication
Th iriprove
'I. .ii r.
Julv 26. 1918.
the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap Last
SANTA FE COUNTY
It
Publication October 4, 1918,
ell, iviiplinill. tank,
laws
of
1910,
the
June
the
20th,
fJilOiJ.Oil.
m
graved of New Mexico and the rules and
Office ot the Commissioner of Public
regulations of the State Land Office, the
.
ms
sii.
NEW MEXICO
STATE
S" .IS: T 5 N , R. Landb,
OF
of
Commissioner
offer
will
Public
Lands
Santa Te, New Mexico.
There are
a.. J
at public sale to the highest bidder at
nil- ntb on tliis tract.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to 9 o clock A. M., on Monday, September
St- '4.
iyio, in tne town oi uovis, bounty
jum,
SI ':,SU
S, e. the provisions of an Act of Congress, apLAND
PUBLIC
SALE
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the of Curry, State of New Mexico, In front
It. 7 i: eon- - proved
T. i)
,
.
s
State of New Mexico and the rules and of the court house therein, the following
T
nt
in.pr
MCKINLEY COUNTY
ot land, vis.t
tracts
uescriDea
Land
the
of
State
n
the
It:
fi
nidations
Office,
nc
value
;r.
in
in, ai
of Public Lands will offer
of tbe Commissioner ol
PuMle
All of Sec. 16, T. 7 N., Office
Sale No. 1212
it public sale to the highest bidder at
1!)
Lands,
A.
i.'clock
M., on Monday,
IL'7S
September R. 36 E., containing 640.00 acres. The imhi;.. I.' ,W ,
Santa Fe, New Medea.
Fe. Coun
consist of house, barn, well,
N'.SW'4.
.iSW'i. S SI ':, TOtli. MS. in the town of Santa
provements
.v.. K.
Ml ,.f Si,
ty of Santa Ke, State of New Mexico, in fencing, cultivation, value $4,000.00,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
(
N'., It.
ta limp HMi.tAi not't ol tne court nouse tnerein, tne toi
io'
ir. to o i e in' n
lowing described tracts of land, vis.:
nvivt ((f fine
Sale No. 123
All of Sec. 36, T. 7 N., the provisions of an Act of Congress apJune 2Uth, 1910, the taws ol tie
proved
lmi.iii).
acres.
it. j c., containing
ine im
of New Mexico, and rulea aad re gaSale No. 128
SW'li, Sec. 23; T. 11 N
provements consist of house, shed, corrals. inMate
K
nous
of
9
acres.
The
the State Land Office, the
F..,
will
containing
tracts
iirt".t
well, windmill, tank, fencing and plowing,
of Public Lands will offer at
cousijt uf fencing, value S100.0U. value aioavv.
mi TMKKK DlH.-i- i
sale
to the highest bidder at
public
i
bit ii is the
Sec.
9
I2W
No.
Sale
A. M., on Tuesday, November
o'clock
SKSF.Ji,
SKMSWJ4,
'
l.'l
t, all'
ui :ition then to
Sale No. 124
All of Sec. 16, T. 3 N
N'iS-EXSec. 12; T. 14
1; S",, N EXSW'-f- ,
' p .V f..r the unSth, V)li, in the town of Gallup, County
ui to.:
R.
'
35 E., .containing 640.00 acres.
The im- of McKinley,
Sec. 6; NWH. NH
X.. H. 8 F...
i ha
State of New Mexico, la
til. land.
xist
SWM, SV!',M'.'4. NWSKVi, Sec. 7; T. 14 provements consist of house, corrals, well, front of the court house therein, the folNo. i:7 a.
"f S.c. 1' ; T. 5 N . R. 9 E., containing 937.10 acres. The tanks, fencing, granary and plowing, value lowing described tracts of land, via.t
iO.'iO a. res
The nt irovements cnniist of fencing and re $4,975.00.
i'oii :i up ii
value S1074.U0.
s
c
St
value
Sale No. 12M
All of Sanin-- i M T IS
inc.
No bid on the above described tracts will N., K. 16 W.,
tin
" to
in
Sale No. 1290
XE"i, Sec. 38; be
containing 640.00 acres. There
DOLfor less than TEN
for lias than T. 10
'v,l!
are
accepted
aci jo
no
on this tract. There
24U.H0
R.
acres.
improvements
N.,
f:,, containing
LARS ($10.00) per acre, which is the
i re.
are 3.217.5U0
B. M. of timber oa this
The improvements consist of feniing, value
value thereof, and in addition thereto tract, valued ft.,
$4,826.25.
at
SV't.OO.
the successful bidder must pay for the imI!7 - X.J. SI '... N'"SV'i. Sl ii
.'..: T. i X., U. 11 IC, eontain- Sec. 32; SV, provements that exist on the land.
Sale No. 1291
EWNEtf.
The successful bidder will be reauired
'I lii ie ;'! e tin iniprove-li.i- i XW!i Sec. 33; T. 16 N, R. 9 E, containing
:u i i .
Eacb of the above described tracts will to pay in cash or certified exchange at
No b.d "ti the above Mi'fi
tr.ot.
The improvements consist of
the
time of tale, the total amount bid
be
l
offered
for
sale
land
be
will
well and fencing, value $530.00.
separately.
it, i.'l if
for the land, and he will also be required
:..i. f 10.IHJ pir aer-- .
to pay for the timber at the above atated
No bid on the above described tracts will
The above sale of land will be subject value.
DOLfor less than THREK
f
the ,1'i'iVC
io tne toiiowing terms and conditions, vis.:
ilied tracts will tit accepted
LARS (iJ.Oll) per acre, which is the apf.r b ile
Safe No. IJttt
All of Sec 36, T. U M.,
The successful bidder must pay to the
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
im-ifor
must
tin
the
bidder
pay
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent K. 15 W., containing 640.00 acres. The imbe mttji-c"f lai.-of house, sheds, barn
consist
on the land.
b
provements
that
exist
oviiienl
such
of
litl-- l
the
10
sale,
holding
viz,:
litioiif.,
dear
price offered by him for tbe laod. four stables, well, pumping plant, fencing,
cellar, liog house, and area-arI i
t il
.1 h
t
r ii
of the above described trscls will per cent interest in advance for the bal. ing, plowing,
.ay to tile
value
$3,325.00.
l iiti. Is
of
..f I'uliliisuch
aiice
fees
for
sale
ad
for
his
oif'rid
neenl
purchase price,
oi
separately.
on: t a nrii tti of the
vertising and appraisement and all costs
No bid on the above described tracts ol
incidental to the sale herein, each and all land
I'v
!:iie f..r i in- land, four
'! h.
above sale of land will be subject of
will be accepted for less than THREE
said
l
amounts must be deposited in cash UuLLAKS
:
r.
in a.liance for the
and conditions, viz.;
i
'lie
terms
toltovving
($3.0U;
per acre, which ia tbe
or certified exchange at the time of sale
i.e j.rii e, fits for aii- value
thereof and in addition
appraised
anu
wmcn
o.-- :
co-.
satu
!.
amounts and all ol them
i"
up all
tbe successful bidder must pay lor
Ttie successful bidder must pay to the are
Ii. r.m.
1:1.
:,ti
io lorieuure to tne atate ol thereto
all
lacb
suojeer
the
of I'nblic Lands or his agent New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
improvements that exist on the lead.
lis omsl lie d' ti nned ill cash Cniniiiissioner
of the not execute a contract within
such sale,
v h.oii e at :lie time of sale holding
thirty days Each of the above described tracts ol
offend by him for the land, four after it has been mailed to him
the
0
nuts and all of tliem price cent
by
interest in advance for the bal- State Land Office, said contract to pro- land will be ottered for sale separata
ii
f.o i. ii ore to the S'ate oi per
f...,
vide that the purchaser may at his option iy
M.
tie successful bi.ldlT docs ance of such purchase price, fees for
II
appraisement and all costs make payments of not less than
uitliin
eintrait
days iie idi ntal and
tinny
sll
The tale of land in tale No. 1300 will
each
sale
and
to
the
1" ii
herein,
of ninety-fiv- e
cent of the
niaili d to 'him tiy tin
of said amounts must be deposited in cash chase price at any timeperafter the sale pur' i
' ,
and be subject to the following terms aad coa
s.tid contract to pro-of
time
sale
or
the
Unions,
at
certified
via.;
to
exchange
the
ir- irisi r n.av
from
of
hi:,
ai
expiration
epii.-tprior
thirty years
..f lit .1 h s lb. ,ti on . aii'l wlioh said amounts and all of them the date of the contract ana to provide
The successful bidder must pay to tto
are subject to forfeiture to the State of tor the payment of any unpaid balance at
In
:v live per
ol
purale and X' iv Mexico, if the successful bidder does the expiration of thirty yeara from the Commissioner of Public lands, or hia anal
Holding such sale,
oi the
from not execute a contract within thirty days date of the contract with interest on defermailed to him by the red payments at the rate of four
oficred by him for tlie land, loar
'1.1
per cent price
prou.v liter it lias tieen
annum payable in advance on the an- per cent interest in advance for the bal
of
il.mcc at Stale Land Office, said contract to proper
unti.
vide that the purchaser may at his option niversary of the date of the
ii
ol llii.'y y.
contract, par- ance of such purchase price, the tees
II. in.1. ttie ti.eiie
and appraisement
payments of not less than one tial payments to be credited on the an- lor auvertising
nw.ii-on
f,raad
wilii iiri
oi ninety-fivper cent of the pur-- i niversary of the date of the contract next all costs incidental to the
il the rale of
sale hcreia, aad
per ill' iti.iueth
sale
and
time
after
the
at
lose
each
all
price
and
of
of
any
date
the
taid amouata muat he
tender.
following
Ill
'lie
to
trom
ol
the
in
caah or certalied tichasai
expiration
of 'hi
deposited
pri'.r
tllirty years
he date of the contract
and to provide
The above sale of land will be suhleet at the ume of sale, and which taid amounts
for lie payment of any unpaid balance at to valid
', th.. c
easements,
rights- - anu an oi mem are subject to forfeiture
existing
rights,
of
from
the
the
to the State ol New Mexico if the
thirty years
txpiration
1' lldcr.
and reservations.
date of the contract with interest on defer
bidder does not execute a coa
r
at the rate of four per cent
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his tract within thirty days after it hat beea
payments
Will
siihi.
e r '.niium
in advance on the an agent
mailed
piy.tble
him by the State Lead Office,
:: :.i .Hell
to
such
s
sale
the
reserves
holding
liylilsright
of the contract, par to
and all bids offered at laid said contract to provide that the purchaser
iiiveriary of theto date
be credited on the an sale.reject any
nil payments
at
his
may
option make payments oi Bat
nners. try of the date of the contract next
less than
hbe I nil.!.
of ninety-fiv- e
aer
following the date of tenJer.
Possession under contrect of aale for the cent of the purchase price at any time alter
s' rvr s
above described tracts will be given on the tale and
elf red
to
the expiratioa at
prior
The above sale of land will be subject
of
tbe contract.
signing
thirty yean from date of the contract, aad
io valid (xustin
rights, easements, rights
to provide for the
of any un.f nay, and reservations.
Witness my band and the official seal paid balance at the payment
of thirty
of the State Land Office of she State of ycart from tbe date ofexpiratioa
the
with
contract,
The Commiiisi oner of Public Lands or his New Mexico, this 10th
day of July, 1918. interest on deferred paymeuta at the rate
aioiit holding such sale reserves the right
of four per cent per annum payable ia
bids
t
and
all
ct
at
said
ottered
rej.
any
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
advance on the anniversary at iha daaa
sale.
l
n
the Si it
Commissioner of Public Lands of contract, partial payments to be credited on the
of July, U'l- U:
of the date ad
New
State
ol
Mexico.
l''.ssssion under contract of sals for the
contract next anniversary
the date ai
following
iti.ve (Jesciibed tracts will be given on First Publication July 19, 1911.
T. T. F.RVIEN.
Last
1918.
Publication
of
the
con
trace
September 27,
winng
I. ..ii. lb
io r of I'ul.lic
The above tale of land will be
Slate of N'e
Witness my hand and the official seal
to valid existing rights, easement!, tubjeot
rignla-of-wa1'.'. l'.'lj.
the State land Olfice of the State of
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
and reservations.
Xev.
.: int.. t
7,
Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918.
I9R
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
The Commissioner oi Public Laadt at
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
hit agent holding such talt retervts the
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Commissioner of Public Lands
to reject tny and all bidt offered
right
State of New Mexico.
SI A I F OF NEW MEXICO
at taid tale.
DE BACA COUNTY
19, 1918.
Publication
list
July
Norit l rOR I'llltLICATION
Pottession under contracts ol aale tor
Last Publication September 27, 1918.
of ths
Office
Commissioner of Public the above described
tractt will be a" van
Lands,
Al l: OF 1L11LIC
LANDS AND TIMBER
on or before October ltt, 1919.
Santa Fa, New Mexico.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
OTERO COUNTY
my hand and the official teal
Notice is bertby given that pursuant to of Witness
the State Land Office
ol
tne provisions ot an Act ol Congress ap- New Mexico, this twentiethol the State
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
r
.1
:t'e Ci inniissioner of P
day of July,
proved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
of
New
State
and
rules
Xtextco,
and
reguLAND SALE
PUBLIC
S n ot Ee, New Mexico.
. U c.i- - T
.IUC
I
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
i.
l..lM.
rci:
a..v.- - nu, ....i
V.UUI- UISIG MtnU S.11CC.
missioner of Puhlie LanHa arifl off
Commissioner oi Public Laadt,
LINCOLN COUNTY
is tor-ticivrn that pursuant to
at public tale, to the highest bidder, at
New Mexico.
St,B
oi an Act of rinnress. ap- .r'l.ii'
9 o'clock A. M., on Tuesday,
First Publication July 26, 1918.
November
Inne 2" th. I'd'.), the laws of the
Office of the Commissioner of Public 12th,
1918, in the town
of Fort Sumner, Last Publication October 4, 19UL
"f Xev, Mexic and the rules and Lands,
of De Baca, State of New Mexico,
i
Lf n
Santa Fe, New Mexico. County
tis ..f i He
Office, the
in front of the court house therein, the
t
'
n.-ol Put. lie Lan Is will ofier
Idtc
ile in ;he highest bidder it
Vntice is hereby given that pursuant to following described tracta of land, viz.:
It. P.
.. on Tue lay. October 22n.l, the provisions ot an Act ot congress, ap
Sale No. 125
All of Sections 1, 2, 3,
n tli'
o.ien of Ataiioci .rdo. County proved June 20lh, 1910, the laws of the
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SWX, NEtfSEX, Sec.
of Vew M.xO'o
in iront State of New Mexico and the rulea and 4;
rn, Sta-S;
Lots
Sec.
1,
2,
6; t. 4 N., R. 19 E.,
. urt h.'tt-- e
ihereiti tbe following refutations of the State Land Office, the Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
SKSEX, NEX
id tracts, vit;. :
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer SEX, Sec. 1; LotsSEXSWX,
HELP WANTED.
1, 2,1, SWX, Sec. 2:
at public sale to the highest bidder at Lots
1, 2 4, SEX, Sec. 3; Lots 1, 2, SEX
o. 1J - Sl MSWll S c. 1.1; SW, ') o'clock
A. XL, on Xlonday, October 21st,
Sec.
SWX,
SEX,
4;
SXSWX,
NEXSWX,
U
in
of
Src.
of
town
the
!.,4V'A'"4.
14; 1'ilft,
.SK'i.
Carrizozo, County
Sec. 5; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Si WOODS AND SAW MILL HELP WAVrifn
State of New Xlexico, in front of SWXSEX.
S', Lincoln
Xm,. AMSE'J-W'-ofi. S.c. XE!4SK4.
Sec. 6;
Sec. 7; NX, Sec. 8; All of
We want 75 men to work in sawmills.
c.
the court house therein, the following des10;
W'X'E'i,
.
Sec.
9;
EX,
WXNWX, Sec. 10; All of
i. S c.r ;.;
camps and to make hewn ties, minSVK, cribed tracts of land, viz.:
Sections 11, 12, 13; NXNEX. SWXNEX logging
:: i
Mew
All
DrODS. etc.. at Velarde.
V.. 27; X!"'(
"1,
ing
U.vW
.
I.i
S'iSj-S- ,
Sale No. 12S0
Sec. 19; E!iSE5, WX. SEX, Sec. 14; EX, Sec. 15; All of Good wages and desirable living quartera.
!.': Alt of S, ciions 31. 35, 3o;
Sec.
Sec.
16;
Sec.
All
25;
SWX,
:
24; WX,
Come prepared to go to worlc
13
R
1. ,
1'.
.
Sec. 20; T. 1 S.. R. IS E., containing 238.40
Sec.
1;
Xisptj Sec. 3: acres. There are no improvements on this of Sec 26; EX. Sec. 27; T. 4 N., R. 20 E
X1EUERAL TIE & LUXIBER CO.
.': Lois 1. 2. SEVfXF'4.
NSX, Lott 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec 2; SX, Sec. 240-2T. 17 S.. !( 11 E., coii'ainincr
7s.s6.2 acres. tract.
Velarde, New Mexico,
3; SX, Sec 4; SX. Sec. 5; NXSEX, SEX
The 'niiir.-tnents consist of house, poat
-Lot 6, Sec. 6; NEXNEX,
Sec.
! n ine
Sale No. 12(2
SII" 1".. err:. Is r t.
SHSWM, Sec. 77; T. 9 SEX,
lue. 750.ni).
Sec
Sec.
8;
PERSONAL
SXNX, SX,
9; SEX
There are f 75. '1"' it., II. M. of timber S R. 8 E., containing 80 acres. There are 7;,NX,
NWX. SWXNEX. Sec. 10; NEX, EXNWX.
on these lands valu-- d
no improvements on this tract.
at $13 132.50.
Sec. 11; NX. Sec. 12; All of Sections 16,
Send dime,
Xo bid
Sec. 15; Wyi 17. NXNWX, SEXNWX, Sec 20; NEXNEX, YOUR FUTURE FORETOLD:
.n thi above described tract will
Sals No. 1281
WKNWM,
age, birthdate for truthful; reliable, contie ,T
,, than THREE POL
Sec. 22; N,SW, Sec. 27; NHSE. Sec. 19; T. 4 N., R. 21 E., Lot 5. EXSWX,
.er;.'l (,,, ), acre,
Sec. 6; E'iNEX, SWXNEX, NWX. vincing trial reading. Hazel Haute, P. O.
LARS (M l)
which is the ap-- i Sec. 28; T. 9 S., R. 8
., containing 320.00 NXSEX.
7; T. 4 N., R. 22 E., All of Sections
Box, 1408. Lot Augelet, Cal.Xo.
There are no improvements on this Sec
renf, ...nf in addition thereto acres.
praise value ri.1...I.I.
16
19, NWXNEX, NWX, NWXSWX, EX
in ccssful
t must pay for the im- - tract,
--J
--lei.,
nu oi oec. 4. ; v y,, cicc. AIARRY IF SINGLE for lure
provi tneni s ihar .xist on the land.
marriage beet
XEX.
Lot 4, Sec. 19; Lots 1, 22; W" Sec 27; All of Sec. 28:
Sale No. 1214
Sec largest in the Country established 13 yeara.
Tt.e succ.-fu- l
Sec. 30; T. 9 S R. 9 E., WXNWX, Sec 29; WX. NEX, WX-EX- ,
v ill
bidder
he required 2.
Thousands Honorable
membera
to p .y
the tlirher s'aliud at 513,132 5ft containinK 237.80 acres. The improvements 30; WXNEX, NWX. NXSWX, NWXSEX, Wishing Early marriage, Wealthy
both tcx. Strictly
,
s,
ii yj, e't 111.11
OA, M, W yjXS VS Sfc,
ns
of house, baro aad well, ealue
tip- -. f.f'h of the total amount c"iiist
Confidential litt free.
SEXNWX. E.SWK. SEX. Sec.
IS; All of The
s
on ih- - reoia nir(- ,t
i')"0.
ii;'t:."t
Old
732
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Club,
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K. 19 E
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Sale No. 12IS
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The
EX, EXNWX.
to he paid acres. There are no improvements on this Sec.
SWX. Sec 31; All of Sections 32, 33, 34, ARE YOU SINGLE? Would you mv-r- y
in tiiir .quil arn-i.-iinstaltnients with in- - tract,
if suited
35, 36; T. 5 N., R. 21 E., containing 28,330.92
Let me hud your ideal
terest at the r.,e nf four oer cent ner
The improvements consist ol lenc ibsolute satisfaction; Many
SEViXEH, NEMSEX, SH acrea.
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wealthy
and
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value
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ing
corrals,
ec.
ot
K.
14
ttie
lu
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containt.
date
the
contract.
ar.ntvereary
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Jj;
wishing marrtape; honorable
160.00 acres. There are no improve-Tt-inK
No." 12i
Sale
All of Sec 15; T. t N.,
member descriptions fre
ptirehaser will not be permitted to "menta on this tract.
R. 27 E., containing 640.00 acrea.
There tin. CappeL Box-75- 7
Oakland Cabl.
any tinit.er until all has been paid
No bid on the above described tracts will are ao improvemente on thia tract.
for.
-- No.
be accepted lor lesa than THREE DOf.
V H
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All of See. 22. T
Sale No. 17S7 A
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improvemente
value
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fencing,
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successful
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bidder
price!
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may work for board; babiea adopted. Writ
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No
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bid
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Kansas
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tracts
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above
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WILL YOU HELP

NEW MEXICO

NEWS REVIEW OUR

TORRANCE
Trenches.
larlr nvis broucrht in a sample ol
showed
which
up
bis beans today,
tome of the largest frijoles we have WHOLE NATION MOVES
seen. While they are not oneo qui
m yet, yet they will be larger than
TO BANISH SOLITUDE
uai Mountainair Independmt.
R. F. Foster has taVen charge of
Our Heroes Are Calling From
the New Mexico Sheet Metal Works
which has been Operated here by F.
Over There Give What You
G. McCabe. Mr. Foster is an expert
Can to Help Those From
in his trade, which he learned in the
big shops of Illinois and southern
Home.
at
worked
it
California, where he
lor several years before coming here.
Willard Record.
Every citizen Interested in the bora
hie home town now at the rant, aud
of
a
car
of
shipped
Lucy
Boyd Bros,
of cattle last week, and Messrs. Dean In the brave women who, equally are
aad McHan a car of horses each.
erring their country abroad, ha an
.

epportunlty to show his appreciation
of the sacrifice they are making. The
opportunity cornea as a result of the
generosity and thought of Colonel William Boyce Thompson of New York,
who has conceived and put Into- execution what la known as the Home Paper Service.
Under the plan, every man and woman In foreign service will receive the
town newspaper, and so be kept in
constant touch with the places and the
people they know and love.
Every branch of the United States
Government Is Interested In the plan.
The Government realizes the Importance of keeping those in the service
happy and constantly In touch with
their home ties and associations. Nothing Is more depressing In a national
emergency than the spirit of loneliness
In those serving their country, and of
ficials know that nothing can dispel
this feeling more effectually than read
ing the home town newspaper.
Publishers of newspapers In all parts
of the country this newspaper Included have grasped with pleasure the
plan outlined by Colonel Thompson,
In
and they have agreed to
every way.
Under the ruling of the War Industries Board newspaper publishers are
forbidden to send their newspapers
free, even to soldiers. The newspaper
must be subscribed for In the regular
way, the only exception being soldiers
who formerly were In the employ of
the newspaper and who left that service to enlist. Colonel Thompson therefore proposes that the public In each
community contribute to a fund so that
our case this
the home newspaper
newspaper) may reach every man and
woman now In the service of bis country.
Anyone may contribute to the fund,
and any sum may he contributed. It la
not necessary to contribute the entire
amount of one subscription. It does
not matter whether the rich man sends
In one hundred dollars or the poor boy
or little girl sends In five cents. Bach
gift will be a message of love and helpfulness to the home town folks "Over
There." The money will be lumped
Into one fund, out of which subscriptions will be entered as fast as the
money Is received, t
Contributors who send In the full
price of a year's subscription may, If
they wish, designate to what particular
person they wish the newspaper sent,
but if the name given Is already listed
as receiving the puper, then the pub- Usher reserves the right to apply the
subscription to some less fortunate sol-- 1
dler boy or noble woman who Is Just as
lonely for news of home and home
folks.
The name of every contributor to
this home paper service will be published In this newspaper, and the name
of everyone entered for a subscription
.
."ill be. .published as well as the. nnmoi tnose remaining wnose suoscnp- -

Prof. W, K- Twyefort went to
Cedarvale last Friday to make final
proof on his claim near that place.
He reports the beanharvest in full
swing, and corn and other stuff more
than last year. Willard
plentiful
-

The Mountainair schools opened
last Monday morning with an enrollment of one hundred
twentynine of whom are doingnotHigh
Jjchool work. A number have work on
yet on account of rush
the farms, who will come in later
om.
Mountainair Independent.
forty-seve-

n,

en-Or-

J. M. Cain was down from
the latter part of last week
He says he raised wheat enouati
to make bread for his family until
another harvest, and he also has one
small field of good beans. These
beans were planted late .just now
and the bugs
beginning to turn His
early beans
did not bother them.
were destroyed by the beetles
Tor-reo-

ia

Herald.

P. H. Hensarling has started the
erection of his new house on his
Mr. Sudduth is .1drilling
nlace.. . Also
.
T
.......I.
i 'mc nuuimi
a well tor mm.
in
still
is
keeping
our
on
country
go
march with the times. Encino Enter,
prise.
Dr. McCormick who resides four
miles north of Artesia is, having a
concrete silo erected on his farm.
T. M. Bradshaw has the contract. The
work is now progressing and the silo
will be ready for filling soon. The
cost will be between four and five
hundred dollars.

...

UNION

U.

Stock SMpmentt
Heifnigtr Brothers' loaded out a
car of hogsi and cows on last Tuesday for the Denver market.
Ross and the
Messrs. Abbott,
on
Murphy boys also loaded out for
Tuesday five car loads of cattle
Denver market.
Boy Interest In Bank
W. H. Sharer, N. E. Nance. H. A.
Slater and T. O. James, of Oklahoma
of the
recently purchased theofinterest
Des Moines
First National Bank
W. H. Sharer will, act as cashier of
the bank and H. A. Slater will be as-

sistant cashier.

Rain still continues and a fine season is in the ground and the greatest acreage of wheat ever planted on
the Mesa is now going in. Mosquero
Son.
was in after lumber
to build a coal shed and more rooms
to the school house, district Des
the Lake Norman district.
Moines Swastika.
E. A. Snook

No.-105- ,

The first of this week Ned Alexander closed the deal by which he
became owner of the Homer Schmitt

thus roundinpj out his
320 acres,
of the most
ranch and making it
in thi. set-- ;
iirahl small Swastika.
Moines
tkn.-- De,

"."7

1,146 Gallons

of Cream Shipped

The Nessley Cream Station at .Des
of

crfcnm
Moines shipped 990 gallons
to the Ft. Worth station recently
a value oi aooui jouu
representing This
cream representing
for the lot.
n
about three days gathering at
and two for the Des Moines
West
sUtion. The same day J. M.
shipped ISO gallons to the Trinidad
to the
Creamery adding aboutof$600
the actual
total When you thinkbusiness
is incash the creamery
creasing, rapidly it will be seen that
the farmers of North Union ceunty
nave finally found the real sources
of wealth. Des Moines Swastika,
Ded-ma-

i

E. Cory purchased the furniture &
fixtures of the S. & W. theater in
Des Moines recently, and has taken
charge of the tame.

Csart Adjourned
When the Grand Jury reported to
Lieh at Clayton last week
fnt
with only one bill the Judge adjourned court on the ground that it would
be a greater crime to call the farm-er- a
from crops at this time than to
let the one party wait for trial.
Des Moines Swastika.
On last Monday night a disastrous
hail storm visited the country between Folsom hnd Moses cutting a
path about five miles wide, comdopletely destroying the crops and
to houses.
ing considerable damage
It is estimated by some that more
than $100,000 worth of crops were
destroyed. Clayton News.

!

EXCELLENT ' WHEAT CROP
BUSHELS TO THE ACRE

The

crop of wheat in the Gila
valley which is now gathered will
total 30.000 bushels according to an
estimate made by County Agricultural Agent W. T. Ellison. The average yield will be approximately 20
bushels to the acre although some of
the best fields will run at high as
40 bushels to the acre. The quality
of the grain produced is excellent.
1918

The amount of ground town to
wheat on the Gila this year was
about 1500 acres, showing an increase
of about 100 per cent over last year.
Silver Gty Enterprise.

FOR PLAYGROUNDS
WAN WORK COUNCIL QF THE Y.
W. C. A. TO TEACH' PLAY
.
IN FIVE SCHOOLS

.

Fort Worth, Texas. Tarrant County schools are to have a playground-recreatioteacher tor five of Its
county schools, to be provided by
the Young Women's Christian Association, through its .War Work Conn)
oil. Miss Mary R. Parsons of Fort
Worth acting for tht assoeiaUoa In
conjunction with County Superintendent Carroll and J. F. Tartton, who
is ia charg of the city pUyfrounds.
The recreation-playgrounteacher
or
secretary, wtH have charge of Ave
litMiiirnisffiawroitniiisin
one day each week t
Educational classes at the Army T. M. C. A. huts are proving popular schools, giving
with the soldiers. Thousands of young men who left school to go Into the each school. About en boar will b
service are continuing their studies and classes while In the army. Many given to onaldren of the lever grades
educational institutions are arranging to give credit for the work don la aad she will aid in making the play
this way, so that students may not lose anything while serving their country, of all children during their recesses
and can resume their studies on their return, with credit toward degrees ntor valuable and oaus
then t
and graduation for the class-rooThe picture show a reach as many children as possible.
work In the army.
group of college men continuing their study of trigonometry at one of the
luperiatendeato Kookea ef Arling-- I
T. M. C. A. schools. It will make them better artillerymen.
ton, Clemens of Bverman, Howard of
In addition to advanced classes, the T. M. CL A. conducts classes for
Millar ef Sagtaaw and Whit-- '
Illiterates and foreigners, teaching them to read, writ and speak the Eng- Keller,
lish language. The War Department Is giving tb Army Y. M. O. A. hearty ener of Haadley have dtovaeed aad
approved the plan, and awarding to
in this work.
The "trig" class shown to the picture la on of the many educational indications, their aofaools will be the
Classes conducted by the Y. If. 0. A. at Cnmp McArthur, Texas.
first group of Ave to 'secure the ser- '
vices of a recreation teacher
;he War Work Council.
n

mmm.
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SURGEONS DEPEND ON NURSES,
... NURSES LOOK TO Y. W. C. A.

FURNISHING BOOKS TO SOLDIERS

Paris, France. When the tide of
wounded Bow In, surgeons work at
lightning ipoed, with such trained
assistants that an outstretched hand
receives the proper instrument, aseptic, and ready for instant use. The
American doctors prefer American
nurses for this work,, and American
wounded are almost
miraculously
Improved by the presence of nurses
from their own home country.
' When the endless
procession of
wounded comes in, not infrequently
these Curses have worked as long
as seventeen hours among the tortured men. When they go off duty,
the problem of the Young Women's
Christian Association secretary
is
their physical and spiritual restoration, that they may continue their
work for the men rather than become themselves obieota of medical
care.
"Our secretaries
tabor lndefatig-abtto bring a touch of friendliness
to the norsee," says Miss Bthei C.
Sfpibaer. formerly secretary of the
Association at the TJnhrerstty of Colorado, now wearing the Blue Triangle in Parte. "Onr effort to keep
them at for their work ranges all
the way from famishing a glass of
Iced
lemonade to washing their
cloth as aad darning ttteir hose. See
Tetanies and nurses alike are working nndor high pressure, but sweet
nuss and unselfishness abonnds."
y

The American Library Association and the Army Y. M. C A.
In their plan to encourage good rending among soldiers. This Is a corner ol
a Y. M. C A. building in the Southern Department utilized as a library fot
the soldiers. "Foxy Grandpa" behind the counter Is populhr with the men,
and each of the five hundred books in the little library are passed out on an
average of twice each month. "Foxy Grandpa" has another responsibility.
He presents a new
new Testament .to every soldier who asks
for it, and a surprisingly large number of the men request the little book.
In fact, most of the soldiers have made it a part of their equipment. Tbej
are furnished free by the Army Y, M.C.A.
khaki-covere- d

i

T ETTERS from our boysTh" the trenches and '
from the women in canteen' and other
war work, all bring to us the same rries-- ,
sage SEND US NEWS FROM HOME.
World news is all right, but OUR BOYS
want NEWS OF THIS TOWN. They want
the home newspaper. Publishers are prevented
from sending their papers free to anyone, even
boys in the service. Consequently a national
movement has been started by Col. William
Boyce Thompson of New York, who is acting
as President of the Home Paper Service of
America to give the boys what they are calling
'for. Every community is joining the movement.
Let us see that our boys are not forgotten.
Send to the publisher of this newspaper
whatever amount of money you can 5
cents or $50.00. We will publish a Hat
each week of those contributing, and the
(amounts contributed.
Every cent received will be used to send
this paper to our boys at the front If at
the end of the war, there is any surplus, it
will be turned over to the local Red Cross
Committee. .
There is no profit in this to the publisher-e- ven
in normal times, subscriptions are not sold
at a profit. With war prices prevailing, and the
high rate of postage on papers sent to France,
our cost will scarcely be covered by our full
subscription price.
Remember that over in France, some brave
soldier or sailor from this town perhaps even
some splendid woman working within sound of
the guns is depending on you to "KEEP THE
HOME LOVE KINDLED."

m

They are calling to YOU from "Over There'
r,IVE WHAT YOU CAN
IN THE NURSERY OF A HOSTESS HOUSE
CONDUCTED BY Y. W. C. ASSOCWTIONf
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KIM. IMG'S HOME HOUSES
GIRL'S PATRIOTIC LEAGUE

KEEPING THE HOME FIRES BURNING
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If the amount of money received
D. Cassan, of Dedman, has purthan Is necessary to send
chased a carload of Holstein cattle hall be more
tlx
ia eastern Kansas to add to his herd. the paper to every person from baltown now In the service, then the
ance will be turned over to the Red
Cross.
The plan Is endorsed by the pub-Usher of this newspaper without any
thought of profit, either directly or In
directly,' but with a sincere desire to
help keep the home Ores burning and
to aend to our heroes and heroine
of our town, to keep their hearts
for us and to let them know
they are constantly In our.mlnds.
Tb publisher, of course, cannot
make a profit on circulation, and addi
tional circulation; such as thia will be
circulation from
sent
far across the sea can have no added
to
the
advertiser.
Talue
These facts are stated so that every
contributor may feel that every cent
contributed gees to the good cause.
The mothers of our boys' are faring
an ordeal with
bravery that commands respect and admiration. Here
and there where tiny tars are turned
from Mae to gold, where anguish grip
the heart, the nation stands In silence)
and honors the women who have given
of their blood, the very bone of their
bone, to their country. To them, home
baa lost its meaning the soul of It
baa fled there Is no home, It Is Just
place, and no place la quite so lonely,
unless It be within the hearts of those
brave sons la far off Prance who long
for Just a word of home. There cannot be a man, there cannot be a woman, no, not even' a child, who will
fall to contribute Just a little to make
the hearts of these patriots lighter.
Not one. Not la our tows.

GETS INSTRUCTORS
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BOYS ABROAD?

Every Man, Woman and Child
Can Join to Send News of
This Town Into the Front Line

(Continued from page five.)
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A SOLDIER "TRIG" CLASS
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Vermont.
Battlefaoro,
Sudyard
Kfplmg's old home here is now used
by the Girls' Patriotic League and
Miss Grace Holbrook who
occupies
it, Is caring for the girls and women
in
stores
the
and factories
employed
of the city. Miss Holbrooke official
title is Secretary of the League, an
organisation devised (or giria by the
War Work Council of the Young
Women's Christian Association.
Some
three hundred girls have
undertaken patriotic
sstbusiastlaally
work under the shadow of the home
of England's most virile writer. They
put the Jaaior Ra Cross over the
top early in the campaign, surpass
Ing all expectations.
Tbey bare also
aided In the clerical work of the
War Chest Campaign, as well as
carrying their full share of the other
work asHigned to them.
"H may seam strange to some
men," said the secretory, "that it
was In KipWag's home that plans
were devised to make the city dry.
Yet loch was (he case, and
the
League Yeodered vaHant but nnfor-seeservice in that work.'

Here Is a little bit of home which may be fonnd In any Army T. M. 0. A.
building In the Southern Department. The big open fireplace, the curtained
windows, the cosy corner, and the little feminine touches which have been
added by friends of the "T." all contribute to the comfort and morale of the
soldier away from home.
Here the soldier will And a happy substitute for the home fireside, with
music .If be prefeas It the home paper good magazines a game of checkers with his chum, and a lot of other things that help to make life interesting WOMEN MUNITION WORKERS
ARE CHEERED BY Y. W. C. A.
for the soldier. This Is the social room which may be found In nearly every
Army T. If. C A. but This particular one Is enjoyed by soldiers from the
Southwestern states at a Texas camp.
"I oant sleep of nights for fear I
The headquarters offices of the Southern Department, Amy Y. M. G. A. have overlooked a defective or Inacare at 8an Antonio, Texas. William E. Adams Is the executive secretary.
curate part," exclaimed a girl Inspector of torpedo parts, to the' secretary
st the Young Women's Christian As
soetatioa, who sought to improve her
"WRITING HOME"
The conversation
living conditions.
was at a dormitory near an American munitions plant.
MJ
4
"Ia this plant are made many,
I can't remember
many torpedoes.
how many pass, ia part, through my
hands for examination and rejection
if they are not perfect I shudder to
think how maay American lives
might be lot throuafc my ignorance
or carelessness.'
Cheered by the secretary, and
brought back to normal, she returned
to her exacting work, no longer a
victim of "nerves.
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When the soldier la eC duty be mny employ and amuse himself la many a Lasmi
a A
ri.Mi,i
BUND PILLS ia Bf. odAV
ways, hut one of the first things he la rare to do la to write to home. folks. Ini&OND
SKtallic bom, Mlcd with BlartO)
Writing paper, eoveiopea. Ink aad pens are famished tree to the men by the Klbbon.
iinn.
V
rSMSCt-TtS- I
rartM mm4 MS
Army T. M. O. A.
rn La, fartwmtT-Si. This to a plctare ef a lash. hoar" of letter writing and
regarded M Bet,Safc: t. Always Sellable,
haf la a mtm betiding la a large camp of the Southern Department.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
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This little fellow is being eared for while mother la at eaarp to vise
daddy and sec some of the drilling. He has just had a romp with ah) here 1j
daddy and will take a nap before starting on the trip back home.

Conserve Your Money
It is just iin vital that the wealth of the
as I hat any oilier n
try be conscrvi-aid in the winning of the War.

sit

In-

of this counconserved to

Money is the greatest requirement of the (Joveitiinent; the
absolutely puraitinimt commodity, the essential thing which
we can all have a part in providing.

The Capital Issues Committee Was
Created to Hein flonsprvp Mnnpv

"'

The t'upiial Issues Committee has letfal jurisdiction over
all issues in excess of $100,0(10 and has requested that all
issues of $100,000 or less be submitted 10 the Dwtrict Committee for approval.
It will be regarded as an unpatriotic aet for any stock to
be sold which has not received the permission of the Capital Issues Committee, and 'all citizens are asked to cooperate with the Committee by refusing to buy any 'stock
which has not been submitted to the Committee and received
the proper permit.

Insist Upon Seeing the Permit

Before Buying Any Stock
When you are asked to buy stock or bonds in any com
pany, insist upon seeing the permit of the Capital Issues
Committee for it sale. Do not accept any statement that
it is all right, that the permit is in the offices of the com
pany. DO NOT BUY ANY STOCK unless the proper permit is produced for your inspection.
Do not trade your LIBERTY BONDS for any stock, no
matter if "a permit for its sale has been issued or not. The
boys at the front have enlisted for the duration of the
War. Surely you should enlist your money without res
ervation.
(
in providing
You owe to the. Government your
the money needed to carry on the War, and the Capital
investIssues Committee helps you to avoid
ments.
.
Please do all that 70a can to assist the Government in this
direction.
ASA E. RAMSAY,
Dtrtrk-- t Commute, on Capital tanu'SV
the, Tenth, Federal RaMirt Lrialrirt.

Chairman

For

Cltr,
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ROADS IN SHAPE FOR WINTER
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CHAPTER XIII.
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Five Days in an Empty House.
Tin- live (In ys I spent in tlnil house
seemed to im; llkc five yi'iirs. IMiring
nil that tlmi' I luiil very little to enl
li'K.s in tint tlnin I Inn been
getting ill
-

the

tielils.

did nut feel it su bad,
because of Hie fue l tluil I was nn
longer exposed to the oilier pri aliens
which before liml eiiinliineil tn luiike
my riinilitliui hi wretelied. I nnw hull II
good place tn sleep, nt nny rule, iiml I
did In it wake every li it liniir nr so lis
I luiil lieen iieeiistiiineii tn ilo in lie
Ileitis mill woiiils, ninl, of euiirse, my
lumber was nut aggravated liy the
physical exertiuns which tinii beli
I

necessary before.
Nevertheless, perhaps lieciuise I hull
more lime now to think of Hie hunger--painwhich were gnawing nl nie nil
the time, I don't lielieve I was ever so
inlsernlile ns I wns nl llnil period of
my ndveiiiiire. I fell so iiienii towards
the world
would hnve committed
murder, I ihink, with very linle provocation,
Herman soiiirs were passing the
house nt nil hours of the day. I
watched them hour after hour from the
keyhole of lite door hi have shown
myself nl tin' window wns nut of the
Uoslion because the house in which
was concealed was opposed lo he
untenanted.
I'.ecatise of the fad ihal I was tintilde lo speak either flemish or Herman could not go mil and buy food.
Millionth
still had Ihe money with
which to no it. Thai was one of the
things Ihal tailed one Hie thought
thai I had the wherewithal in iiiv
Joans lo liny all the food needed and
yet no way of getting it w ithout endangering my liherty and hie.
Al nielli, however, alter il was dark,
1 would
steal ipiiclly out of Hie house
to see what I eouhl pick up In the way
of food. By that time, of course, the
stores were closed, Inn
scoured the
streets, Hie alleys and Ihe byways for
scraps of food and occasionally got up
to Belgian
courage enough, lo ap
peasants whom I met on Ihe streets,
and in Hint way
managed to keep
body and soul together.
It was quite apparent to ine, howwas worse off in the city
ever, Hint
tlia'i I luiil heen in the fields, and I
(lee'ded to net out of that house ,ust
ns soon ns I knew definitely that Huyliger had uiaile up his mind to do noih-infurther for me.
When I was not at Ihe keyhole of the
.itoor I spent most of my day on the top
lloor in a room which looked out on the
slrcet. liy keeping well away from the
window I could see much of what was
going on without being seen myself.
In my restlessness, I used to walk hack
anil forth In that room and I kepi It tip
no constantly that I lielieve I must have
worn a path in the Hour. It was nine
steps from one wall to the other, anil
as I had little else to amuse me I t inured out one day after I had heen
pacing up and down for several hours
would have
Just how much distance
covered on my way to Holland if my
footsteps had heen taken in that direc
tion instead of just up and down that
old mum. I wns very much surprised
to tlnd that In three hours I crossed
the room no less than .",01 Ml times and
the distance covered was between nine
and ten, miles. II was not very gratifying to realize that after walking aM
that distance I wasn't a step nearer my
goal than when I started, hut I hail to
do something while walling for Huyliger to help me, and pacing up and
down was a natural outlet for my
restlessness.
While looking out of the top lloor
window one day. 1 noticed a cat on a
window ledge of the house across the
had a nice piece of a hroken
street.

s

I

I

I

I

I
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1

anything

to appease my

hunger.
It was iihout 7 o'clock in the evening. I was expecting Huyliger at S,
hill
hadn't the slightest hope that he
would bring me food, as he had told
me Hint he wouldn't take Ihe risk of
having food In his possession whim
calling on me. I was standing ut the
window in such n wny that I could
see what was going on In1 the street
without heing ohserved hy those who
passed hy, when I noticed my friend,
Hie cat, coming down the steps of Hie
opposile house with something In his
mouth. Without considering the risks
I
ran, I opened the front door, ran
down the steps and across the street,
and pounced on Hint cat before It could
get away with its supper, for that, as
I had Imagined,
was what
had seen
in Its mouth. It turned out to he H
piece of stewed r.'ihliit, which I confiscated eagerly and took hack with un1

1

to Hie house.

I'crhnps I felt a little sorry foi the
cat, hut I certainly had no qualms
alioilt eating the ti ni ma 's dinner. I
was much loo hungry to dwell upon
niceties, and a piece of stewed rabbit
was certainly too good for a cat to eat
when a man was starving. I ate and
enjoyed It and the incident suggested
to me a way in which I might possibly
obtain food again when all other live- lilies failed.
From my place of concealment I fro- qontly saw huge earls being pushed
Ihroiigb the streets gathering potato
peelings, refuse of cabbage and similar
food remnants, which, in America, are
considered garbage and destroyed, In
''!
they were using lliis " ar- bage" to make their bread out of, and
while Hie idea may sound revolting to
us. ihe fad is that the Hermans have
brought these things down to such a
science Hint the bread they make Ibis
way is really very good to eat. I know
il would
have been like cake to me
w
I w as in need of f
I
; indeed
would have eaten H
garbage" direct, let alone Hie bread.
Although, as I have said, I suffered
greatly from hunger while occupying
this house, there were one or two
things ohserved through the keyhole
or from the windows which made me
laugh, and some of the incidents that
occurred during my voluntary Imprisonment wore really funny.
From the keyhole I could see, for
a shop window on the other
side of the street, several houses down
All day long Herman solIhe block.
diers would he passing in front of Ihe
house and I noticed thai practically-everone of hem would stop In front
of this store window and look In. Occasionally a soldier on duty bent would
hurry past, hut I think nine out of ten
of them were sulliciently Interested lo
spend at least a minute, and some of
them three or four minutes gazing at
whatever was being exhibited in that
window,
although I noticed that It
failed to lit met the Iielgians.
I have a considerable streak of curiosity in me, and couldn't help wondering what It could be in that window
which
almost
without
exception
seemed to Interest Herman soldiers hut
failed to hold the Belgians, and after
conjuring my brains for a while on the
problem I came to the conclusion that
the shop must have heen a
and the window contained Gcrmun
magazines, which, naturally enough,
would he of the greatest Interest to
the Hermans hut of none to theBel-giiinI'''1-'"-

I

I

I

I

I

1

book-sho-

p

At any rate I resolved that ns soon as
night came I would go out and investigate the window. When I got the
answer I laughed so loud that I was
afraid for the moment I must have attracted the attention of the neighbors,
hut I couldn't help It. The window
with huge quantities of
was tilled
The store was a butcher
sausage!
shop and one of the principal things
they sold apparently was sausage. The
display they made, although it consisted merely of sausages piled In the
window, certainly had plenty of "pullIt "pulled''
nine Hering" power.
mans out of ten out of their course and
indirectly "pulled" nie right across the
street The Idea of those Hermans he- interested in that window dls- ing
play as to stand In front of the window lor two, three or four minutes at
a lime,
however, certainly seemed
funny to me, ami when I got hack to
Hie house I sat at the keyhole again
and found just as much interest as
before in watching the Hermans stop
in their tracks when they readied the
w indow, even though I was now aware
what the attraction was.
One of my chief occupations during
these days was catching flies. I would
catch a liy, put him in n spider's web
(.there were plenty of them in the old
house), and sit down for the spider to
come down ami get him. Itut always I
pictured myself in the same predicament and rescued the fly Just as the
spider was about to grab him. Several
times when things were dull I was
tempted to see the tragedy through,
but perhaps the same Providence that
guided me safely through all perils
was guarding, too, the destiny of those
Hies, for I always weakened and the
flies never did suffer from my lust for
amusement.
The bouse was well supplied with
books in fact, one of the choicest libraries I think I ever saw but they
were all written either In Flemish or
French. I could read no Flemish and
very little French. I might have made
little headway with the latter, but
the books all seemed too .deep; for me
and I gave it up. There was one thing
though that I did read and reread
from beginning to end; that was a
New York Herald which must have arrived just about the time war was deSeveral things in this Inclared.
terested me, and particularly the baseball scores, which I studied with as
much care as a real fan possibly could
score. I couldn't refrain
an
!

life
I

Rummaged the House Many Times.

mirror which I had picked up in the
house and I used it to amuse myself
for nn hour at a time shining it in the
cat's eyes across the street. At tirst
the animal was annoyed by the reflection and would move away, only to
come back a few moments later. By
nnd by, however, it seemed to get
used to the glare and wouldn't budge
no matter how strong the sunlight was.
l'laying with the cat in this wny got
we Into the habit of watching her
comings and goings and was indirectly the means of my getting food a
day or two later at a time when I
waa ao famished that 1 was ready to

from laughing when I came to an account of Zimmerman (of the Cubs)
being benched for some sput with the
umpire, and it afforded me just ns
much Interest three years after It hud
happened perhaps more than some
current item of world-widiuterest
had ut that time.
1
rummaged the house many times
from cellar to garret in my search for
something to eat, hut the harvest of
three years of war had made any success along .that line Impossible. I wus
like the man out In the ocean In a boat
and thirsty with water everywhere but
not a drop to drink.
I
was tempted while In the city to
go to church one Sunday, but my better
judgment told me It would be a useless
risk. Of course, someone would surely
say something to me and I didn't
know how many Hermans would be
there or what might happen, so I gave
up that Idea.
iMirlng all the time I was concealed
in this house I saw but one automobile
and thai was a Herman staff oflicer's.
Thai same afternoon I had one of Ihe
frights of my young life.
I bad been
gazing out of Ihe keyhole
as usual when I heard coming down
the street the measured tread of Her
man soldiers. It didn't sound like very
many, hut there was no doubt in my
mind
that Herman soldiers were
went upmarching down th,r street.
stairs and pecked through the window
and sure enough a squad of Herman infantry was coming down the street
accoiupnnieil by a military motor
truck. I hadn't the .slightest idea that
they were coining after me, but still
Ihe possibilities of the situation gave
nie more or less alarm, and I considered how I could make my escape if
by chance I was the man they were
after. The idea of hiding in the wine
cellar appealed to me as the most
must have been
practical; there
plenty of places among the wine kegs
and cases where a man could conceal
himself, lint, as a matter of fact, did
not believe that any such contingency
would arise.
The marching soldiers came nearer,
I could hear them at the next house.
In a moment 1 w ould see hem pass
the keyhole through which I was looke

done.

The possibility that-thwhole thing
might be n German ruse did not escape
me, and I remained in the cellar for
nearly an hour uftef they had apparently departed before I ventured to
move, listening latency in the meanwhile for the slightest sound which
would reveal the presence of a sentry
upstairs.
Not hearing a sound I began to feel
that they had indeed given up the hunt,
for I did not believe that a Herman

1

1

I

ing.

"Halt

I"

At the word of command shouted by
a junior officer the squad came to attention right in front of the house!
I w
aited no longer. Running dowu the
stairs I Hew into the wine cellar and
although It was almost pitch dark
the only light coining from a grating
which led to the backyard I soon

found a satisfactory hiding place In
the extreme rear of the cellar. I had
lutd the presence of mind lo leave the
door of the wine cellar ajar, figuring
that if the soldiers found a closed door
they would be more apt to search for
a fugitive behind it than if the door
were open.
My decision to gel away from that
front door had been made and carried
out none too1 soon, for I had only just
located myself between two big wine
cases when I heard the tramp of soldiers' feet marching up the front stoop,
a crash nt the front door, a few hasty
words of command w hich 1 did not understand, and then, the noise of scurrying feet from room to room and such
n hanging and hammering and smashing and crashing that I could not make
out what was going on.
If Huyliger had revealed my hldiug
place to the Huns, ns I was now confident he had, I felt that there wns little prospect of their overlooking me.
They would search the house from top
to bottom and, If necessary, rnze it to
the ground before they would give up
the search. To escape from the house
through the backyard through the iron
grating, which I had no doubt I could
force, seemed to be the logical thing
to do, but the chances were tliut the
II litis Laid thrown a cordon around the
entire block before the squad was sent
to the house. The Hermans do these
things in an etliclent manner always.
They take nothing for granted.
My one chance seemed to be to stand
pat in the hope Hint the officer In
charge might possibly come to the conclusion that he had arrived at the
house too late that the bird had
lion n.
My position in that wine cellar was
anything hut a comfortable one. Rats

and mice were scurrying across the
lloor and the smashing and crashing
going on overhead was anything but
promising. Evidently those soldiers
imagined that I ought to be hiding In
the walls, for it sounded as though
they were tearing off the wuinscottiug,
the picture molding anil, in fact,
everything that they could tear or pull
apart.
Before very long they would finish
their search upstairs and would come
down to the basement. What they
would do when they discovered the
wine I had no Idea. Perhaps they
would let themselves loose on It and
give me my chance. With a bottle of
wine in each hand I figured I could put
up a good fight in the dark, especially
as I was becoming more and more accustomed to It and could begin to distinguish things here and there, whereas when they entered the pitchy darkness of the cellar, they would be as
blind as hats in the sun.
Perhaps it was twenty minutes before I heard what sounded like my
death-kneto nie; the soldiers were
coming down the cellar steps! I
clutched a wine bottle in each band
and waited with bated breath.
Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! In a moment they would be In the cellar
proper. I could almost hear my heart
heating. The mice scurried across the
floor by the scores, frightened no
doubt by the vibration and ooise made
by the descending soldiers. Some of
the creatures ran across me where I
stood between two wine cases, but I
ll

I

was too much Interested In bigger
game to uiy nny attention to mice.
"Halt!" Again
Tramp! Tramp!
an order was given In Gorman, and alI
not
did
understand It I am
though
willing to bless every word' of It, because It resulted in the soldiers turning right about face, marching "1 n!
stairs again, through the hall and out
of the front door and away !
I could hardly believe my enrs. It
seemed almost too good to he true that
they could have given up the seurch
justns hey were about to come upon
their quarry, but unless my ears deceived me that was what they had

Put Up a Good
Fight."
ollicer would be so considerate of his
men as to try to trap me rather than
carry the cellar by force If they had
the slightest Idea that I was there.
I took off my shoes and crept softly
and slowly lo the cellur steps nnd then
step by step, placing my weight down
gradually so ns to prevent the steps
from creaking, ! climbed to the top.
The sight that met my eyes as I
glanced into the kitchen told me the
whole story. The vvnter faucets had
been ripped from the sinks, the water
pipes hnvelng been torn off, and
gas fixtures, cooking utensils and
everything else which contained even
the smallest proportion of the metals
the Germnns so badly needed hud beeu
taken from the kitchen. I walked upstairs now with more confidence, feeling tolerably assured that the soldiers
hadn't beeu nfter me nt all, but had
heen merely collecting metal nnd
other materials which they expected
an elaborate dwelling house like the
one in which I was concealed to yield.
Later I heard that the Germnns have
taken practically every ounce of brass,
copper and wool they could lay their
hands on in Belgium. Even the brass
out of pianos has been ruthlessly removed, the serious damage done to
valuable property by the removal of
of
only an insignificant proportion
metal never being taken into consideration. I learned, too, that all dogs
over fourteen inches high had been
seized by the Germans. This furnished
lots of speculation among the Iielgians
as to what use the Germans were put
ting the animals to, the general impression apparently being that they
were being used for food!
This, however, seemed much less
likely to me than that they were being
employed as dispatch dogs In the
trenches, the same us we use them on
our side of the Hne. They might possibly kill the dogs and use their skins
for leather and their carcasses for tallow, but I feel quite, sure that the
Huns are by no means so short of food
that they have to eat dogs yet awhile.
Indeed, I want to repent here what
I have mentioned before ; If anyone has
the Idea that this war can be won by
starving the Huns, he hasn't the slightest Idea how well provided the Germans are in that respect. They have
considered their food needs In connection with their resources for several
years to come and they have gone at
it in such a methodical, systematic
way, taking Into consideration every
possible contingency, that provided
there is not an absolute crop failure,
there isn't the slightest doubt In my
mind Wat they can last for years, and
the worst of it Is they are very cocksure about it themselves.
It is true that the German soldiers
As I watched them
want peace.
through the keyhole in the door I
thought how unfavorably they compared with our men. They marched
along the street without laughter, without joking, without singing. It waa
quite apparent that the war la telling
on them. I Arm believe I saw a single
Germnn soldier who didn't look as If
he had lost his best friend and he
probably had.
At the same time there Is a bis dif
"I

Figured

I

Could

ference certainly a difference of several years between wishing the war
wus over and giving up, and I don't
believe the German rank and file any
more than their leaders hnve the slightest Idea ut this time of giving up at
all.
But to return to my .experience
while concenled In the house. After
the visit of the soldiers, which left
the house In a wretched condition, I
decided that I would continue my Journey towards the frontier, particularly
as had gotten all I could out of Huy
liger, or rather he had gotten ull he
was going to get out of me.
During my concealment In the house
I had made various sorties Into the
city nt night, and I was beginning to
feel more comfortable even when German soldiers were about. Through
the keyhole J had studied very
closely the gait of the Belgians, the
slovenly droop that characterized most
of them, and their general appearance,
and I felt that In my own dirty and unshaven condition I must have looked
as much like the average poor Belgian
ns a liian could. The only thing that
was against me was my height. I was
several inches taller than even the
tallest Belgians. t I had often thought
that red hair would have gone good
with my name, but now, of course, I
was mighty glad that I wns not so
endowed, for
Belgians are
about as rare as German charity.
There are many, no doubt, who will
wonder why I did not get more help
than 1 did at this time. It Is easily
answered. When a mail Is In hourly
fear of his life and the country is full
of spies, as Belgium certainly wus, he
is not going to help just anyone that
conies along seeking aid. One of the
German's most successful ways of trapping the Belgians has been to pose as
an Kngllsh or French prisoner who lias
escaped, uppeul to them for aid, Implicate us many as possible, and then
turn the whole German police force
loose on them. As I look back on
those days I think it remarkable thiit
I received as much help as I did, but
when people lire starving under the
conditions now forced upon thus
people, it is a great temptation to surrender these escaped prisoners to German authorities and receive the handsome rewards offered
for them or for alien spies, as I was
classed at that time.
The passport which I had described
me as a Spanish sailor, but I was
very dubious about Its value. If I
could have spoken Spanish fluently It
might have been worth something to
me, but the few words I knew of the
language would not have carried me
very far if I hnd been confronted with
a Spanish Interpreter.
I decided to
use the passport only as n last resort,
preferring to act the part o a deaf
and dumb Belgian peasant as far as
It would curry me.
Before I finally left the house I had
a remarkable experience which I shall
remember as long us I live.
1

CHAPTER XIV.

perhaps give me an opportunity to
buy something to ent, although I was
at a loss to know how I was going to
ask for what I wanted.
While trying to make up my mind
whether It was safe for me to go in
walked half a block pust the place, and
when I turned back ngaln and reached
the entrance with my mind made up
that I would take the chance I ran full
tilt into a German officer who was Just
coining nut.
That settled nil my hankerings for
moving pictures that night. "Where
you came from, my friend," I figured,
I guess
"there must be more like you
It Is a good ulght for walking."
The next (lay, however, in recalling
the Incident of the evening before. It
seemed to me that I had been rather
foolish. What I needed more than
anything else nt thnt time was confidence. Before 1 could get to the frontier I would have to confront Gorman
soldiers many times, because there
were more of them between this city
and Holland than In any section of Hie
country through which I had so far
traveled. Safety In these contingencies would depend largely upon the
calmness I displayed. It wouldn't do
to get all excited at the mere sight of
a spiked helmet. The Belgians, I had
noliced, while careful lo obey the
orders of the Huns, showed no particular fear of them, and It seemed to
me the sooner I cultivated the same
feeling of indifference the better I
would he able to carry off the part
was playing.
For this reason I made up ray mind
then anil there that, officers or no officers, I would go to that show that
night and sit it through no matter
what happened. Willie people may
think that 1 had decided unwisely
of the unnecessary risk involved
in the adventure, it iceurred to me
that perhaps after all that theater was
about one of (he safest places I could
attend because that was about t lie last
place Germans would expect to find a
fugitive English ollicer in even If they
were searching for me.
As soon as evening ciinie, therefore,
1 fixed
I started out for the theatre.
I had
myself up as well as possible.
on u fairly decent pair of limits which
Huyliger had given me ami I used a
clean handkerchief as a collar.
With my hair brushed up nnd my
beard trimmed as neutly as possible
with a pair of rusty scissors which
had found In the house, while my appearance was not exactly thai of n
Beau Brumniel, I don't think I looked
much worse than the average Belgian.
In these days the average Belgian Is
very poorly dressed at best.
I can't say I hud no misgivings as I
made my way to Hie theatre; certainly I was going there more for discipline than pleasure, but I had made
up my mind that I was going there to
see it through.
The entrance to the theatre or beet
garden, for it was as much one as the
other, was on the side of the building
and wns readied by way of an alley
which ran alongside. Near the doot
s
was a
booth, but us this
was one of the free nights there was
no one In the booth.
I murched slowly down the alley
imitating us best I could the indiffer-ent gait of the Belgians, and when I
entered the theater endeavored to act
as though I hud been there many times
before. A hasty survey of the layout
of the place was sufficient to eunble
me to select my seat. It was enrly nnd
there were not more thun half a dozen
people in the place at that time, so
that I had my choice.
There was a raised platform, perhaps two feet high, nil around the
walls of the place except at the end
where the stage was located. On till!
platform tables were arranged and
there were tables on the floor proper
1
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Used to Prostrate Itself In the Evening

While Temple Bells
Rang.

Highway prepuredness for next winter is almost a negligible quantity In
many states whose roads of military

and economic importance will demand
their utilization during the "snowbound" period. A survey of the plans
for suow removal of every state In the
Union having sufficient snowfall to Impede highway traffic during the winter
months has Just been completed by a
large rubber concern. The reports from

!

Night of Dissipation.
During the first two duys I spent
with Huyliger after I had first arrived
in the big city, he had told me, liniong
other things, of a moving picture show
in town which he said I might have a
chance to see while there.
"It Is free every night In the week
except Saturdays and Sundays," he
said, "and once you are Inside you
would not be opt to be bothered by
anyone except when they come to take
ypur order for something to drink.
While there is no admission, patrons
are expected to eat or drink while enjoying the pictures."
A day or two later, while walking
the streets nt night In seurch for food,
I hud passed this place and wus very
much tempted to go In nnd spend a m well.
few hours, particularly as it would
(TO BK CONTINUED.)
A

Need for Improved Highways This
Year Will Be Greater Than Ever
Before in History.

DOCTOR

FITTED

l'

X

Heavy Traffic Follows Improvement,
the various state highway commissions
disclose a surprising lack of organization and legislation to cope with the
situation that promises to be worse this
winter than the freight congestion and
embargo period of last winter.
Never before in history have American highways played such an Important part In transportation. Fleet after
fleet of powerful motortrticks ure plying between towns and cities. They
release thousands and thousands of
freight curs for war duty elsewhere.
To take the trucks off the highways
next winter would be nothing short of
a calamity.
America's second winter in the world
war with more munition factories,
more airplane plants and over 1,000,000
men in France who must have food
and supplies from the rural districts
and the Inland commercial centers
will heap duties on the commerce never
before heurd of duties of hauling that
our railroads eap't hope to meet.
Highways and trucks must come to
the rescue. But under existing laws
state highway commissions have no
fnnds to keep the main traveled highways opened nnd cleared of snow.
The lnck of farsightedness and provisions for snow clearance is alarming,
according to the company, which urges
early action to prevent disaster.
GOOD ROADS ARE NECESSARY
War Needs Make Highway Improvements Imperative for Transportation of Supplies.
(iood ronds hnve long been a need.
Todny they are a necessity. Instead
of putting by road Improvements until
the war Is over, war needs mnke Immediate road development the more
Imperative. The country can produce
plenty of food and supplies If we can
but transport them where they are
needed. The motor car and the motor
truck can do the work If the roads are
put in shape and kept In shape. It is
not too much to say that bad roads in
America threaten the lives of our men
on the fighting front. They must hnve
munitions, food and equipment, and
these must be taken to them over
roads here as well as abroad. Do your
part by boosting road Improvement In
your community. The time to start Is
now. Milestones.

BENEFIT OF IMPROVED ROADS
It Possible to Consolidate or
Centralize School! Cost Reduced
to Minimum.

FOR LEADER

Make

Much

in Knowledge of Medicine to
Equip Man for High Pub- (From the United States Department of
lie Service.
Agriculture.)
That Improved roads would benefit
There Is much In the knowledge ot our country-school
system there would
medicine to fit a man for the high call- - seem to be no doubt.
Good roads
tne
Ing of lawgiver nnd lender of
make it possible to consolidate or cenDr.
Ffederlck Peterson, in tralize the schools and to establish
people, says
the Century. He continues:
schools in the rural districts.
"To reach the goal of. national graded
Such schools
located will achealth, the physician's accumulated commodate allcentrally
of the children within
knowledge nnd experience must be a radius of four or five
miles. In
brought lo bear upon the laws which many communities
having the advanrelate to lit marriages, to housing una
of Improved roads commodious
the food supply, to education, oceupii-Hons- , tage
buildings have been provided, more
recreations, hygiene nnd sanita- competent teachers
employed and modtion,' to contagious diseases, alcohol- ern
facilities for teaching supplied at a
ism, poverty and crime; in short, Ukiii
minimum cost.
every law which relates directly or indirectly to the health and
Not Good for Earth Roads.
of the people. His interest reaches
The use of clods, sods, weeds or
into thp depths of sociology, biology
and philosophy, to the relations be vegetable matter in building earth
tween persous and groups, between na-- ' roads should be avoided because they
tions and races. The Interests of medi- retain moisture.
cine are fixed only by the boundaries
Give Split Log Drag a Chance.
of life itself. When the great stale,
Those of you who have tried It
with its great free municipalities Is at
know that the split-lodrag will work
length established, when war and pov- wonders if is
it given a good chance.
erty and disease and unemployment,
as we know them, have been banished
Gravel Roads First Step.
to the vast rubbish heap of man's outGravel roads are the first step togrown Ignorance and folly. It may be
ward better roads. The next step is
that the physicians of that nobler time the
broken stone or macadam road.
will be expected to frame wise laws
not only to Insure Individual health
Center of Earth Road.
but to prevent the disease to which
For an earth road which is 24 feel
the organism of the sfate, the body
the center should not be less
politic, has in all earlier social stages wide, six
inches nor more than 12
than
been subject."
inches higher than the outer edges of
the shoulder.
She Earned It
My little daughter came In with a
Quality Is Important.
penny. I asked her where she found
Quality in the barley crop is imporIt, and she said: "I earned it. You
see. Carter called me a. bad girl and 1 tant even if the barley is to be used
was going to fight him, but he had only as feed for live stock.
some pennies, so I told Mm if ha
Proper Place for Manure.
would give me a nenny I wouldn't
The place of action for manure Is
fight him and he did."
not in a pile but on the field.
'

The praying palm tree of Fnrldpur,
about which certain Interesting fucts
were published. Is dead. It may be
remembered thnt this tree used to prostrate itself in the evening while the
temple bells rang, calling the people
to prayer; and It erected Its head In
the morning. This process was repeat
ed every day, to the bewilderment of
thousands of Hindus, who naturally
came to look upon It as the abode of
some "devata" (god). Hundreds offered pujuhs to the unknown "devata,"
which all went to fill the pockets of
Miraculous
the owner of the tree.
h
cures were reported as a result of
offerings.
f
The curious phenomenon uttracted
the attention of Sir J. C. Bose. who,
after much difficulty, obtained permission of the owner of the tree to investigate the matter. He devised special
Instruments all of swadesbl manufacture and began to take records. He
fouud that the palm tree fell with the
rise of temperature and rose with Its
fa It
Records obtained with other
trees brought out the hitherto unsuspected fact that all trees were moving,
such movements being in response to
changes In their environment.'
Sir J. C Bose holds the opinion that
"the whole of the vegetable world, including rigid trees, perceive the
changes In their environment and respond to them by unmistakable signals.
They thrill under light and become depressed by darkness; the warmth of
summer and frost of winter, drought
and rain, these and many other happenings leave a subtle Impression on
the life of the plant."
pu-Ja-

In 1910 there were

5..rilC,313

ates In the United State.
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ile needs all the workers be can get
Likewise all the materials which enter Into the service of war. Don't
advertise for a hundred men when,
you only require 30. At least 70 will
waste their time answering your call,
and time is no more to be wasted
than materials these, days. Get in
touch with the war Industries board
or the United States employment bureau (branches everywhere) and
find' out just what the government
expects of you.
Employee
Stick to your job. Shifting at
this time dislocates Industry, wastes
time and money and does you harm
in the long run. Only when Uncle
Sam calls have you the moral right
to throw over the task In hand.
Don't slack and don't get extravagant because you are earning more
than formerly. Remember the man
"over there." Uncle Sain can't keep
him supplied as he should be with
food, ammunition and equipment if
you are not more economical than
ever (see the appeal not to wast
further on).
The Alien
If you want this country to le the
best ever best governed and best to
live In for yourself and your children become a citizen. Inform yourself about our laws and our ideals.
Then you can exert an intelligent Influence toward Improving conditions.
Your vote will be ns important and
as that of the man
whose
arrived in the May-

WhatCanlDo?
.
By CHARLES J. ROSEBAULT
of Tha Vigilante

Here are a few answers to this question, which has been worrying the
members of the home army ever since
Uncle Sam decided to make a stand
for human decency. They are answers
dictated by Uncle Sam himself through
his chosen agents In the various activities he has felt It necessary to take on
for the period of the war. Study tbem
carefully, all you good soldiers over
here. Commit to memory, each of
you, those which flt your particular
case and cherish them as special gifts
from the great god Opportunity. They
will tell you how you can make good
in your sphere. Even, as the man
"over there" is expected to be (and
will be) alert for the opportunity to do
his purt with efficiency and dispatch,
eo you have the chance to do yours.
Frompt response to commands from
headquarters by the soldiers of the
home army are as Important as similar
response by the boys in France.
Uncle Sam's Call:
Wife, Mother, Sister-- Let
all your messages "over there"
be of good cheer only; men who
worry can't fight at their best.
"
flower.
If the fortunes of War make a
cripple' of your loved one, repress Manufacturer
Convert your business as speedily
your emotions. Don't ask him to
come home and be cuddled to your
as possible Into one of the many industries needed for the war. There
and his everlasting regret later on.
Is no limit to the demand for the
Remember that he might have been
abilities of the successful ranker of
killed. Determine that his remainthings It would be a, crime to deing years shall be useful and happy
vote these to nonessentials when the
Uncle Sam stands ready to make
them so. He has brought together
need Is so great in the oip real job
all kinds of experts to train your
of the whole American people.
boy so that he may return to civil Everybody
life Hot a useless Idler but prepared
Don't waste time, money, food or
to irieet any competition for the job
anything. Remember thnt every dol
he Is best fitted to do.
lar, spent unnecessarily takes someHave you a baby? Then get In
body's time, somebody's labor, sometouch with the children's bureau, debody's materials which Uncle Snm
con use. It makes no difference how
partment of labor. This arm of the
much money you have In your pockgovernment Is thinking of the future
as well as the preserit. It wants to
ets. It's not the price that counts.
cut down the mortality among InThere Is 'just so much of everything
useful food, cloth, leather and metfants, which Is shockingly large. It
has assembled a vast amount of valals, just to mention a few Items
uable information which it is anxand UncJe Sam needs It all.
ious to impart to the mothers of the
Put your spare money Into. Libcountry. Ask for the circulars tellerty bonds and War Savings stamps.
You will be helping the government
ing about the care of babies.
to help the boys at the front and
Employer of Labor
Don't compete with Uncle Sam.
you'll be better off later on.

The Contortionist
of Berlin

States will exceed anything ever
Ships are being launched .
with such amazing rapidity that
there will soon be quite enough to
carry groin across the Atlantic.
The baron's WTy face flushed with
anger. Was not he one of the many
who had hen deceived by Von
He puffed out his cheeks.
Fortunate It Is Not True.
A mysterious groin disease (he
dictated) has spread with lightning
rapidity throughout the
areas of America, and In
spite of nssnrances to the contrary, we know that the Yankees
will not hnve enough grain for
their own wants. American pr's-on- s
nre full of men and women
who hove dared to break the regulations which allow each person
four ounces of bread a dny. The
ship builders, who became too
weak to work on this allowance,
have been given one ounce extra.
The new ships launched, hastily
built for submarine fodder, are '
now pronounced hopelessly defective, 'and cannot he used.
The reol message fluttered from the
table to the floor, and Schmidt stooped
to pick It up. He had never been allowed to see such things, and glanced
at the slip curiously.
"It is verhoten!" declared the baron,
snatching the poper.
"Herr boron," sold Schmidt, "surely
these American swine must see now
that we have complete mastery."
Boron Von Wurst coughed.
"Ah ! If they all had as much sense
as you," he said, gazing at the
skull of Schmidt. "But we
will teach them with our shining sword.
Didn't some one once sny, though,
that the pen Is mightier than the
I I think there
sword, Schmidt?
must be some truth In that. Yes, yes,
Schmidt, get busy. , The newspapers
of Germany are waiting for my summary of the news."
known.

Tlr-pltz- T

By H. P. HOLT
of Thm Vlgilantas

wheat-growin- g

Baron Von Wurst lighted a lnrge
cigar with an expression of satisfaction, stroked his paunch, now, alas,
somewhat thinner than of yore, and
swung round in his chair to the heap
of freshly deciphered messages that lay
on his desk reports .from trusty
agents In various enemy countries.
e
His little
eyes glinted with
oig-lik-

loy.

Bnrnn Von Wurst was the Hun
and he was just about to
compose the weekly summary of
facts" to be scattered broadcast
among the press of Germany. There
was something In his nature which always made it a peculiar pleasure to
perform this task, for it needed much
Imagination, and Imagination was at
Morea low ebb In the Fatherland.
over, It had won for him the coveted
Iron cross. He took up the firs.t typewritten slip, and read:
American
numbering
troops
200,000 are sailing In the next
three weeks. Their strength In
France will surely reach two milCountless
lion hefore winter.
more training.
"Schmidt," said the baron, to a
secretary In uniform. "Take this
down." Then he dictated:
The alarm In France Increases
dally as the promised hordes from
America fall to appear. Half the
Yankees opposed to tis have already been wiped off the map,
their casualties 'far exceeding lhe
number of fresh arrivals.
Deceiving Their People.
Baron Von Wurst took the next slip
It was from a most excellent spy In
t
The master
France.
cowled as he read :
Meat Is ranch more plentiful
here. The populace are wildly
elated over recent allied victories.
The troops all seem supremely
confidant of ultimate success.
The baron
SchmldtT'
"Ready,
puckered his brows, and continued to
scowl for a moment. Then, with Inspiration, came a grim smile. He dicred-fac-

press-agen-

tated:

erown-prlnce-ll-

Jealously Guarded 8ecret,
Cologne's toilet water industry was
established at the beginning of the
seventeenth century. At that time the
city numbered about 60,000 Inhabitants, while the present population Is
450,000.

'

the
KITCHEN

(By REV. P. B. KITZWATER,, D. D.,
Teacher ot English Hlhle In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
Newspaper
(Copyright WIS. Western
union. j

CABINET

LESSON FOR SEPTEMBER 29
REVIEW.
It Means

SUBJECT-Wh- at

Christian.
SELECTION

FOR

READING

to

Be

a

I John

GOLDEN TEXT My little children, let
ua not love In word, neither in tongue;
but In deed, and truth. I John 3:18.

Perhaps the best way to review the
lessons of this quarter will be to take
the several lessons and note their heaping on the subject chosen for review;
namely : What it mentis to be a Christian. In order to get the best results,
assignment should be mode of the several lessons to different parties to entne
prepared to give the teaching of the
particular lesson on the subject. The
following is suggested as a possible
way of presenting the matter.
Lesson I. It means thnt each Individual, must exercise faith in Jesus
Christ ns a personal Savior. One may
have his heart opened by the Lord
while listening to the Word of God at
a stated meetings like Lydln, or be
convinced through the manifestation
of the mighty power of God, ns the
Phllippinn jailer. In nil cases It Is
the one Savior and the one faith.
Lesson II. It means Unit those who
have reully exercised faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ will attentively rend God's
Word. Kven a great statesman like
the Ethiopian Eunuch will be blessed
In its reading, for the Word of God
converts the soul, makes wise the simple, puts gladness into the heart, enlightens the eyes, satisfies the longing soul, warns against dangers, and
brings reward to those who obey Its
precept s.
Lesson 111. It means a life of personal prayer and communion with God.
The one who has become n child of
God has the glorious privilege of (join-

Ini

OChim ,.U1, l.to nn.wl
surance that God will supply them.
God is more willing to give to his ehll
dren than any earthly fnther Is to his

trk

CALL FROM OVER THERE
By JAMES W. WISE,

of the Vigilantes.
Teu've sent us here across the waves.
To make the whole world free.
To keep our nation's honor bright.
To fight for Liberty.
We Vent and we were glad to go.
To right perhaps to die--To
pay our debt to noble France.
Democracy, our cry.
We ask no praise nor honor.
No riches and no fame,
Our hearts are In the fight for truth.
But back us In the .game.
Tou've sent us bars to Ogat
jour Oght.
Though it be ours, too.
We'll do our bit out at the front
The rest Is up to you.

portant mixture being made by the inventors themselves.
Paul Feminls left the secret with
the Farina family, while the nun bequeathed the secret to one Peter Schae-bewho had been her assistant for
many years.

The Inventors of
Which r
were Paul Feminls and Maria ClemenHomebody I gotta go now, boys.
tine, a Catholic nun.
They began on a small scale, with Hy wife said if I was out after eleven
few persons employed, whom they did she'd never speak to me again.
Batch more Was that a threat or a
not Initiate into the eecrets of the
whole prooaaa, the last and most 1 ut promise
,

Dark Gowns Embroidered in Gray

'
as much liquid as flour
foi stiff doughs like bread.
'
us much butter ns sugar:
for all butter cakes.
One to one and a half teaspooufuls
of linking powder for batters and
CAN BY ANY METHOD YOU CAN;
doughs, increasing to two when heavy
BUT CAN, CAN, CAN.
flour like rice or corn Is used.
as much shortening as
IHLE a regular can- flour for pastry.
One teaspoonful of soda to a pint of
ning outfit is an advantage it is not sour milk.
necessary, for any
clothes boiler with
Have faith In the working out of
til1 destiny of the race; be ready to
a wooden nick made
accept the unaccustomed, to uhv the
to lit the bottom, of
radium of social progress to cure the
strips of wood or
ulcers of the old friction. What if a
lath will answer evfew mistakes are made? How else
fa' Comwimiow
shall the truth he
j ery purpose.
Try all
things and hold fast to that which is
The Important
good.
thing In canning is to have complete
sterilization of the product; this Is
A FEW SEASONABLE SALADS.
by good rubbers tun! a perfect
seal.
OOD
salad Is
A kettle, pull or boiler or any kind
in order at any
which will take a few Jars deep enough
meal. It is tilling,
to cover or come to the neck of l he Jar
refreshing and nourwith water and a good tight cover for
ishing.
the boiler is all that is needed.
Tomato Aspic on
Sterilize the cans by placing them In
Cabbage. Cook two
cold water, tops as well, and bring to
cupful of tomatoes
the boiling point. Dip the rubbers In- fifflatonftl War Garden n uud u teaspoonful
t
to the hot water before adjusting them, IB, Comrniisioo'
of onion for ten minthen with the filled Jars, if n Mason,
utes; add two tea- screw it tight, then loosen
sp..onfuls of sugar, a dash of paprika
way hack. If the covers are screwed anil while pepper and strain.
Soak
too tight, the rubber Is forced out of four teaspoon! uls of gelatin In one
or
too
If
the
of cold water and add to
place
jar may crack,
loose the water or liquid will be drawn the tomatoes; stir until dissolved.
from the cnn.
Pour Into cups and let stand until
The blanching of ninny fruits and linn.
Serve on finely shredded cabnil vegetables Is an important part of bage with French mayonnaise or boilthe preparation. Hy blanching Is meant ed dressing.
Garnish with green
the dipping Into hot wnter and letting pens.
the fruit or vegetable stand a certain
Stuffed Tomato Salad. Willi a
time, then plunging Into cold water. sharp-edgeout the censpoon
blanching shrinks, drives out the gases ters of peeled, uniform-sizetomatoes.
In the tissues and brings the color to Fill with
chopped cucumber am onion
the surface making a more attractive mixed. Marinate tin' vegetables In a
i roduct. The age and tenderness of few (iililespoonfuls of French
"f for an hour before putting Intodressing
the tollt!,rmln ,l"1,""-',time for blanching. If apples are to matoes, then when they are tilled
reudy
be canned, peel, quarter and dip for to serve
top each with a spoonful of
two minutes (If quickly cooked apples thick dressing, either
or mayare used), otherwise five minutes, then onnaise.
nnd
cold
water
Into
and
drain
plunge
Chicken Salad. Cut cold chicken Inpack Into the jars. Fill the jnrs with to small squares; mix two cupful
hot water, seal as mentioned above with an
quantity of chopped eel
and cook twenty minutes In the hot ei y addequal
a teaspoonful of salt, a dush
as
water bath. Seal tightly us soon
of pepper, a dash of paprika and a
removed from the boiler.
of mayoniioise dressing.
Peaches, pears and plums may nil be Serve on shredded lettuce with anothcooked In the hot wnter for twenty er
of the dressing udded
minutes. The peaches are blanched on top.
Garnish with
one minute; the plums or berries are eggs cut into six
pieces, or with sliced
not blanched.
olives or minced parsley.
Meats of various kinds nnike n very
Onion
and
Beet,
fine product canned anil It. will be Srlad
Line a bowl with fresh, crisp
found a most convenient method of lettuce, cover with three
cupfuls of
conservation even In a city home, diced cooked beets. Mix one
cupful
when more meat than Is needed Is on of chopped onion,
f
cupful of
hand. In the farm home, large amount,
one
nre often on hand at butchering time grated
of French dressing.
Put two
that are nmch more quickly available
In the center and the rest
If canned.
around the edge of the beets. Sprinkle
with
of a cupful of chopped
We scatter seeils with
linnil.
sweet pickles.
And dnam we ne'er shall see them

Through envy, through malic, through
hating.
Against the world, early and late,
No Jot ot our courage abating.
Our part ia to work and to wait.
Alice Cary.
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Muck frocks einlirolilereil In gray
yarns anil black embroidered In
among the foremost successes
In the season's showings of new ideas.
II Is ii sedate ciiniliinntlon
even when
the embroidery is elaborate nnd In a
bold pattern, anil It proves to be as
effective 'when very dark blue culled
night blue is used instead of black.
The lovely gown shown in the picture
n hove
employs this deep blue ill a dress
thnt Is rich enough for the opera and
quiet enough for anything else. Customers nre giving much attention to
gowns of tills type, fur their task is to
achieve designs Hint couple distinction with quiet colors.
In the gown pictured there Is an
undei'lioil.ii'e and a skirt of night blue
satin with n bodice of georgette
draped to simulate a belted coat and
waistcoat, over it. There is a soft
girdle of the georgette and, at the
left side, an unexpected and pretty
touch in two long ends each of narrow
moire ribbon,
MW" "' uu 'ii.nrnmery. wiiici is
an imporinm leuiure on mis season s
dresses, Is done In long stitches anil
The effect Is good
easily worked.
silv-

er-are

children.
Lesson IV. It means n life of obedience to the Word and wHl of Ood.
Prompt and definite obedience will be
rendered, even to the separation from
business, and the ties of nature, when
such stnnd In the way. Peter, Andrew,.
James and John obeyed, and it meant
to them great spiritual blessings. From
fishing for fish, they were promoted to
fishing for men. Obedience to God
pays. The disciple of Christ will treasure up his words.
Lesson V. It nienns growth in grace.
Jesus himself grew In wisdom. ind In
stature, and In favor with God and
man. Merely accepting Christ Is not
enough ; there must be growth.
Lesson VI. It means a life of helpfulness to others. One who hns been
mode n partaker of the Divine nature
will, like his master, give himself In
helpful service to others. He will be a
neighbor to the needy and unfortunate,
more:
even ns the Good Samaritan. Being
But for a thousand years their fruit
Jt'B not despise just common things.
good in himself, he will lie doing good
For litre's a truth there is no dodg-tnappears
to others. He will use every opportuIn weeds t lint mar the land.
do
Or
to
healthful
store.
The
bird that soars on proudest
good.
nity
Wit IKS
Lesson VII. It means attendance at
ALL
COOKS
SHOULD Conifs down to earth for board and
tha plnce of worship, receiving the THINGS
lodging.
KNOW.
Nixon Waterman.
teaching of the Word of God, partaking of the communion, and rendering
I.TIIOl.GH the try.
EVERY
DAY
GOOD
THINGS.
service In some capacity inline church.
lug of new recipes
Lesson VIII. It menus confessing
is n most fnsrimn-- I
Porxn of dried hm
Christ hefore men, and waiting with
n g
entertainment
ricots added to
expectant hope for 1he coming of Jefor the lover of
then cooked
sus Christ from Heaven. The grand
cookery, yet ilisnp
down
with sugar
Incentive for faithfulness in witnesspointment is sure to
added to make thick
ing for Christ is the assurance that
be our portion unniiinnaluile, will be
he will come again.
"linMn
h less we know how
found especially good
Lesson IX. It means that we will
lo apply a few sim
flavored.
give of our possessions to the poor nnd
ple tests to every
Serve Ice cream,
needy, love our enemies, and refrain recipe before we risk wasting our
the
small
using
from censorious judgment. God esti- precious foodstuffs.
scoop; place I a
mates our gifts, not by their size but
Kuril kind of dish has some basic
sherbet cups uud pour over a sauce of
foi in. Knowing these, one may make
by what we have left.
straw berry. Itr this manner of serving,
Lesson X. It means that one will Innumerable variations.
When one
Ice cream will serve many
strive to conquer his evil propensities, bus reached this stage of knowledge, a quart of
not allow covetousness to master him the taste nnd ingenuity of the cook will More.
An Egg Extender. Try out two
as diil Ahah. and separate himself have a chance to develop.
slices of salt pork cut in small cubes,
from those who walk in darkness. He
Ia cake making we learn that there In 'his hot far brown n cupful each
will exercise great caution lest he be- are but two kinds of
cakes; those us- u' I n ad cubes and potatoes, u'so cut
come overcome by the devil.
ing some form of fat and those with- in cubes. Who.-- ' brown odd two slight- only a few of the coats ai d wraps
Lesson XI. It means being holy and out, or sponge cakes.
for fall and winter lay claim to novel
and
until
beaten
stir
eggs
constantly
ly
In
we
order tlmt
true.
may preserve
In butter cakes the fat should be the egg is looked. Reason well and designing. For one thing, designers
from corruption the great inns of men from
restrict the amount of muterials' to be
to
f
the quan- serve garnished v.i'h parsley
and enlighten those In darkness,
used to definite lengths that do not
of sugar, depending upon the richseveral
Butter'
Bread
tity
Pudding.
crenpreaching the Gospel to every
ness desired.
Since the butter he- - slices of bread and lay In the bottom allow anything for merely deiorntive
ture, conscious that the presence and comes
liquid with heat' we must take of a baking dish ; pour over any stewed additions to these wraps, and or anpower of Christ will abide.
'that Into account when adding milk, f l nit, like peaches, prunes, or any other simplicity Is the fashion; the
Lesson XII. It means that every water or coffee. The total
amount of ci.niK il fruit, then add another layer public generally likes it.
talent entrusted to us will bo put to liquid should measure
f
One exception to the rule that althe of buttered bread and bnke. TKs may
use, so that when the Lord comes we flour. The amount of
baking powder he eaten with fruit juice for a sauce, lows a scant measure of goods for a
caTi make an account to him which will
Is one level teaspoonful to a cupful of or, if the fruit Is juicy, it will ueed no coat appears in the handsome inndcl
secure his commendation nnd reward.
flour, this In using heavier, flours like snuce.
shown at the right in the illustration
t
corn or rice flour should be Increased
Cottage Pie. Put chopped ment above. This is a heavy,
After Asking Cod.
.
a
cover
to
in
dish
and
one
and
with
a
or
half
two.
baking
gravy
of pom pom cloth, with a
It "amy wound Ood sore!.- - To hnve ua
When a large number of whites of with seasoned mashed potato, made garment,
keen on nsking him for whnt he wants
eollar and deep cuffs of otttr.
Into
Put
milk.
with
a
hot
moist
are
used, less flour is needed. quite
to give "s and whnt we ont-nto have. eggs
It Is made with the approved donbli- Butter or other fat makes n batter oven to heat well and quickly.
And we ran defraud oursewes by tnus
fastening to the left, near the
breast,
Lemon
Cook
With
Butter.
Carrots
more tender, moist and of better keenasking God. For example, we need
with luindsome buttons.
it
in making a teniier young carrots cut In shoestrings waistline,
nisi
aids
ing
quality;
In
our
mil.
power
lives; spirit
tint- grain. Eggs when cooked become with very little wnter. When cooked add These ore square nnd mutch the coat
norto live
power. If
butter and a little lemon juice, with a In color, with rims in the dark shade
mal, victorious, efficient Christian thick, hence the more eggs the less
of the fur. Four of them nre set on
other
grating of nutmeg.
flour,
When
things
being
equal.
Xow
It hns been truly said that
lives.
Seasoned Mush. Cook a ham bone each sleeve and one on each pocket.
a
amount
of
and
large
sugar
butter
"the way to hnve power Is to ask foi
in wnter until the meat falls; remove The coat is straight, but Is drawn to
It." P.ut what then? Many a Chris- ais used, increase the amount of
meat, chop and reserve it to add the figure at the wuistline by a soft
the
both
as
these
powder
Ingredients
tian hns done thnt. nnd is continuing
The designer
later. Stir cornmeal into the broth and girdle of the cloth.
are
heavy.
to do It. just asking God hour aftel
might have considered the coat comadd
until
well
cook
done;
seasoning
The'
are
following
proportions
hour, nnd day after day, for power.
nnd the chopped meat; pour into a plete If nothing more had been udded
And all the while God Is patiently, standard:
square
pan to mold and serve sliced to it ; but there was the temptation to
f
Use
as much liquid as flour
longingly waiting for that one to take
In a little hot fat. ""his Is add the charm of the straight panel
.fried
and
what he hns asked for and what God for murrln and cake batters, remem- nice for luncheon.
and the smart suggestion of a military
all at one nnd the same time
tagcrly offers. So that the way tfl bering that fat Is liquid as well as
cape
have power is, not merely to ask foi molasses.
nnd It was done. Therefore there is
as much liquid as flour
It, but to take It That is, to believe,
a long, narrow cnie. banded with fur
In blind, cold faith, that God haf for soft doughs like biscuit.
and finished with buttons, which puts
'
heard and Is answering. God pledge!
ns his word for this. Let ns keef
for five minute-- , two or three times
Advanced Russian Women.
from wounding htm hy a continue
a
day will rest and keep you fit for
The master ideal of the women of
he
which
for
that
asking
freely gives.
all kinds of work.
the Russian intelligentzia has lieen
A fine cough cure is sliced onions.
One of the most important things freedom
and
The Greatest Teachings.
and
Independence.
There are no songs comparable tc Sprinkle with sugar and put In- the for a housekeeper who employs oth- Americans of both sexes long resident
granite dish. , When the ers to learn is how and what has In Petrograd believe they have realthe songs of Zion ; no orations equal to oven in
those of the prophets: and no politic onions are a dark brown the sirup is to be done and the .time It takes for ised it more fully than any woman in
a person of ordinary abllitv to do it- like those which the Scriptures teach. ready to use.
the world. Their leaders admit they
Lack ef the right kind of exercise
Potatoes are a food that Is served have now no
Milton. .
unjust discrimination to
breaks down the health. Housekeep- - twice, and many times three times
of In either law or social
complain,
need exer- - dally.
custom. Conventions press but lightly
Any Gospel that leaves ont the aton-- prs eIen
Learn to serve a new dish of potaInr blood Is something subsrlrntod tm ate ror n,an3r or tne Important mus-upon them. In these days of dear
been
cle
breathhave
nactUe.
toes
each
week
and
will
Deep
still have notches a young lady may stop yon In
yon
the only Gospel God has ever commie
and
relaxation
of
a
entire
the
hundred
and
new
tag
li
body
atoned the missionary to deliver.
fifty
ways to
ie Ftreet am' ask for the loan of roar

ami the work goes quickly, but the
wide lui nils on tin.' handsome gown

pictured are not embroidered In this
way.
Many of the stitches are short
nuil set close together.
This pattern
Is striking and exactly suited to the
yarn used for working It out. The
dress Is simple ill design, ami needs
to lie, since the things to be emphasized In It fire the lovely color combination nnd the bold ami rich embroidery.
A dress of this kind calls for a hat
d
that will play up to it, and a
model, In velvet, or velvet
and georgette, of the same dark blue,
can hardly be too simply trimmed.
Such a hut is shown in the picture
anil might be In black with ns good reTin- pumps nre of black patsult s.
ent leather.
brnnd-lirinune-

Satins Will Be Favored.
Satins promise to be the greatest
favorites among silks for full.
Separate Skirts.
Separate skirts have hems of
tracting material nnd color.
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Novel Wraps and Coats
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one-thir- d

Once more history shows the
g
Parisians to be
subsisting largely on rats and l.
The shining sword of GerHis Clreumambulatory Endeavor.
many has brought them almost to
"Professor Pate la somewhat absent
tnelr knees through starvation.
minded, isn't he?"
Mutinies in the French army are
"Oh, yes. The other day I saw him
now a dally recurrence, for those
attempting to enter bank building by
soldiers know. In spite of the lies
way of a revolving door. He was cogU
thrust upon them, that everytatlng over some weighty matter in
where along the line. German
his mind, and walked into the door and
might is triumphant
The baron, who haI lunched with around and through and out again
a friend off a substitute sausage, grim- where be bad started, six times before
aced as he read another message from discovering that he was not making
any particular advancement In the way
America:
Kansas City Star.
he wished to go.
The 1918 harvest in the United
pleasure-lovin-

SUMSOIOOL
Lesson ;

mriovEDumroiN internatioimI

one-hal-

one-hal-

custor-colore-

d

this extravagant and beautiful coat In
a class where It has few rivals.
For mild climates, or full wear,
there are some scurfs nnd capes suited
to between-seiisonthat are often clever combinations of two accessories in
one garment. The cape shown in the
figure lit the left of the ivleture contrives to extend Itself into a liroinl
girdle with sash ends that are finished
with a handsome yarn fringe. Fringe
is a much coveted decoration these
days and tl esc sash ends are further
enriched by embroidered dragons that
match it.
s

'

t

Miner-nntU-

-

we-n- re

bnk-In-

one-hal-

One-thir- d

Some Pointers
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Capes Are Stylish.
Capes are very desirable and very
stylish. Itut if u girl can have but one
wrap outside of the regular raincoat, a
Warm wool coat is the best choice.
Those for this season are. for the most
part, belted, double breasted, having
patch pockets, collars which ran lie
rolled high and the coat rem lie the
edge of the dress at the bottom. Materials are much the same if they have
been in the last two seasons; wool velours, duvetyn or other woolly surfaces, llolivla is a beoutiful material,
but its wearing qualities are somewhat
doubtful.
cigarette In order to light her own.
The one foolish convention I noticed Is
thnt a woman must never be seen oat-sithe house with the head uncovered. In tne form or another the kerchief rules all classes, the result being
that Russian women do not rejoice is)
very luxuriant hair, nor do their
tresses show the glint and sheen that
comes' from going about bareheaded."
Century.
As skirts grow more narrow they
natnrallv crow longer.

'
the "
'reet Red Cross sewing
roor.. ;...;.
completing the sixty
kits, including housewives and but
ton hags which they were given by
the Red Cross chapter to make.

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

RED CROSS

Splendid Shiprant
The following garments and supplies have been shipped to the Mountain Division , at Denver, by the Roy
Chapter and branches. Mills and
Mosquero. the auxiliary at Solano,
and the Weisdorfer neighborhood,
which, wh'le no organized, has been
doing yeoman service for the cause
and turned out as much work proportionately as any of the organized

LETTERS

FROM

SOLDIERS

Attorney A. M. Edwards- received
the following interesting post card
from Lieut. John R. McFie, Jr., last
Sunday. It was dated France, Aug.
31:
"Surely am 'enjoying myself in
France and would not exchange my
lot with anybody in the world. Lovely country and delightful people, although a few years behind the times
in. this particular village. Am billeted in a hotel in one of their quaint
villages, not unlike old Santa Fe. Had
a de'ightful trip on the ocean, hut
had a close call once. Meet me in
Farif after the .war".

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LOBGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

M- -.
Vr. Edward Stiles, of Datil. who Walton Ret his nomination.
RIDERLESS
Jitney Dance Thursday Night
White is an attorney at Silver City
nay in the city visiting friends sc
The Woodman Circle 'gave a jitin France
I stood upon a battle-fiel- d
ral days returned home Tuesday.
aim has an extensive practice in
With all my sinews quivering for the ney dance at the Library hall last
RED
CROSS
ROOMS
''rant county.
night. It was a benefit affair to which
fray.
Naw Museum Building
Miss Sophie Newcomber, stenowas invited. The large atI saw my master buckle on his hi It.
Sewing room open every afterJohn Tombs, secretary of the antigrapher in the Santa Fe Central ofVault to my back, and felt his long tendance spent several very pleasant
noon, 2 to 5.
fice, spent Sunday with relatives in tuberculosis association and a boosthours. A portion of the proceeds
caress
Gauze room open every morner in many departments of New MexAlbuquerque.
About my arching neck, and then I will ba contributed to the Red Cross,
ico public affairs was in the city
ing (except Saturday), 10 to
wnrk-r- s.
the remainder will be used for
and
knew
Former Mayor Tom I.ea, of Fw and was instrumental in securing a
63 Sweaters. 19 pairs of Wristlets. We must press onward to the battle the entertainment fund of the order.
Sunin
afternoon
who
was
the
Every
I'aso,
(except
city assisting I lank in the Democratic platform
170 pairs of Socks, (The quota was
Mr. Juan J. Ortiz, of the state corfront.
in the di'fense of Mrs. Maud R. Case favoring the extension of the stale
day), 2 to 5; Thursday evenElks Dane
216 pairs but was not completed on I felt the fire leap in my eyes
commission office, received
Night
poration
7
:30
9..K).
to
returned home Sunday.
ings,
of
health, and adding
The dance devotees who attend the a letter from his son last Sunday,
department
account of inability to get yarn And blaze its way along the path we
vital statistics to its functions as
Elks dances are anticipating a gay which was dated August 31 and is
kent.
, 50).
Col. I C. Collier left Saturday f.v well as money to its exchequer.
P.aiama Suits, 100 Handkerchiefs, I'd carry him to victory, I. his horse. time
night. Al. Morrison's as follows:
New York City, He will he absent
.W Hosmtal Shirts. 40 Comfort
"My Dear Father.
Bags I would not fail him though the bul orchestra will play for the event.
Colonel V. F. Hopewell was in R. C. Meets The Needs
!rom the oily two or three weeks.
15
10
20
Pillow Slips,
I hope that when this letter reach
lets whizzed
P'llows,
That the services rendered by the
j
the city during the Democratic conI
hold
S
of
would
Columbus
Farewell
Knights
Like hail around us:
Red Cross on the western Pital Rags. Refugee
Garments,
Party es you it will find you all well as it
Mrs Allen Fletcher, of Reygate, vention. He provided a draft of a
17S
the
members
Children's
of
the
leaves
Dresses.
him
me, thanks to God.
Tuesday night
Chemese,
up
Montana, is visiting her brother and resolution favoring drainage and re- front during the severe fighting of
Well father I have not received
This list comprises all work up to To do his share: I'd be a hero's Knights of Columbus gave a farewell
sister-in-laMr. and Mrs. Verc clamation protects in the Rio Grande the last month has contributed to
Two shipments have been
horse.
party at the Council rooms on Water any letter from you for a long time.
San Juan and Pecos valleys, which the success of our troops, is the; Sept.
Hoyle
-he Street in honor of Alfred M. Bergcre Haven't you received any from me,
was endorsed by the convention
opinion expressed in letters from 'mane tms nntn wnicn win oe re- I kept my faith, I held him till
who left last night for France via I have written several since I arfell.
American officers now being received "orted later.
Mr Alfred M. flachrens was in
How is everybody
And long hours after stood I by his New York City to take up the K. of rived in France.
Slate School superintendent J II at the Paris headuarters of the or-- :
the rity recently from Denver, and
wr. tsergere lias the dis- at home? Did you remember mo
worK.
side,
One such letter, from
Auxil:ary
expected hack from ganization.
plans to go with the Red Cross to Wagner was this
one
tinction
some
28th
in
until
of
of
the
the
Van
has sent
the Nor thought of fleeing
this month, my birthday,
first member
week whither h,Maior General Robert A. Rullard
being
Washington
Trance t serve as a nurse
of the order in New Mexico who has 23 years old, how the time flies.
took
went tov attend a national ronf.
the First Division in following articles the past week to
N
led
me
back
10
been
:
in
hand
abroad.
Don Jose Amado Marsent
If
see
and
The
rs
his
bridle
was
iton
event
in
of the hoys working r;sprv, France, is contained
a cable
hcadquart'
you
jackets, My
Mr and Mrs. William II. Chrisman ence
tinez tell him that Felipe Martinez
which will he actively proselyted in reived by the War Council of the l'" dresses, 6 pairs of socks and 2 Beyond the firing line. I care not a very pleasant affair.
ami son Roswi II. of Albuquerque, at- - New
is all right, I saw him last night he
sweaters.
now
Mexico.
Red Cross. It follows:
'ended the Methodist
ronferenee
What may betide, since my dear Reception for Rev. and Mrs. Lochridse has not written home yet since he
"Your prompt and liberal
and
which
held
was
Sunday,
Saturday
Dr. Charles F. I. likens superinten
master lies
Wednesday night at M. John s M. arrived here. Ignacio Lopez is here
atioh, abundance of supplies furnish- - The De Baca County Chapter
in this city several days.
E. Church a delightful farewell recep- with me if you see Celso Lopez tell
lil nt of the Childrens honn at A ! ed both to hnsnitals and to men en-- !
Have competed 130 refugee gar- - Dead on a field in France.
RICHARDSON
13
M.
tion
was given in honor of Rev. and him he is well.
HELEN
'fi route to and from the fi' Id, and aid '"cuts. 10) pairs of socks and
.
.
b'lqiierqne, was a recent
,,,. war
Among those leaving .Sunday after-jJtnMrs. Lochridge who left yesterday
We arc having a good time. When
f,.). rendcred by
sweaters, which were sent to Denver
ambulance
and
noon (.enroll as students at the
for Illinois, their future home. Both all the boys
srvic'e in tranM,0rting recently.
NVw Mexioo as wc
a5 in f,,rf.;c, ,camion
together we start
.
.
:
Mate College are He following
. d,v haJ wounded, were not onlv timetv but'
Child Welfare Work
Mr. .and Mrs. Lochridge were verv to talk about the times we used to
,.,
,s
s
Ur-Club
is popular
,
,,,,.
The Santa Pe "Woman
,,
yrl .spears Arthur Itearham.
:,.,
Iat... h.t...M
mM.t il.- -: From The Santa Rita Branch
during their year residence have in dear old Santa, Fe.
William Mnelle
:
c
A Kv
:
,.,
Irvm i
nf ........,.
j.-- i
Siaplit
making arrangements to have a tag in Santa re and accomplished a circat
...
.....,..,. lit (is
rf,nrpn
...
rm,ni,. ,
Regards to everybody at home and
in ninny . ,i ti ,.r ,i,
in' ;.,i,:i;
ill mir iiii'ii. iniri:ii.i il is unwill
be
which
O'Garrah
next
oil's I.ujaii. Wayne Law,. ik.ih.iiWednesday,
deal in building up the church and in in town. .1 close asking you and my'
f .,.l)t1(,r, makinci a dollar a dav fieult to
what the result shipped to
recently including day
The
,
nil Vasser Smith
rial"
!......
'iflol,UnV
Ktrls dresses,
it domestic
public work in the community. Mr. dear mother for your blessings.
work to take "are ot .would have been without these
Doys suits ana
From vour son.
l'm' rgarnients.
There remains proceeds received will be used to Lochridge was a very active memti' ir wee ones with prices as high! vices.
Alt-- .'
M
little ber in the Masonic fraternities and
for
clinic
the
a
free
on
Rcrgcre. of the stale ta- - ns Ihey are. He ferventlv endorses!
RAFAEL ORTIZ.
carry
one
box
filled
to
hut
be
more
to
"The American people may we'l
' Miiinit ..slop's
not
the
ofi'ice
have
whose
children
last, ri'jlir (lie work of the child welfare move fCL.
Co. K, 109 U S Inf..
parents
of
comnletc
the
of
be
and
will
of the organization which
Knights
assignment
refugee
greatPythias
proud
N'-ills
fcr
York City. From tneVc he ment in
means with which to have their
A. E. F., France".
ly missed by the members of both
making people acnnaiiMed they have built lip and it is a matter work,
will sail for France where he will with a subieet
attended to.
which doctors have j0f congratulations that contributions
these orders.
68
month
a
this
16th
in the K of C. work. used for their
of
Since the
AMFRICAN SHIPBUILDING
guidance for some whieh they have made arc used so Lo'dnburg Knitters
age have been Soldiers Entertained Here
FOR MONTH OF AUGUST..
Sent 16 pairs of socks to the Silver children of
lime and have found salutary
On behalf of the di-- !
(appropriately.
and
Two popular Santa Fe young
examined
phvsicallv
BREAKS PREVIOUS RECORDS
registered,
On last Thursday evening the lavision I beg you and vonr assistants City Chapter hist week.
This
have recei. ed orders to report
measured.
and
of
weighed
am-- wj( accept my gratitude."
mentally,
dies of Cloudcroft gave a dance comThe Santa Fe Chamber
Red Cross'
for duty the first ol October
Miss
work has been under, the direction plimentary to Motor Truck Co. No.
t Workers
vlditinn to adopting a bud- Bulletin.
nieree
Washington, Sept. 24 New records
ifel n Kr.ipp will lto to Camp Keirnv get as
L. Hewett and able assist-.
E.
of
Dr.
were
American
3'Jl
as
was
pres-ntit
shipbuilding
and a detachment of engineers for
of crop failures, sickness
In
promptly
spite
M
Mis. VMIa Mueller to Crimp
No charge is made and all who hiked in from their
d In Secretary Doyle ami Pre;i- near made in August. The output for the
in many homes, and other discourag- - ants.
camp
R.
Catholic
Nunes
C
Siiters
Tex.
workers are volunteers. The request the reservation.
dent Manna has decided on hi week-Iv
The music which montn was w.qy gross tons.
Carrying a gospel of mercy and i"fJ eirrum- tanccs, the following was made by the government that was
luncheons to accelerate the afdonated for the occasion was
.
u.ineen sent 10 neariquari- ot the Order; '.rii'ir-sisters
t'li
cheer,
Work under state direction was to fairs of the
.Phonl
ago
Preaching and Practicing
and the 'of St. Vincent and St. Paul, better rf by the Quav Branch: 33
splendid and the dance was a great
of
pas
ic bi'.cir tl'is week on tie Testtqiie-f'ljuaqii- c welfare of 'heorganization
A demagogue is one who claims
and '"their success.
be examined
town
Refreshments
711
of
coffee
Drainage of l,...... .. C:.
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